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Kurzfassung
Relaisverfahren sind höchst vorteilhaft, um in drahtlosen Kommunikationssystemen
Abschattungseffekte zu überwinden, Reichweiten zu erhöhen, die Energieeffizienz zu
verbessern und den erzielbaren Datendurchsatz zu steigern. Um den erzielbaren
Datendurchsatz weiter zu steigern, können Mehrantennentechniken genutzt werden.
In dieser Arbeit werden Sendestrategien sowie Filterentwürfe für drei verschiedene
nicht-regenerative Mehrantennen-Relais-Szenarien vorgeschlagen. Um Relaisverfahren
in zukünftigen zellularen Szenarien zu untersuchen, wird ein zellulares MehrnutzerRelaisszenario betrachtet, in welchem eine Mehrantennen-Basisstation mit mehreren Mehrantennen-Mobilstationen bidirektional kommuniziert. Um Relaisverfahren in
zukünftigen Ad-Hoc-Netzwerken und Sensornetzwerken zu untersuchen, werden ein
Mehrpaar-Relaisszenario und ein Mehrgruppen-Mehrwege-Relaisszenario betrachtet. In
dem Mehrpaar-Relaisszenario kommunizieren mehrere Mehrantennen-Knoten paarweise bidirektional miteinander. In dem Mehrgruppen-Mehrwege-Relaisszenario besteht
jede Gruppe aus mehreren Mehrantennen-Knoten und jeder dieser Knoten teilt seine Daten mit allen anderen Knoten in seiner Gruppe. In allen Szenarien senden die
Knoten während einer Vielfachzugriffsphase zeitgleich zur Relaisstation. Anschließend
sendet die Relaisstation während mehrerer Broadcast (BC) Phasen linear verarbeitete
Versionen dieser empfangenen Signale zu den Knoten. In dem zellularen MehrnutzerRelaisszenario und dem Mehrpaar-Relaisszenario wird nur eine BC Phase benötigt, da
bidirektionale Kommunikationen betrachtet werden. In dem Mehrgruppen-MehrwegeRelaisszenario werden mehrere BC Phasen benötigt, da jeder Knoten die Nachrichten
von allen anderen Knoten in seiner Gruppe empfangen muss.
Jeder Knoten benötigt in der Regel eine unterschiedliche Datenrate zum Senden und
Empfangen. So ist zum Beispiel die benötigte Datenrate in der Abwärtsstrecke von
der Basisstation zu den Mobilstationen normalerweise höher als die benötigte Datenrate in der Aufwärtsstrecke von den Mobilstationen zur Basisstation. Um dies zu
berücksichtigen, werden asymmetrische Datenraten-Forderungen (ADRF) eingeführt.
Jedoch ist das Problem, die Summenrate für die betrachteten Szenarien mit und ohne
Berücksichtigung der eingeführten ADRF zu maximieren, nicht konvex und die Suche
nach einer optimalen Lösung hat eine sehr hohe Berechnungskomplexität. Aus diesem
Grund wird in dieser Arbeit für jedes betrachtete Szenario eine Zerlegung des Problems
der Summenratenmaximierung vorgeschlagen. Basierend auf diesen Problemzerlegungen werden die folgenden Verfahren eingeführt.
Im zellularen Mehrnutzer-Relaisszenario können die Sende- und Empfangssignale der
Basisstation gemeinsam über alle Antennen verarbeitet werden. Für dieses Szenario
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wird ein Filterentwurf für das Sendeempfangsfilter der Relaisstation vorgeschlagen,
welcher ausnutzt, dass die Sendesignale der Mobilstationen gemeinsam an der Basisstation verarbeitet werden können. Für den vorgeschlagenen Filterentwurf werden die
Fähigkeiten der Selbst- und der Schrittweisen-Interferenz-Auslöschung an den Knoten
ausgenutzt. Zudem wird eine analytische Lösung basierend auf der Minimierung des
gewichteten mittleren quadratischen Fehlers hergeleitet. Zusätzlich wird ein Entwurf
des Sendefilters an der Basisstation vorgeschlagen, der die Fähigkeit der SchrittweisenInterferenz-Auslöschung an den Mobilstationen ausnutzt. Außerdem wird ein Verfahren eingeführt, welches den gemeinsamen Entwurf der Filter an den Knoten und des
Filters an der Relaisstation ermöglicht. Weiterhin werden zwei Sendestrategien vorgeschlagen, welche die Sendeleistungen an den Knoten und die Sendeleistungsverteilungen
an der Basisstation und an der Relaisstation anpassen, um die betrachteten ADRF zu
erfüllen. Zudem wird bei einer der vorgeschlagenen Sendestrategien eine SubträgerZuweisung durchgeführt, um die Anzahl der gleichzeitig gesendeten Datenströme unter
Berücksichtigung der ADRF anzupassen. Durch numerische Ergebnisse wird gezeigt,
dass die Performanz der vorgeschlagenen Sendestrategien kombiniert mit den vorgeschlagenen Filterentwürfen an den Knoten und an der Relaisstation signifikant besser
ist als die Performanz konventioneller Verfahren. So benötigen die vorgeschlagenen Verfahren zum Beispiel bis zu drei Antennen an der Relaisstation weniger als konventionelle
Verfahren, um dieselbe Summenrate zu erzielen.

Im Mehrpaar-Relaisszenario können weder die Sende- noch die Empfangssignale, die
zu unterschiedlichen Paaren gehören, gemeinsam an einem Knoten verarbeitet werden. Für dieses Szenario wird ein Filterentwurf für das Sendeempfangsfilter der Relaisstation vorgeschlagen, welcher die Interferenz zwischen den Knoten verschiedener
Paare unterdrückt und somit eine gleichzeitige Kommunikation aller Paare ermöglicht.
Zudem nutzt der vorgeschlagene Filterentwurf die Fähigkeiten der Selbst- und der
Schrittweisen-Interferenz-Auslöschung an den Knoten aus. Basierend auf der Minimierung des gewichteten mittleren quadratischen Fehlers wird für den vorgeschlagenen
Filterentwurf eine analytische Lösung hergeleitet. Zusätzlich werden zwei Verfahren
vorgeschlagen, um die Sende- und Empfangsfilter an den Knoten zu entwerfen. Weiterhin werden zwei Sendestrategien vorgeschlagen, welche die Sendeleistungen an den
Knoten und die Sendeleistungsverteilung an der Relaisstation anpassen, um die betrachteten ADRF zu erfüllen. Zudem wird bei einer der vorgeschlagenen Sendestrategien eine vollständige Suche durchgeführt, um die Anzahl der gleichzeitig gesendeten
Datenströme unter Berücksichtigung der ADRF zu optimieren. Durch numerische Ergebnisse wird gezeigt, dass die Performanz der vorgeschlagenen Sendestrategie, welche
die Anzahl der gleichzeitig gesendeten Datenströme optimiert, kombiniert mit den vorgeschlagenen Filterentwürfen an den Knoten und an der Relaisstation signifikant besser
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ist als die Performanz konventioneller Verfahren. So benötigt das vorgeschlagene Verfahren zum Beispiel bis zu drei Antennen an der Relaisstation weniger als konventionelle
Verfahren, um dieselbe Summenrate zu erzielen.
Im Mehrgruppen-Mehrwege-Relaisszenario kann die Auswahl der Signale, die in den
einzelnen BC Phasen ausgesendet werden, optimiert werden. Dies stellt eine zusätzliche
Herausforderung im Vergleich zu den anderen zwei Relaisszenarien dar. Zudem kann
an jedem Knoten eine gemeinsame zeitliche Verarbeitung der Empfangssignale aus den
verschiedenen BC Phasen durchgeführt werden. Für dieses Szenario werden zwei Sendestrategien vorgeschlagen, welche die analoge Netzwerkcodierung verwenden, um die
Fähigkeit der räumlichen Signalverarbeitung an den Knoten und an der Relaistation
auszunutzen sowie um die Fähigkeit der zeitlichen Signalverarbeitung an den Knoten
auszunutzen. Außerdem nutzen die vorgeschlagenen Sendestrategien die Fähigkeiten
der Selbst- und der Schrittweisen-Interferenz-Auslöschung an den Knoten aus. Um eine effiziente Anwendung der vorgeschlagenen Sendestrategien zu ermöglichen, wird ein
Entwurf des Sendeempfangsfilters der Relaisstation vorgeschlagen, welcher die Umsetzung von analoger Netzwerkcodierung ermöglicht. Der vorgeschlagene Filterentwurf
basiert auf der Minimierung des gewichteten mittleren quadratischen Fehlers und es
wird eine analytische Lösung für das Sendeempfangsfilter hergeleitet, welche Mithilfe
von Gewichtsparametern angepasst werden kann. Zusätzlich wird ein Verfahren eingeführt, welches den gemeinsamen Entwurf der Empfangsfilter an den Knoten und
des Sendeempfangsfilters an der Relaisstation ermöglicht. Durch numerische Ergebnisse wird gezeigt, dass die Performanz der vorgeschlagenen Sendestrategien kombiniert
mit dem vorgeschlagenen gemeinsamen Entwurf der Empfangsfilter an den Knoten und
des Sendeempfangsfilters an der Relaisstation signifikant besser ist als die Performanz
konventioneller Verfahren. So benötigen die vorgeschlagene Verfahren zum Beispiel bei
Betrachtung einer einzelnen Gruppe mit zehn Knoten bis zu sechs Antennen an der Relaisstation weniger als konventionelle Verfahren, um dieselbe Summenrate zu erzielen.
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Abstract
Relaying techniques are highly beneficial in wireless communication systems to overcome shadowing effects, to increase the communication range, to improve the energy
efficiency and to increase the achievable throughput. To further increase the achievable throughput, multi-antenna techniques can be exploited. In this thesis, transmit
strategies and filter designs for three different non-regenerative multi-antenna relaying
scenarios are proposed. To investigate relaying in future cellular networks, a cellular
multi-user relaying scenario is considered where a multi-antenna base station wants to
bidirectionally communicate with several multi-antenna mobile stations. To investigate relaying in future ad-hoc and sensor networks, a multi-pair relaying scenario and
a multi-group multi-way relaying scenario are considered. In the multi-pair relaying
scenario, several pairs of multi-antenna nodes want to perform bidirectional pairwise
communications. In the multi-group multi-way relaying scenario, each group consists
of several multi-antenna nodes and each node wants to share its data with all other
nodes within its group. In all scenarios, the nodes simultaneously transmit to the relay
station during one multiple access phase. Afterwards, the relay station retransmits linearly processed versions of the received signals during several broadcast (BC) phases
to the nodes. In the cellular multi-user and in the multi-pair relaying scenario, one BC
phase is required due to considering bidirectional communications. In the multi-group
multi-way relaying scenario, several BC phases are required because each node has to
receive the messages of all other nodes within its group.
To consider that each node typically requires different data rates for transmission and
reception, e.g., the required data rates in downlink are typically higher than the required data rates in uplink, asymmetric data rate (ADR) requirements are introduced.
However, the problem of maximizing the sum rate with and without considering the
introduced ADR requirements is non-convex for the considered scenarios and searching
for an optimal solution has a very high computational complexity. Thus, in this thesis,
a decomposition of the sum rate maximization problem is proposed for each considered scenario. Based on the proposed decompositions, the following low-complexity
approaches are introduced.
In the cellular multi-user relaying scenario, joint spatial processing over all antennas
at the base station can be performed for transmission and reception. For this scenario,
a relay transceive filter design is proposed which exploits that the signals transmitted
by the mobile stations can be jointly processed at the base station. For the proposed
filter design, the self-interference and successive interference cancellation capabilities
of the nodes are exploited and an analytical solution based on minimizing the weighted
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mean square error is derived. Furthermore, a successive interference cancellation aware
transmit filter design at the base station is proposed. Additionally, an approach to enable a joint design of the filters at the nodes and at the relay station is introduced.
Moreover, two low-complexity transmit strategies are proposed which adjust the transmit powers of the mobile stations and the transmit power distributions at the base
station and at relay station to tackle the considered ADR requirements. Additionally,
one of the proposed transmit strategies performs a low-complexity subcarrier allocation
to adjust the numbers of simultaneously transmitted data streams with respect to the
considered ADR requirements. By numerical results, it is shown that the proposed
transmit strategies combined with the proposed filter designs at the nodes and at the
relay station significantly outperform conventional approaches. For instance, for the
considered configurations, the proposed approaches require up to three antennas less
at the relay station than conventional approaches to achieve the same sum rate.
In the multi-pair relaying scenario, neither the transmit signals nor the receive signals
of nodes which belong to different pairs can be jointly processed at one node. For this
scenario, a relay transceive filter design is proposed which suppresses the interferences
between nodes of different pairs and thus, enables the simultaneous communication of
all pairs. Furthermore, the proposed filter design exploits the capability of the nodes
to perform self-interference and successive interference cancellation. The proposed
relay transceive filter design is based on minimizing the weighted mean square error
and an analytical solution is derived. Furthermore, two approaches for designing the
transmit and receive filters at the multi-antenna nodes are introduced. Moreover,
two low-complexity transmit strategies are proposed which adjust the transmit powers
of the nodes and the transmit power distribution at the relay station to tackle the
considered ADR requirements. Additionally, one of the proposed transmit strategies
performs an exhaustive search to optimize the numbers of simultaneously transmitted
data streams with respect to the considered ADR requirements. By numerical results, it
is shown that the proposed transmit strategy which additionally optimizes the numbers
of simultaneously transmitted data streams combined with the proposed filter designs
at the nodes and at the relay station significantly outperforms conventional approaches.
For instance, for the considered configurations, the proposed approach requires up to
three antennas less at the relay station than conventional approaches to achieve the
same sum rate.
In the multi-group multi-way relaying scenario, the selection of the signals which are
retransmitted in each BC phase can be optimized which is an additional challenge
compared to the other two relaying scenarios. Furthermore, the nodes can additionally
perform joint temporal receive processing over the received signals of the different BC
phases. For this scenario, two low-complexity transmit strategies are proposed which
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utilize analog network coding to exploit the spatial processing capabilities of the nodes
and of the relay station as well as the capability of the nodes to perform temporal
receive processing over the received signals of the different BC phases. Additionally,
the proposed transmit strategies exploit the capability of the nodes to perform selfinterference and successive interference cancellation. To enable an efficient application
of the proposed transmit strategies, an analog network coding aware relay transceive
filter design is proposed. The relay transceive filter design is based on minimizing the
weighted mean square error and an analytical solution is derived which can be adjusted
via the considered weighting parameters. Additionally, a joint approach for designing
the receive filters at the nodes together with the proposed analog network coding aware
relay transceive filter is introduced. By numerical results, it is shown that the proposed
transmit strategies combined with the proposed joint filter design at the nodes and at
the relay station significantly outperform conventional approaches. For instance, if a
single group with ten nodes is considered, the proposed approaches require up to six
antennas less at the relay station than conventional approaches to achieve the same
sum rate.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Multi-Antenna Two-Hop Relaying

The demand for high data rate wireless access rapidly increases. In urban as well as in
rural areas, people desire high data rate wireless access to share personal or public data
such as pictures and videos. Furthermore, machine to machine (M2M) communications
will play an important role in future wireless communication systems [Fet12]. In M2M
communication systems, the number of nodes which want to share information can be
much higher than in a cellular system and this can significantly increase the required
throughput.
In conventional wireless communication systems, transmissions are performed from
source to destination nodes via the direct link channel between these nodes. To recover
the transmitted signal at the destination, the required ratio between the received signal
power and the received interference and noise power, termed signal-to-interferenceplus-noise ratio (SINR), has to be sufficiently high [Kam11]. Thus, the transmit power
at the source has to be increased to overcome shadowing effects or to increase the
communication range, because the received signal power decreases at least with the
increasing distance between source and destination squared [TV05]. Furthermore, to
increase the achievable data rates, the transmit power has to be increased as well
such that a higher SINR is achieved at the receiver. However, arbitrarily increasing
the transmit power is not possible due to practical issues. For example, an increased
transmit power would reduce the battery lifetime of mobile devices, increase the energy
costs per bit, cause higher interference to neighboring nodes which reuse the same
resources and impact the electromagnetic compatibility.
To overcome the aforementioned problems, relaying is considered as an energy- and
cost-efficient solution to increase the communication range and the achievable throughput in future wireless communication systems [HBG+ 13, WT12, SDR12]. In relaying,
one or several intermediate nodes, termed relay stations, support the communications
between the source and the destination nodes. An example for a simple relaying scenario is shown in Figure 1.1. In this scenario, the nodes S1 and S2 want to bidirectionally exchange information. The direct link between the nodes is assumed to be weak
because it is affected by strong shadowing effects and thus, the communications are
performed via an intermediate relay station, termed RS.
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Figure 1.1. Single-pair bidirectional relaying.

At the intermediate relay stations, different signal processing approaches can be applied. Non-regenerative relaying, also known as amplify-and-forward, and regenerative relaying, also known as decode-and-forward, are two of the most prominent
signal processing approaches for relaying [TH07, OJWB09, WT12, SDR12]. In nonregenerative relaying, the relay retransmits a linearly processed version of the received
signals [TH07]. In regenerative relaying, the relay decodes the received signals and
re-encodes these signals before the retransmission [OJWB09].
The main disadvantages of non-regenerative compared to regenerative relaying are that
the received noise is retransmitted by the relay stations and different desired signals
are spatially superimposed because a combination on bit-level is not possible. Thus,
the available transmit power at the relay stations is used less efficiently. One main
advantage of non-regenerative relaying compared to regenerative relaying is that no
decoding and re-encoding is required at the relay stations which reduces the latency,
reduces the required processing power and simplifies security problems [TH07]. Furthermore, due to not requiring a decoding of the signals at the relay stations, a spatial
separation of the superimposed received signals is also not required which can reduce
the required number of antennas at the relay stations and can increase the achievable
data rates.
To further increase the achievable throughput, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
techniques can be considered [GJJV03, PNG03]. MIMO techniques can be used to
increase the achievable throughput by spatially multiplexing different data streams.
Moreover, MIMO techniques can be used at the intermediate relay stations to spatially
separate the communications of different nodes. In case of multi-antenna nodes, successive interference cancellation (SIC) can be considered at the receiving nodes to improve
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the estimation of multiple simultaneously received data streams [TV05, ZCW05].
Due to the aforementioned advantages of non-regenerative relaying and MIMO techniques, this thesis focuses on non-regenerative MIMO relaying. Furthermore, this thesis
focuses on scenarios where the communications between several nodes are supported
by a single multi-antenna relay station. The transmissions which are performed via
the relay station can be regarded as two-hop transmissions where the first hop for each
transmitted signal refers to the transmission from its source to the relay station and
the second hop refers to its transmission from the relay station to its destination. Additional hops between source and destination are not considered because of the noise
propagation in non-regenerative relaying which degrades the performance.
Due to the high dynamic range between the transmitted and the received signal powers,
it is typically assumed that the nodes and the relay station cannot transmit and receive
simultaneously which is referred to as half-duplex constraint [RW07]. To resolve this
problem, the most prominent relaying protocols, which are briefly described in the
next paragraph, use orthogonal time resources for transmission and reception. The
durations of the reception and the transmission times at the relay station are equal
because due to considering non-regenerative relaying, the relay station retransmit a
linearly processed version of the received signals.
The two most prominent relaying protocols for the scenario of Figure 1.1, where the
nodes S1 and S2 want to bidirectionally exchange information via a relay station, are
termed one-way and two-way relaying [Ung09]. For this single-pair scenario, the oneway relaying protocol requires four time slots to exchange the information between the
nodes [Ung09,SDR12]. In the first time slot, S1 transmits its signal to the relay station.
In the second time slot, the relay station retransmits a processed version of the received
signal to S2 . In the third time slot, S2 transmits its signal to the relay station and in the
fourth time slot, the relay station retransmits a processed version of the received signal
to S1 . For the same scenario, the two-way relaying protocol only requires two time slots
to exchange the information between the nodes [RW05]. In the first time slot, both
nodes S1 and S2 simultaneously transmit their signals to the relay station. In the second
time slot, the relay station retransmits a processed version of the superimposed received
signals back to the nodes. The nodes estimate the desired signals after subtracting their
own transmit signal from the received superposition [RW07]. This is often referred to
as self-interference cancellation [Ung09]. Due to requiring only half the number of
time slots, the spectral efficiency of two-way relaying can be almost twice the spectral
efficiency of one-way relaying.
In this thesis, three different relaying scenarios are investigated to cover cellular networks on the one hand and to cover ad-hoc and sensor networks on the other hand.
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To investigate relaying in cellular networks, a cellular multi-user relaying scenario is
considered. In this scenario, a multi-antenna base station wants to bidirectionally
communicate with several multi-antenna mobile stations via an intermediate multiantenna relay station. To investigate relaying in ad-hoc and sensor networks, a multipair relaying scenario and a multi-group multi-way relaying scenario are considered. In
multi-pair relaying, several pairs of multi-antenna nodes want to perform bidirectional
pairwise communications via an intermediate multi-antenna relay station. In multigroup multi-way relaying, several groups are considered which want to communicate
via an intermediate multi-antenna relay station. Each group consists of several multiantenna nodes and each node wants to share its data with all other nodes within its
group. Typical multi-pair and multi-group multi-way relaying applications are video
conferences, file sharing or multiplayer gaming as well as M2M, emergency or sensor
applications. To enable high data rate transmissions, transmit strategies which are
based on extensions and modifications of the two-way relaying protocol are introduced
for the different scenarios. Furthermore, different approaches for efficiently designing
the relay transceive filter and the transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) filters at the nodes
are proposed.

Considering bidirectional communications between the base station and the mobile
stations in the cellular relaying scenario or communications between the nodes in the
multi-pair relaying scenarios, each node typically requires different data rates for transmission and reception. Considering a cellular multi-user relaying scenario for instance,
the required data rates in downlink are typically higher than the required data rates in
uplink. Considering a file sharing application in the multi-pair relaying scenario for instance, the file sizes are typically different and thus, each node requires a different data
rate rate for transmission if all files should be exchanged simultaneously. To handle
such requirements, asymmetric data rate (ADR) requirements are introduced for the
cellular multi-user and for the multi-pair two-way relaying scenario. ADR requirements
can also be considered in the multi-group multi-way relaying scenario. However, for
multi-group multi-way relaying, the focus is on the development of Tx strategies which
efficiently combine the temporal processing capabilities of the nodes with the spatial
processing capabilities of the relay station because this has not been investigated, so
far. Nevertheless, the extension of these Tx strategies to consider ADR requirements
is briefly described.

1.2 State of the Art
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State of the Art

This section presents a review of the state of the art with regard to the different nonregenerative multi-antenna two-hop relaying scenarios considered in this thesis.
The basic building block for the considered two-hop relaying scenarios is the singleantenna single-pair relaying scenario which has been introduced in [Meu71]. In [Meu71],
unidirectional communications between a single-antenna source node and a singleantenna destination node are supported by a single-antenna relay station. To perform
the communications, the direct link between the source and the destination node as
well as the two links between these nodes and the relay station are considered. Although this relaying scenario has been introduced many years ago, the capacity is still
unknown [CG79]. To achieve diversity gains by utilizing all possible links, cooperative
transmit strategies can be applied [SEA03, LW03, LTW04]. These strategies are based
on jointly optimizing the transmissions of the source node and the relay station.
To increase the achievable throughput, MIMO techniques can be considered [GJJV03,
PNG03]. Multi-antenna relaying scenarios where unidirectional communications are
performed between a multi-antenna source node and a multi-antenna destination node
with the help of an intermediate multi-antenna relay station have been investigated
in [WZHM05, FT07, MnMVA07, Ron10, HW07, TH07, RTH09] and references therein.
In [WZHM05], a full-duplex regenerative multi-antenna relay station is considered and
capacity bounds for cooperative transmit strategies are computed. In [TH07, MnMVA07], transceiver designs for considering a non-regenerative half-duplex multiantenna relay station are investigated considering the direct link. In [Ron10], the same
scenario is investigated and the transmit filter of the source and the relay transceive
filter are jointly optimized. In [FT07], the direct link is neglected and different regenerative and non-regenerative relaying schemes are investigated assuming that several
half-duplex multi-antenna relay stations are located in between the source and the
destination node. In [HW07, RTH09], the authors focus on non-regenerative one-way
relaying schemes considering a single half-duplex multi-antenna relay station and neglecting the direct link.
For several applications such as video conferences or file sharing, bidirectional communications are required. For bidirectional communications, the two-way relaying
protocol, which enables bidirectional communications between two half-duplex singleantenna or multi-antenna nodes via an intermediate half-duplex multi-antenna relay
station, was proposed in [RW05, RW07] to overcome the duplexing loss of conventional one-way relaying schemes. To achieve this, the two-way relaying protocol applies
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analog network coding (ANC) at the relay station [ACLY00, KGK07]. The received
signals are linearly combined before the retransmission taking into account that selfinterference cancellation can be performed at the nodes before estimating the desired
signals. The filter design for non-regenerative two-way relaying has been investigated
in [Ung09, ZLCC09, RH09, LLSL09, XH11, Ron12, WT12] and references therein. In
these papers, the direct link between the nodes is neglected because half-duplex nodes
are considered which is favorable for practical implementations. In [Ung09], different relay transceive filter approaches for multi-antenna nodes are investigated considering one-way and two-way relaying. The focus is on the design of zero-forcing
(ZF) and minimum mean square error (MMSE) relay transceive filters. The design
of these filters is based on the derivations for conventional MIMO Rx and Tx filters
which are presented in [Joh04]. Additionally, for MIMO two-way relaying, a relay
transceive filter is introduced in [Ung09] which exploits that the nodes can perform
self-interference cancellation. Exploiting self-interference cancellation for the relay
transceive filter design is referred to as self-interference aware relay transceive filter
design in the following. In [ZLCC09], the capacity region for non-regenerative two-way
relaying is analyzed and optimal beamforming is investigated assuming single antenna
nodes and a multi-antenna relay station. In [RH09], a transmit strategy is introduced
which maximizes the weighted sum of the Frobenius norms of the effective channels
considering two multi-antenna nodes which bidirectionally communicate via an intermediate multi-antenna relay station. In [LLSL09], the same scenario is considered
and a gradient based relay transceive filter approach for sum rate maximization is
presented. In [XH11, Ron12, WT12], the joint design of the spatial Tx filters at the
nodes and of the relay transceive filter is investigated for MIMO two-way relaying
considering different objective functions such as MMSE or weighted sum rate. Examples of regenerative relaying schemes for bidirectional communications can be found
in [RW06,RW07,PY07,HKE+ 07,OJWB09,WWD13,WLW+ 14] and references therein.

In cellular scenarios, where a multi-antenna base station wants to bidirectionally exchange information with several multi-antenna mobile stations, a multi-antenna relay
station can be integrated to increase the coverage and the throughput. Such scenarios
are referred to as cellular multi-user relaying in the following. Non-regenerative cellular
multi-user two-way relaying with single antenna mobile stations and a multi-antenna
base station has been considered in [TS09,DKTL11,ZRH11,SYLV11,SYLV12,WTH12].
In [TS09,DKTL11], approaches which combine the idea of signal alignment for the Tx
filter design at the base station with the idea of ZF for the relay transceive filter design are presented assuming that the base station and the relay station are equipped
with the same number of antennas. In [ZRH11], three sub-optimal algorithms which
are based on channel inversion, block diagonalization as well as on ZF dirty paper
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coding are presented for the filter design at the base station and at the relay station.
In [SYLV11, SYLV12], an alternating optimization between the filters at the base station and the transceive filter at the relay station is proposed to maximize the sum rate
under the constraints that the interferences between the Tx signals of different mobile
stations should be zero. In this approach, the optimization of the relay transceive filter
and the optimization of the Tx filter at the base station results in non-convex problems
and thus, analytical solutions cannot be obtained. To resolve this problem, a suboptimal low-complexity approach is additionally presented in [SYLV12]. In [WTH12],
quality-of-service requirements should be ensured for each mobile station in downlink
while in the uplink, either the mean squared error (MSE) should be minimized or the
sum rate should be maximized. For this approach, analytical solutions can neither be
obtained for the Tx filter at the base station nor for the relay transceive filter. Regenerative two-way relaying in such a single cell two-way relaying scenario has for example
been investigated in [WM07, EW08]. In non-regenerative two-way relaying, an MMSE
based relay transceive filter design takes into account the noise powers at the nodes
and at the relay station as well as the interference powers at the nodes. Furthermore,
if an MMSE based relay transceive filter design is considered, low-complexity solutions
can be typically derived. However, for non-regenerative cellular multi-user two-way
relaying, an MMSE based relay transceive filter design exploiting the capabilities of
the multi-antenna nodes to perform self-interference cancellation and SIC has not been
presented in previous works so far. Furthermore, ADR requirements have not been
considered. Moreover, the aforementioned publications only consider single antenna
mobile stations.

In ad-hoc networks, where multiple nodes want to simultaneously perform pairwise bidirectional communications, an intermediate multi-antenna relay station can
be used to coordinate the transmissions and to spatially separate the communications of the different pairs. Such scenarios are referred to as multi-pair relaying in
the following. Non-regenerative multi-pair two-way relaying considering single antenna nodes has been investigated in [YZGK10, AK10b, LDLG11, ZDP+ 11, TW12].
In [YZGK10, AK10b, LDLG11, ZDP+11], different relay transceive filters based on the
idea of ZF block-diagonalization have been proposed to exploit the self-interference cancellation capability of the nodes. In [TW12], relay transceive filters based on semidefinite relaxation and on ZF have been proposed to maximize the minimum achievable
data rate among all nodes exploiting self-interference cancellation. The approach based
on semidefinite relaxation achieves a good performance, but results in a high computational complexity. The approach based on ZF has a lower computational complexity,
but it performs significantly worse than the semidefinite relaxation approach. For
non-regenerative multi-pair two-way relaying considering multi-antenna nodes, relay
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transceive filters based on ZF and MMSE have been proposed in [JS10]. These filters
suppress self-interferences and thus, all received signals have to be spatially separated
at the relay station. An MMSE based relay transceive filter design for multi-pair
two-way relaying exploiting the capabilities of the multi-antenna nodes to perform
self-interference cancellation and SIC has not been presented in previous works so far.
Furthermore, ADR requirements have not been considered. Moreover, the optimization
of the numbers of simultaneously transmitted data streams has not been investigated.

Considering multiplayer gaming, video conferences or emergency applications usually
the data exchange between multiple nodes which belong to a specific group is required.
In these scenarios, each node of a group wants to share its data with all other nodes
within its group and an intermediate multi-antenna relay station can be used to coordinate and support the communications of the nodes and to spatially separate the communications of different groups. Such scenarios are referred to as multi-group multi-way relaying in the following. Different schemes and approaches for regenerative multi-group
multi-way relaying have been considered in [OJK10, OJK11, OKJ12, HIR12, AK11b].
In [GYGP09,GYGP13,AK10a,CZ12,AK11a], single antenna nodes are considered and
different non-regenerative multi-group multi-way relaying scenarios are investigated.
In [GYGP09, GYGP13], the full-duplex multi-group multi-way relay channel is investigated and time division multiple access (TDMA) is applied to separate the communications of different groups. Non-regenerative multi-way relaying via a half-duplex
multi-antenna relay station for a single group scenario is considered in [AK10a, CZ12].
In these scenarios, the communications are performed in one multiple access (MAC)
and several broadcast (BC) phases. In [AK10a], a transmit strategy based on analog
network coding (ANC) is proposed to reduce the required number of BC phases. For
the proposed transmit strategy, all received signals have to be spatially separated at
the relay station. In [CZ12], joint receive processing over all BC phases with SIC is
considered at each node to estimate the desired signals. The proposed scheme assumes
random linear processing at the relay station to enable the communications within a
single group. Considering random linear processing at the relay station, the communications of different groups cannot be spatially separated. In [AK11a], multi-group
multi-way relaying is considered and different relay transceive filters are proposed to
spatially separate the groups and to enable the multi-way communications within each
group. The proposed filters separate all received signals at the relay station. An approach to efficiently combine the spatial processing at the relay station and the temporal
processing at the nodes has not been presented in previous works so far. Furthermore,
ANC has not fully been exploited by the proposed Tx strategies in [AK10a, AK11a]
because part of the signals which can be canceled at the nodes are intentionally suppressed at the relay station. Moreover, an MMSE based relay transceive filter design
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which can exploit the capabilities of the nodes to perform self-interference cancellation,
temporal receive processing and SIC has not been presented. Besides, a joint spatial
filter design between the filters at the nodes and at the relay station has not been investigated. Additionally, the aforementioned publications only consider single antenna
nodes.

1.3

Open Issues

In this section, the open issues arising from the review of the state of the art are
summarized for the cellular multi-user two-way relaying scenario, the multi-pair twoway relaying scenario and the multi-group multi-way relaying scenario.
In the cellular multi-user two-way relaying scenario, joint spatial processing over all
antennas at the base station can be performed for transmission and reception. Thus,
the Tx signals in the downlink from the base station to the mobile stations can be
jointly processed and the Rx signals in the uplink from the mobile stations to the base
station can be jointly processed. This is the main difference compared to the considered multi-pair two-way relaying scenario, where neither the Tx signals nor the Rx
signals of nodes which belong to different pairs can be jointly processed. Nevertheless,
the cellular multi-user two-way relaying scenario and the multi-pair two-way relaying
scenario have several open issues in common. However, these open issues have to be
tackled individually for each scenario due to the aforementioned difference caused by
the spatial processing capabilities at the base station.
To maximize the sum rate in the cellular multi-user and the multi-pair two-way relaying scenario, the Tx and Rx filters of the nodes, the Tx powers of the nodes, the relay
transceive filter and the numbers of simultaneously transmitted data streams of the
nodes have to be jointly optimized over all subcarriers. Due to the high computational
complexity of finding an optimal solution for this problem, suboptimal low-complexity
approaches are required which achieve high sum rates. For these low-complexity approaches, the spatial processing capabilities at the nodes and at the relay station as
well the capability of the nodes to perform self-interference cancellation and SIC shall
be exploited. Thus, the open issues arising from the review of the state of the art are
as follows:

1: How to efficiently decompose the aforementioned problem of maximizing the sum
rate into different low-complexity subproblems?
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2: How to define a system model which considers multi-antenna nodes which can
perform linear Tx and Rx processing, self-interference cancellation and SIC?
3: How to perform a low-complexity design of the relay transceive filter and of the
Tx and Rx filters of the multi-antenna nodes which exploits the self-interference
cancellation and the SIC capabilities of the nodes?

Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 1.1, ADR requirements shall be considered in
both scenarios. With respect to the consideration of ADR requirements, the additional
open issues arising from the review of the state of the art are as follows:

4: How to extend the relay transceive filter design and the Tx filter design at the
nodes to enable an adjustment of these filters with respect to the consideration
of ADR requirements?
5: How to adjust the relay transceive filter and the Tx filters of the nodes to tackle
specific ADR requirements?
6: How to optimize the numbers of simultaneously transmitted data streams?

In the multi-group multi-way relaying scenario, several BC phases are required to enable
the communications between the nodes. Thus, the selection of the signals which are
retransmitted in each BC phase can be optimized which is an additional challenge
compared to the considered two-way relaying scenarios. Furthermore, in the multigroup multi-way relaying scenario, the nodes can additionally perform joint temporal
Rx processing over the received signals of the different BC phases.
To maximize the sum rate in the multi-group multi-way relaying scenario, the selection of the signals which are retransmitted in each BC phase has to be optimized.
Furthermore, the spatial Tx and Rx filters of the nodes, the temporal Rx filters of the
nodes and the relay transceive filters have to be optimized with respect to the selected
signals for each BC phase. Due to the high computational complexity of finding an
optimal solution for this problem, suboptimal low-complexity approaches are required
which achieve high sum rates. For these low-complexity approaches, the spatial processing capabilities at the nodes and at the relay station as well the capability of the
nodes to perform joint temporal Rx processing over the received signals of the different
BC phases shall be exploited. Additionally, the capability of the nodes to perform
self-interference cancellation and SIC shall be exploited. Thus, the open issues arising
from the review of the state of the art are as follows:
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7: How to efficiently decompose the aforementioned problem of maximizing the sum
rate into different low-complexity subproblems?
8: How to define a system model which considers multi-antenna nodes which can
perform spatial Tx and Rx processing, temporal Rx processing, self-interference
cancellation and SIC?
9: How to perform a low-complexity design of the relay transceive filter and of the
Tx and Rx filters of the multi-antenna nodes which enables the utilization of the
self-interference cancellation, SIC and temporal Rx processing capabilities of the
nodes?
10: How to efficiently combine the temporal processing capabilities of the nodes and
the spatial processing capabilities of the relay station? How to select the signals
which are retransmitted in each BC phase such that the self-interference cancellation and the SIC capabilities as well as the temporal processing capabilities of
the nodes are exploited?

1.4

Contributions and Thesis Overview

In this section, an overview of the thesis is presented by summarizing the main contributions which solve the open problems introduced in Section 1.3. In the following, the
contents along with the main contributions of each chapter are briefly described.
In Chapter 2, the considered scenarios are briefly described and the assumptions which
are valid throughout this thesis are introduced.
In Chapter 3, the cellular multi-user two-way relaying scenario is investigated. The
main contributions which are presented in this chapter are as follows:

1a: A decomposition of the problem of maximizing the sum rate into different lowcomplexity subproblems is proposed.
2a: A system model for cellular multi-user two-way relaying considering multiantenna nodes which can perform self-interference cancellation, linear Tx and
Rx processing and SIC is introduced.
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3a: A novel low-complexity relay transceive filter design is proposed which exploits
that the signals transmitted by the mobile stations can be jointly processed at
the base station. For the proposed filter design, the self-interference cancellation
and the SIC capabilities of the nodes are exploited and an analytical solution
based on minimizing the weighted MSE is derived. Furthermore, a SIC aware
Tx filter design at the base station is proposed which exploits the capability of
the mobile stations to perform SIC. Additionally, an approach to enable a joint
design of the filters at the nodes and at the relay station is presented.
4a: To enable an adjustment of the achievable data rates in downlink from the base
station to the mobile stations, the Tx filter design at the base station is extended by considering weighting parameters which enable an adjustment of the
Tx power distribution at the base station. Furthermore, to enable an adjustment of the achievable data rates in uplink from the mobile stations to the base
station, the Tx filter design at the mobile stations is extended by considering
weighting parameters which enable an adjustment of the Tx powers of the mobile stations. Additionally, to enable an adjustment of the relay transceive filter
with respect to the consideration of ADR requirements, the relay transceive filter
design is extended by considering additional weighting parameters which enable
an adjustment of the Tx power distribution at the relay station.
5a: A new low-complexity Tx strategy is proposed which adjusts the aforementioned
weighting parameters with respect to the considered ADR requirements. By
adjusting the weighting parameters at the base station and at the relay station,
the achievable data rates in downlink are adjusted. Furthermore, by adjusting
the weighting parameters at the mobile stations and at the relay station, the
achievable data rates in uplink are adjusted.
6a: A new low-complexity Tx strategy is proposed which adjusts the aforementioned
weighting parameters and additionally adjusts the numbers of simultaneously
transmitted data streams. To adjust the numbers of simultaneously transmitted
data streams, a low-complexity subcarrier allocation approach is proposed.

In Chapter 4, the multi-pair two-way relaying scenario is investigated. In principle,
the presented contributions for multi-pair two-way relaying are similar to the contributions for cellular multi-user two-way relaying. However, due to considering spatially
separated communication pairs in the multi-pair two-way relaying scenario, the filter
designs at the nodes and at the relay station as well as the proposed Tx strategies have
to be modified. For the filter designs at the nodes and at the relay station, it has to be
considered that each node can only jointly process the Tx signals which are intended
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for its partner as well as the Rx signals which are transmitted by its partner and thus,
the relay transceive filter has to suppress the interferences between different pairs. Furthermore, due to spatially separating different pairs, the adjustment of the weighting
parameters and the optimization of the numbers of simultaneously transmitted data
streams have to be modified to tackle the considered ADR requirements. Thus, the
main contributions which are presented in this chapter are as follows:

1b: A decomposition of the problem of maximizing the sum rate into different lowcomplexity subproblems is proposed.
2b: A system model for multi-pair two-way relaying considering multi-antenna nodes
which can perform self-interference cancellation, linear Tx and Rx processing and
SIC is introduced.
3b: A novel low-complexity relay transceive filter design is proposed which considers
that the interferences between different pairs have to be suppressed. For the
proposed filter design, the self-interference cancellation and the SIC capabilities
of the nodes are exploited and an analytical solution based on minimizing the
weighted MSE is derived. Furthermore, low-complexity approaches for designing
the Tx and Rx filters at the multi-antenna nodes are presented.
4b: To enable an adjustment of the relay transceive filter with respect to the consideration of ADR requirements, the relay transceive filter design is extended by
considering weighting parameters which enable an adjustment of the Tx power
distribution at the relay station. Furthermore, to enable an adjustment of the
Tx filters at the nodes with respect to the consideration of ADR requirements,
the Tx filter design at the nodes is extended by considering weighting parameters
which enable an adjustment of the Tx powers of the nodes.
5b: A new low-complexity Tx strategy is proposed which adjusts the aforementioned
weighting parameters with respect to the considered ADR requirements. For this
approach, the Tx powers of the nodes are only adjusted if the considered ADR
requirements cannot be fulfilled by adjusting the Tx power distribution at the
relay station.
6b: A new Tx strategy is proposed which adjusts the aforementioned weighting parameters and additionally optimizes the numbers of simultaneously transmitted data streams. To optimize the numbers of simultaneously transmitted data
streams, an approach based on performing an exhaustive search over all possible
combinations is proposed.
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In Chapter 5, the multi-group multi-way scenario is investigated. In this scenario, novel
Tx strategies compared to the cellular multi-user and the multi-pair two-way relaying
scenario are required because multiple BC phases are considered. For each of these BC
phases, the signals which are retransmitted have to be selected. Furthermore, temporal
receive processing can be performed at the nodes. To enable an efficient combination
of the temporal processing capabilities of the nodes with the spatial processing capabilities of the relay station, a novel relay transceive filter design is required. The main
contributions which are presented in this chapter are as follows:

7: A decomposition of the problem of maximizing the sum rate into different lowcomplexity subproblems is proposed.
8: A system model for multi-group multi-way relaying considering multi-antenna
nodes which can perform spatial Tx and Rx processing, temporal Rx processing,
self-interference cancellation and SIC is introduced.
9: A novel low-complexity relay transceive filter design is proposed for each BC
phase. The proposed filter design exploits the self-interference cancellation and
the SIC capabilities of the nodes and enables an efficient combination of the temporal processing capabilities of the nodes with the spatial processing capabilities
of the relay station. For the proposed relay transceive filter design, an analytical
solution based on minimizing the weighted MSE is derived. Furthermore, a new
approach for jointly optimizing the spatial Rx filters of the nodes and the relay
transceive filter is proposed.
10: Two novel Tx strategies are proposed which efficiently combine the temporal
processing capabilities of the nodes and the spatial processing capabilities of the
relay station. For both Tx strategies, the signals which are retransmitted in
each BC phase are selected such that the self-interference cancellation and the
SIC capabilities as well as the temporal processing capabilities of the nodes are
exploited.

In Chapters 3-5, the sum rate performances of the proposed approaches are compared
to the performances of conventional approaches through numerical simulations.
Finally, the main conclusions of this thesis and a brief outlook are presented in Chapter 6.
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Considered Scenarios and Assumptions
2.1

Considered Scenarios

In this section, the three different two-hop relaying scenarios which are considered in
this thesis are described. Due to the high dynamic range between the transmitted and
the received signal powers, it is assumed that the nodes cannot transmit and receive
simultaneously as explained in Section 1.1. To separate the transmit and the receive
phases at each node and at the relay station, time division duplex (TDD) is considered,
i.e., orthogonal time resources are used for transmission and reception.
First, the cellular multi-user two-way relaying scenario as shown in Figure 2.1 is described. The scenario consists of K ≥ 2 half-duplex multi-antenna nodes, termed
S1 , S2 ,..., SK and of an intermediate half-duplex multi-antenna relay station, termed
RS. Node S1 is assumed to be a base station and nodes S2 , S3 ,..., SK are assumed to
be mobile stations. In this scenario, S1 performs bidirectional communications with
each mobile station via RS and one communication cycle consists of one MAC and
one BC phase. In the MAC phase, all nodes simultaneously transmit to RS and in
the BC phase, RS retransmits a linearly processed version of the superimposed received signals back to the nodes. Afterwards, each node estimates the desired signals
after performing self-interference cancellation and linear receive processing with SIC.
SIC is considered at the nodes because if they are equipped with multiple antennas,
multiple data streams are simultaneously received during the BC phase and thus, the
consideration of SIC improves the performance [TV05, ZCW05].
Secondly, the multi-pair two-way relaying scenario as shown in Figure 2.2 is described.
The scenario consists of K ≥ 2 half-duplex multi-antenna nodes, termed S1 , S2 ,...,
SK , where K is assumed to be an even number, and of an intermediate half-duplex
multi-antenna relay station, termed RS. In this scenario, the nodes S1+2i and S2+2i ,
i = 0, 1, ..., K/2 − 1, perform pairwise bidirectional communications via RS and one
communication cycle consists of one MAC and one BC phase. In the MAC phase, all
nodes simultaneously transmit to RS and in the BC phase, RS retransmits a linearly
processed version of the superimposed received signals back to the nodes. Afterwards,
each node estimates the desired signals after performing self-interference cancellation
and linear receive processing with SIC.
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Figure 2.1. Cellular multi-user two-way relaying scenario.

Figure 2.2. Multi-pair two-way relaying scenario.

Thirdly, the multi-group multi-way relaying scenario as shown in Figure 2.3 is described. The scenario consists of G ≥ 1 groups with N ≥ 2 nodes per group and of an
intermediate half-duplex multi-antenna relay station, termed RS. In this scenario, each
node has to transmit a message to all other nodes within its group via RS and thus,
each node has to receive N − 1 independent messages. To receive N − 1 independent
messages at each node, at least N − 1 BC phases are required. Thus, one communication cycle consists of one MAC and several BC phases. In the MAC phase, all nodes
simultaneously transmit to RS and in the BC phases, RS retransmits linearly processed
versions of the superimposed received signals back to the nodes. Afterwards, each node
estimates the desired signals after performing self-interference cancellation and linear
receive processing with SIC. In case of N = 2, the multi-pair two-way relaying scenario
and the multi-group multi-way relaying scenario are the same.
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Figure 2.3. Multi-group multi-way relaying scenario.

2.2

Assumptions

In this section, the system assumptions are described which are valid throughout
this thesis unless otherwise stated. This thesis is a continuation and an extension
of [Ung09, Ama11] and thus, the following assumptions are based on [Ung09, Ama11].
Compared to [Ung09,Ama11], different scenarios are investigated, multiple subcarriers
are considered and ADR requirements are introduced.
Throughout this thesis, the equivalent low-pass domain is considered [Pro00]. Signals
and radio channels are represented by their complex valued samples in the frequency
domain. Each sample is valid for one specific time-frequency unit. Further on, the
operators tr(·), ⊗ denote the sum of the main diagonal elements of a matrix and the
Kronecker product of matrices, respectively. The operators diag[·] and diag[·]−1 denote
the construction of a block diagonal matrix where the diagonal elements are given by
the square matrices within the brackets and the construction of a vector consisting of
the diagonal elements of the matrix within the brackets, respectively. The operator ℜ[·]
denotes the real part of a scalar or a matrix and E[·] denotes the expectation over the
random variables within the brackets. The operators |·|, ||·||2, ||·||F denote the norm of
a complex number, the Euclidean norm of a complex vector and the Frobenius norm of
a complex matrix, respectively. The operators (·)T , (·)∗ and (·)H denote the conjugate,
the transpose and the conjugate transpose, respectively, of a scalar, vector or matrix.
The vectorization operator vec(Z) stacks the columns of matrix Z into a vector. The
operator vec−1
M,N (·) is the revision of the operator vec(·), i.e., a vector of length MN
is sequentially divided into N smaller vectors of length M which are combined to a
matrix with M rows and N columns. Furthermore, IM denotes an identity matrix of
size M. Moreover, I1:N,M denotes the first N rows of IM and IM,1:N denotes the first
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N columns of IM . Vectors and matrices are denoted by lower and upper case boldface
letters, respectively.
The assumptions which are valid throughout this thesis unless otherwise stated are as
follows:

• RS is assumed to be non-regenerative, i.e., linear signal processing is performed
at RS. Furthermore, it is assumed that RS is equipped with L > 1 antennas.
• The nodes and RS are assumed to be half-duplex and thus, they cannot transmit
and receive simultaneously. To separate the transmit and the receive phases at
each node and at RS, TDD is considered.
• It is assumed that the received signals at RS are synchronized.
• For the wireless channels between the nodes and RS, the following assumptions
are valid. These assumptions have been widely used in two-way and multi-way
relaying [Ung09, Ama11, ZLCC09, RH09, XH11, Ron12, WT12].
– An orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system consisting
of C ≥ 1 perfectly orthogonal subcarriers is assumed [RMBG99,NP00], i.e.,
inter-carrier interference does not exist in the system. The bandwidth of
each subcarrier is assumed to be much smaller than the minimum coherence bandwidth of the different channels between the nodes and between
the nodes and RS. Based on this, frequency flat fading subcarrier channels
are assumed and thus, the channel transfer function for each transmit and
receive antenna pair of each subcarrier can by modeled by a complex fading
coefficient in frequency domain.
– A quasi-static channel model is assumed, i.e., it is assumed that the aforementioned fading coefficients are constant in time during one communication
cycle with consists of one MAC and several BC phases dependent on the
considered relaying scenario. Between two communication cycles, the fading
coefficients can change completely.
– Channel reciprocity is assumed. This is inherently obtained by the previous
assumption of constant fading coefficients during one communication cycle.
– Additive white Gaussian noises (AWGN) with zero mean and variances σn2
2
and σn,RS
are assumed at the receive antennas of the nodes and at the receive
antennas of RS, respectively. For simplicity of the notation but without loss
of generality (w.l.o.g.), it is assumed that the noise variances are equal at
all nodes.
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– Perfect global channel state information (CSI) is assumed at all nodes and
at RS and this CSI corresponds to the instantaneous fading coefficients for
each subcarrier.
• It is assumed that RS has a Tx power constraint per subcarrier. The maximum
Tx power of RS on each subcarrier is given by PRS .
• For the cellular multi-user two-way relaying scenario, it is additionally assumed
that:
– Each mobile station Sk is equipped with Mk = M ≥ 1 antennas,
k = 2, 3, ..., K.
– The base station S1 is equipped with M1 = (K − 1)M antennas.
– Each mobile station has a Tx power constraint per subcarrier. The maximum Tx power of each mobile station on each subcarrier is given by Pnode .
– The base station has a Tx power constraint per subcarrier. The maximum Tx power of the base station on each subcarrier is given by
PBS = (K − 1)Pnode .
– Each mobile station Sk simultaneously transmits between mk,c = 0 and
mk,c = M data streams on subcarrier c, c = 1, 2, ..., C.
– The base station simultaneously transmits m1,c = (K − 1)M data streams
on subcarrier c.
– The Tx signal vector sk,c ∈ Cmk,c ×1 of mobile station Sk on subcarrier c
satisfies E[sk,c sH
k,c ] = Imk,c .
– The Tx signal vector s1,c ∈ Cm1,c ×1 of S1 on subcarrier c satisfies
E[s1,c sH
1,c ] = Im1,c .
– The transmitted data streams of the mobile stations and the base station
are statistically independent.
• For the multi-pair two-way relaying scenario and the multi-group multi-way relaying scenario, it is additionally assumed that:
– Each node is equipped with M ≥ 1 antennas.
– Each node has a Tx power constraint per subcarrier. The maximum Tx
power of each node on each subcarrier is given by Pnode .
– Each node Sk simultaneously transmits between mk,c = 0 and mk,c = M data
streams on subcarrier c, k = 1, 2, ..., K, c = 1, 2, ..., C.
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– The transmitted data streams of the nodes are statistically independent
and the Tx signal vector sk,c ∈ Cmk,c ×1 of node Sk on subcarrier c satisfies
E[sk,c sH
k,c ] = Imk,c .
• If the terms maximum achievable data rate or achievable sum rate are used
throughout this thesis, this does not mean the information-theoretic capacity.
In this thesis, maximum achievable data rate or achievable sum rate means the
maximum data rate or sum rate, respectively, that can be achieved considering
Gaussian codebooks, the proposed filter designs and a given decoding order.
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Chapter 3
Cellular Multi-User Two-Way Relaying
3.1

Problem Overview and Decomposition

In this chapter, the cellular multi-user two-way relaying scenario as shown in Figure
2.1 is investigated. To investigate this scenario, a system model for cellular multi-user
two-way relaying considering multi-antenna nodes which can perform self-interference
cancellation, linear receive processing and SIC is introduced. In such a multi-user
single-cell scenario, the required data rates in downlink are typically higher than the
required data rates in uplink which is considered by introducing ADR requirements.
To maximize the sum rate under the aforementioned ADR requirements, the Tx and
Rx filters of the nodes, the Tx powers of the nodes, the relay transceive filter and the
numbers of simultaneously transmitted data streams of the nodes have to be jointly
optimized over all subcarriers. Due to the high computational complexity of finding an
optimal solution for this problem, suboptimal approaches based on a problem decomposition are proposed in this chapter. To obtain such suboptimal approaches which fulfill
the aforementioned ADR requirements whilst achieving high sum rates, the following
steps are proposed:

1. It is proposed to decouple the overall problem into three different subproblems as
shown in Figure 3.1. The considered subproblems are the design of a Tx strategy,
the design of the relay transceive filter and the design of the Tx and Rx filters at
the nodes.
2. To tackle the ADR requirements, it is proposed to couple the filter design at the
nodes and at RS with the design of the Tx strategy by introducing the following
weighting parameters:
• vBS,k : To adjust the fraction of the Tx power used at S1 and at RS to perform
transmissions from S1 to Sk , 0 ≤ vBS,k ≤ 1, k = 2, 3, ..., K,
• vMS,k : To adjust the fraction of the Tx power used at RS to perform transmissions from Sk to S1 , 0 ≤ vMS,k ≤ 1,
• pk : To adjust the Tx power of Sk , 0 ≤ pk ≤ 1.
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These weighting parameters are considered for the Tx filter design at the nodes
and for the relay transceive filter design. By these weighting parameters, the Tx
powers of the mobile stations and the Tx power distributions at S1 and at RS
are adjusted via the Tx strategy.
3. It is proposed to focus on low-complexity solutions for the different subproblems.

Based on these steps, suboptimal low-complexity approaches for the different subproblems are proposed as shown in Figure 3.1.
For the design of a Tx strategy which fulfills the ADR requirements whilst achieving
high sum rates, two different approaches are proposed. The power adapted Tx strategy
considers that each mobile station transmits M data streams and the base station S1
transmits M1 data streams on each subcarrier. Based on this, the Tx powers of the
nodes and the Tx power distributions at S1 and at RS are adjusted via the aforementioned weighting parameters. Thus, an optimization of the numbers of simultaneously
transmitted data streams of the nodes is not considered for this Tx strategy. The
subcarrier allocation Tx strategy is an extension of the power adapted Tx strategy. A
suboptimal low-complexity optimization of the numbers of simultaneously transmitted
data streams of the nodes is performed by considering a subcarrier allocation approach.
The proposed subcarrier allocation approach aims for increasing the sum rates under
the considered ADR requirements by reducing the number of subcarriers on which each
mobile station transmits. By reducing the number of subcarriers on which each mobile
station transmits, less signals are simultaneously received at RS during the MAC phase
and thus, the spatial separation of the different signals is simplified. Additionally, the
Tx powers of the nodes and the Tx power distributions at S1 and at RS are adjusted
similar to the power adapted Tx strategy via the aforementioned weighting parameters.
For the relay transceive filter design, three different approaches are investigated. For
comparison, a weighted ZF and a weighted MMSE approach are considered. The
weighted ZF and the weighted MMSE approach are straightforward extensions of the
state of the art to tackle the ADR requirements by considering the aforementioned
weighting parameters in the relay transceive filter design. In addition to these approaches, a weighted self-interference cancellation and SIC aware relay transceive filter
is proposed. To obtain an analytical solution for the relay transceive filter design which
ensures high sum rates whilst considering the ADR requirements, a weighted MMSE
based approach is proposed. The proposed relay transceive filter design exploits the
capability of the nodes to perform self-interference cancellation and SIC. However, the
proposed relay transceive filter depends on the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes and vice
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versa. Thus, to overcome this problem, a joint design approach is proposed based on
performing an alternating optimization between the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes and
the relay transceive filter.
For the Tx and Rx filter design at the nodes, three different approaches are investigated.
In case Diag, diagonal Tx and Rx filters are considered at the nodes. This case is
investigated because it is a straightforward extension of the state of the art to consider
ADR requirements and multi-antenna mobile stations and thus, it can be used for
comparison. In case Rx, an extension of case Diag is investigated by considering MMSE
Rx filters instead of diagonal Rx filters at the nodes. In case Rx&Tx, a weighted SIC
aware Tx filter design at S1 is proposed combined with diagonal Tx filters at the mobile
stations and MMSE Rx filters at all nodes. The proposed SIC aware Tx filter at S1 is
designed such that the capability of the mobile stations to perform SIC is exploited.
Tx strategies which fulfill ADR requirements whilst achieving high
sum rates:
• Power adapted Tx strategy
• Subcarrier allocation Tx strategy
Filter designs at RS:
• Weighted ZF approach
• Weighted MMSE approach
• Weighted MMSE approach exploiting self-interference
cancellation and SIC
Joint approach
Filter designs at nodes:
• Case Diag: weighted diagonal Tx filters, diagonal Rx filters
• Case Rx: weighted diagonal Tx filters, MMSE Rx filters
• Case Rx&Tx: weighted MMSE Tx filter at S1 exploiting SIC,
weighted diagonal Tx filters at mobile stations, MMSE Rx
filters

Figure 3.1. Overview of the proposed and investigated approaches for cellular multiuser two-way relaying.
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The proposed relay transceive filter design depends on the Tx and Rx filters at the
nodes and vice versa. Furthermore, the proposed Tx strategies are based on the relay transceive filter design and on the filter design at the nodes. Moreover, the relay
transceive filter and the filters at the nodes depend on the weighting parameters and
the subcarrier allocation which are computed based on the Tx strategies. Thus, the
computation of the different filters, the weighting parameters and the subcarrier allocation is performed as shown in Figure 3.2. First, all weighting parameters are assumed
to be one, i.e., no weighting is considered. Furthermore, all mobile stations are assumed to transmit M data streams per subcarrier and S1 is assumed to transmit M1
data streams per subcarrier. Based on these assumptions, the Tx and Rx filters at the
nodes are computed according to case Diag because only in this case, the Tx and Rx
filter design at the nodes is independent of the relay transceive filter design. Secondly,
the relay transceive filter is computed considering the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes of
the previous step. Thirdly, if case Rx or case Rx&Tx is considered, the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes are updated considering the relay transceive filter of the previous step.
Additionally, an alternating optimization between the relay transceive filter and the
Tx and Rx filters at the nodes can be performed. Fourthly, the weighting parameters
which are considered for the Tx filter design at the nodes and for the relay transceive
filter design are adjusted. Furthermore, if the subcarrier allocation Tx strategy is considered, a subcarrier allocation is performed. To adjust the weighting parameters and
to perform a subcarrier allocation, the relay transceive filter and the Tx and Rx filters
at the nodes have to be updated after each step. Finally, weighting parameters and
a subcarrier allocation which fulfill the ADR requirements whilst achieving high sum
rates are selected.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, the system model for
the considered cellular multi-user two-way relaying scenario is presented. In Section
3.3, the different cases for the Tx and Rx filter design at the nodes are presented and
the different relay transceive filters are proposed. In Section 3.4, the Tx strategies are
proposed and in Section 3.5, the performance of the proposed approaches is investigated
by numerical results. Several parts of this chapter have been originally published by
the author in [DUK11,DK12b]. Compared to [DUK11,DK12b], the system model and
the filter designs are extended to consider and to exploit SIC at the nodes, respectively.
Furthermore, the Tx strategies are presented in more detail.
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• All weighting parameters are assumed to be one
• All mobile stations are assumed to transmit M data
streams on each subcarrier
• The base station is assumed to transmit M1 data
streams on each subcarrier
• The Tx and Rx filters at the nodes are designed
according to case Diag

Compute the relay transceive filter

Joint design

Compute the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes

Apply a Tx strategy: Adjust the weighting parameters and perform a subcarrier allocation to fulfill the
ADR requirements whilst achieving high sum rates
Select weighting parameters and a subcarrier
allocation which fulfill the ADR requirements

Figure 3.2. Flow chart for the computation of the filters at the nodes and at RS
considering the proposed Tx strategies.
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System Model

In this section, the system model for the considered cellular multi-user two-way relaying
scenario as shown in Figure 3.3 is presented. As described in Section 2.1, the scenario
consists of a half-duplex multi-antenna base station S1 and K − 1 half-duplex multiantenna mobile stations Sk , k = 2, 3, ..., K. The bidirectional communications between
S1 and the mobile stations are performed via RS.
In the MAC phase, all nodes simultaneously transmit to RS and the superposition of these transmit signals is received at RS. Before the transmission, the Tx
signal vector sk,c ∈ Cmk,c ×1 of node Sk on subcarrier c is filtered by the Tx filter Qk,c ∈ CMk ×mk,c , with ||Qk,c||2F ≤ PNode for k 6= 1 and ||Q1,c ||2F ≤ (K − 1)PNode ,
k = 1, 2, ..., K, c = 1, 2, ..., C. The transmitted symbols of S1 on subcarrier c which are
intended for Sk are described by the vector s1,k,c ∈ CM ×1 and the corresponding columns

T
T
T
of the Tx filter at S1 are given by Q1,k,c ∈ CM1 ×M , i.e., s1,c = sT
1,2,c , s1,3,c , ..., s1,K,c
and Q1,c = [Q1,2,c , Q1,3,c , ..., Q1,K,c ] ∈ CM1 ×M1 . Furthermore, let nRS,c ∈ CL×1 represent
the complex white Gaussian noise vector at RS on subcarrier c and let Hk,c ∈ CL×Mk
denote the channel from node Sk to RS on subcarrier c. Now, the received signal at
RS on subcarrier c can be written as
yRS,c =

K
X

Hk,cQk,c sk,c + nRS,c .

(3.1)

k=1

In the BC phase, RS retransmits a linearly processed version of the superimposed
received signals back to the nodes. The received signal yRS,c is linearly processed at RS
using the transceive filter matrix Gc ∈ CL×L . Using the receive filters Dk,c ∈ CMk ×Mk
PK
for k 6= 1 and D1,c ∈ C i=2 (mi,c )×M1 , the received signal at node Sk on subcarrier c is
given by
yk,c = Dk,c(HT
k,c Gc yRS,c + nk,c ),

(3.2)

where nk,c ∈ CMk ×1 represents the complex white Gaussian noise vector at Sk on
subcarrier c. The Rx filter at S1 to receive the transmitted symbols of Sk on subcarrier

T
T
T
c is given by D1,k,c , i.e., D1,c = DT
1,2,c , D1,3,c , ..., D1,K,c .
The received useful signals and interferences at the nodes in the BC phase are illustrated
in Figure 3.4. S1 receives the useful signals from the mobile stations, back-propagated
self-interference and noise. Each mobile station receives its intended useful signals,
interference from the signals intended for the other mobile station, termed BS-MSinterference, interference from the signals transmitted by the other mobile stations
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BC phase
MAC phase
s1,c

Q1,c

n1,c

H1,c

HT
1,c

+
n2,c

D1,c

HT
2,c

+

D2,c

nRS,c
s2,c

Q2,c

H2,c

+

+

Gc

y1,c

y2,c

nK,c
sK,c

QK,c

HK,c

HT
K,c

+

DK,c

yK,c

Figure 3.3. System model for cellular multi-user two-way relaying.

Figure 3.4. Compositions of the received signals out of useful signals and interferences
in a cellular multi-user two-way relaying scenario.
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which are retransmitted by RS, termed MS-MS-interference, and back-propagated selfinterference as well as noise.
To simplify the notation, the overall channel coefficients for the transmission of the
th
mth
1 data stream from S1 to Sk , m1 = 1, 2, ..., M, and for the transmission of the mk
data stream from Sk to S1 ,mk = 1, 2, ..., mk,c, on subcarrier c can be written as
hov,1,k,m1 ,c = dk,m1 ,c HT
k,c Gc H1,c q1,k,m1 ,c ,

(3.3a)

hov,k,1,mk ,c = d1,k,mk ,c HT
1,c Gc Hk,c qk,mk ,c ,

(3.3b)

th
respectively, where q1,k,m1 ,c and qk,mk ,c are the mth
1 and the mk column vectors of Q1,k,c
th
and Qk,c , respectively, and where d1,k,mk ,c and dk,m1 ,c are the mth
k and the the m1 row
vectors of D1,k,c and Dk,c, respectively.

As mentioned before, perfect self-interference cancellation and perfect SIC are assumed
at all nodes. To exploit the SIC capabilities of the nodes for the Tx filter design
at S1 and for the relay transceive filter design, a fixed decoding order is required.
This decoding order has to be independent of the considered filters at the nodes and
at RS. Thus, it is proposed that the signals of the mobile stations are decoded at
S1 in increasing order of the corresponding indices of the mobile stations, i.e., the
signal s2,c is decoded first and the signal sK,c is decoded last on subcarrier c. When
decoding the signal sj,c , j = 2, 3, ..., K, at S1 on subcarrier c, the transmit signals si,c ,
i = 2, ..., j − 1, are assumed to be perfectly canceled in advance. Furthermore, it is
assumed that the data streams transmitted by Sl are decoded at Sk in increasing order
of the corresponding indices, i.e., the data stream m = 1 is decoded first and the data
stream m = ml,c for l 6= 1 and m = M for l = 1 is decoded last.
Considering the aforementioned decoding order and writing the estimate of s1,c at the
mobile stations as
T
T
T
ŝ1,c = [ŝT
1,2,c , ŝ1,3,c , ..., ŝ1,K,c ] ,

(3.4)

the signal at mobile station Sk for estimating the mth data stream from S1 on subcarrier
c with m = 1, 2, ..., M after self-interference cancellation and SIC can be written as
!
M
K
X
X
ŝ1,k,m,c = dk,m,c HT
q1,k,i,c s1,k,i,c +
Q1,j,cs1,j,c
k,c Gc H1,c
i=m

+ dk,m,c HT
k,c Gc

K
X

j=2,j6=k

j=2,j6=k

Hj,cQj,c sj,c + nRS,c

!

+ dk,m,c nk,c ,

(3.5)

where s1,k,m,c is the mth element of s1,k,c and ŝ1,k,m,c is the mth element of
ŝ1,k,c . Due to considering perfect self-interference cancellation and SIC, the terms
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dk,m,c HT
k,c Gc Hk,c Qk,c sk,c and
respectively.

Pm−1
i=1

dk,m,c HT
k,c Gc H1,c q1,k,i,c s1,k,i,c are neglected in (3.5),

Furthermore, writing the estimate of sk,c as ŝk,c , the signal at S1 for estimating the
mth data stream from mobile station Sk on subcarrier c with m = 1, 2, ..., mk,c after
self-interference cancellation and SIC can be written as
!
mk,c
K
X
X
Hj,c Qj,c sj,c + nRS,c + d1,k,m,c nk,c ,
ŝk,m,c = d1,k,m,c HT
Hk,c
qk,i,csk,i,c +
1,c Gc
i=m

j=k+1

(3.6)

where sk,m,c is the mth element of sk,c and ŝk,m,c is the mth element of ŝk,c .
Considering perfect self-interference cancellation and SIC, the expected signal, interference and noise powers when estimating the mth data stream of S1 at Sk on subcarrier
c can be written as
PS,1,k,m,c =|hov,1,k,m,c|2 ,
PI,1,k,m,c =

K
X

j=1,j6=k

(3.7a)

2
||dk,m,cHT
k,c Gc Hj,c Qj,c ||2

−

m
X
i=1

2
|dk,m,c HT
k,c Gc H1,c q1,k,i,c | ,

2
2
2
2
||dk,m,c HT
PN,1,k,m,c =σn,RS
k,c Gc ||2 + σn ||dk,m,c ||2 ,

(3.7b)
(3.7c)

respectively, where k = 2, 3, ..., K. Moreover, the expected signal, interference and
noise powers when estimating the mth data stream of Sk at S1 on subcarrier c can be
written as
PS,k,1,m,c =|hov,k,1,m,c |2 ,
PI,k,1,m,c =

K
X
j=k

(3.8a)

2
||d1,k,m,cHT
1,c Gc Hj,c Qj,c ||2

−

m
X
i=1

2
|d1,k,m,cHT
1,c Gc Hk,c qk,i,c | ,

2
2
2
2
PN,k,1,m,c =σn,RS
||d1,k,m,c HT
1,c Gc ||2 + σn ||d1,k,m,c ||2 ,

(3.8b)
(3.8c)

respectively.
For performance comparison in Section 3.5, the achievable sum rate, cf. [Ung09,Ama11,
DUK11, DK12b], is considered and the corresponding equations are presented in the
following. Assuming that Gaussian codebooks are used for each data stream, the maximum achievable data rate after linear receive processing, self-interference cancellation
and SIC for the mth data stream from Sl to Sj on subcarrier c is given by
Cl,j,m,c =

1
log2 (1 + PS,l,j,m,c(PI,l,j,m,c + PN,l,j,m,c)−1 ),
2

(3.9)
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where the factor 12 is due to the fact that two time slots are required to perform all
transmissions and where l = 1 if j 6= 1 and l 6= 1 if j = 1, j, l = 1, 2, ..., K. Using this
notation, the maximum achievable data rates for the transmissions from S1 to Sk and
from Sk to S1 are given by
C1,k =
Ck,1 =

C X
M
X

c=1 m=1
C m
k,c
X
X

C1,k,m,c ,

(3.10a)

Ck,1,m,c ,

(3.10b)

c=1 m=1

respectively. Thus, the achievable sum rate of the system is given by
Csum =

K
X

(C1,k + Ck,1 ) .

(3.11)

k=2

As mentioned in Section 3.1, ADR requirements shall be considered. For simplicity
of the notation, it is assumed that the instantaneous data rates in downlink from
S1 to each mobile station are required to be equal. Furthermore, it is assumed that
the instantaneous data rates in downlink are required to be r times higher than the
instantaneous data rates in uplink from each mobile station to S1 , r ≥ 1. Thus, the
constraints
r =C1,k /Ck,1, k = 2, 3, ..., K,
C1,k =C1,l , l, k = 2, 3, ..., K,

(3.12a)
(3.12b)

have to be fulfilled for the sum rate under ADR requirements. The extension to consider
more general ADR requirements is straightforward for the presented approaches. To
fulfill the constraints (3.12a) and (3.12b), either the lowest maximum achievable data
rate from S1 to any mobile station or the lowest maximum achievable data from any
mobile station to S1 is the limiting data rate. Considering the constraint (3.12a), the
maximum achievable data rate between S1 and Sk , k 6= 1, can be written as
CADR,1,k = min (C1,k , rCk,1) ,

(3.13)

and the maximum achievable data rate between Sk and S1 can be written as
1
CADR,k,1 = CADR,1,k .
r

(3.14)

Considering both constraints (3.12a) and (3.12b), the achievable sum rate under the
considered ADR requirements is given by
CADR,sum = (K − 1)(1 + 1/r) · min CADR,1,k .
k

(3.15)
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3.3
3.3.1

Filter Design
Introduction

In this section, three different low-complexity approaches for designing the Tx and Rx
filters at the nodes are proposed as described in Section 3.1. Furthermore, three lowcomplexity approaches for designing the relay transceive filter are proposed as described
in Section 3.1. As mentioned in Section 3.1, the filter design at the nodes depends on
the design of the relay transceive filter and vice versa. Thus, to overcome this problem,
an alternating optimization is proposed as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Furthermore, as
mentioned in Section 3.1, weighting parameters are considered for the Tx filter design
at the nodes and for the relay transceive filter design to enable an adjustment of these
filters via the proposed Tx strategies which are introduced in Section 3.4. Utilizing
these weighting parameters, the proposed Tx strategies perform an adjustment of the
Tx powers of the mobile stations and of the Tx power distributions at S1 and at RS to
fulfill the ADR requirements.
As described in Section 3.1, the following weighting parameters are considered for the
Tx filter design at the nodes which is presented in Section 3.3.2 and for the relay
transceive filter design which is presented in Section 3.3.3:

• To adjust the fraction of the Tx power used at S1 and at RS to perform transmissions from S1 to Sk , a weighting parameter vBS,k is considered, 0 ≤ vBS,k ≤ 1,
k = 2, 3, ..., K. Furthermore, a weighting matrix VBS and a weighting vector vBS
are defined which contain these weighting parameters:
VBS = diag ([vBS,2 , vBS,3 , ..., vBS,K ]) ⊗ IM ,
vBS = diag−1 (VBS ) .

(3.16a)
(3.16b)

• To adjust the fraction of the Tx power used at RS to perform transmissions from
Sk to S1 , a weighting parameter vMS,k is considered, 0 ≤ vMS,k ≤ 1, k = 2, 3, ..., K.
Furthermore, a weighting vector vMS,c is defined for each subcarrier c which
contains these weighting parameters:

T

,
vMS,c = diag−1 vMS,2 ⊗ Im2,c , ..., diag−1 vMS,K ⊗ ImK,c

(3.17)

• To adjust the Tx power of Sk , a weighting parameter pk is considered, 0 ≤ pk ≤ 1,
k = 2, 3, ..., K.
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For the filter design in Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.3.3, the parameters vBS,k , vMS,k and
pk are assumed to be given. The optimization of the different parameters is described
in Section 3.4.

3.3.2

Transmit and Receive Filter Design at Nodes

3.3.2.1

Case Diag

In case Diag, the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes are diagonal matrices. To consider the
weighting parameters introduced in Section 3.3.1 and to fulfill the Tx power constraints
introduced in Section 2.2, the Tx filters are designed as
s
(K − 1)Pnode
VBS ,
(3.18a)
Q1,c =
||VBS||2F
s
Pnode
Qk,c =pk,c
IM,1:mk,c for k 6= 1,
(3.18b)
mk,c
where k = 2, 3, ...K. The Rx filters are designed as unweighted diagonal matrices
considering the number of desired data streams. Thus, the Rx filters are given by
D1,k,c =I1:mk,c ,M1 ,
Dk,c =IM .

3.3.2.2

(3.19a)
(3.19b)

Case Rx

In case Rx, the Tx filters at the nodes are given by (3.18) and the Rx filter at node Sk ,
k = 2, 3, ..., K, is designed to minimize the MSE for the transmission from S1 to Sk and
the Rx filter at the node S1 is designed to minimize the MSE for the transmissions from
all mobile stations to S1 . For the Rx filter design, perfect self-interference cancellation
and perfect SIC are assumed. Thus, the Rx filters at the nodes are designed as MMSESIC receivers which are described for conventional multi-user uplink systems in [TV05].
Due to the MMSE based design, the Rx filters depend on the overall channels and
therewith, they depend on the relay transceive filters. In this section, the Rx filters at
the nodes are designed assuming that the relay transceive filters are known in advance.
An alternating optimization between the Rx filters at the nodes and the relay transceive
filter on each subcarrier is presented in Section 3.3.4.
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Using (3.4) and (3.5), the MSE for the transmission from S1 to Sk on subcarrier c after
self-interference cancellation and SIC can be expressed as

MSE1,k,c = E ks1,k,c − ŝ1,k,ck22 .

(3.20)

Using (3.6), the MSE for the transmission from all mobile stations to S1 on subcarrier
c after self-interference cancellation and SIC can be expressed as
MSEk,c = E

(K
X
k=2

ksk,c − ŝk,c k22

)

.

(3.21)

However, to compute the Rx filters at the mobile stations, it is proposed to neglect
MS-MS-interferences and BS-MS-interferences because these interferences shall only
be tackled by the relay transceive filter design and by the Tx filter design at S1 . Thus,
to compute the Rx filters based on an MMSE design considering SIC but neglecting
MS-MS-interferences and BS-MS-interferences, two channel matrices are introduced as
follows:
HMS,k,m,c = HT
(3.22a)
k,c Gc H1,c [q1,k,m,c , q1,k,m+1,c , ..., q1,k,M,c ] ,




HBS,k,m,c = HT
1,c Gc Hk,c qk,m,c , qk,m+1,c , ..., qk,mk,c ,c , Hk+1,c Qk+1,c , ..., HK,c QK,c .
(3.22b)
Using (3.22a) and considering (3.20), the rows of the SIC aware MMSE Rx filter at mobile station Sk neglecting MS-MS-interferences and BS-MS-interferences on subcarrier
c based on the derivations for conventional MIMO Rx filters [Joh04] are given by
dk,m,c

H
−1
HT
(HMS,k,m,cHH
k,c Gc H1,c q1,k,m,c
MS,k,m,c + Nk,c )
=
,
H
H
−1 ||2
|| HT
G
H
q
(H
H
+
N
)
MS,k,m,c MS,k,m,c
k,c
2
k,c c 1,c 1,k,m,c

(3.23)

2
H ∗
with Nk,c = σn2 IM +σn,RS
HT
k,c Gc Gc Hk,c and where interferences of all signals which are
decoded in previous decoding steps are assumed to be perfectly canceled by applying
SIC.

Furthermore, using (3.22b) and considering (3.21), the rows of the SIC aware MMSE
Rx filter at S1 on subcarrier c based on the derivations for conventional MIMO Rx
filters [Joh04] are given by
d1,k,m,c

H
−1
HT
(HBS,k,m,c HH
1,c Gc Hk,c qk,m,c
BS,k,m,c + N1,c )
=
,

H
H
−1 ||2
|| HT
G
H
q
+
N
)
(H
H
c
k,c
k,m,c
1,c
BS,k,m,c
1,c
2
BS,k,m,c

2
H ∗
with N1,c = σn2 IM1 + σn,RS
HT
1,c Gc Gc H1,c .

(3.24)
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Case Rx&Tx

In case Rx&Tx, the Tx and Rx filters at the mobile stations are given by (3.18b) and
(3.23), respectively, the Rx filters at S1 are given by (3.24) and the Tx filters at S1 are
designed to minimize the weighted MMSE on each subcarrier for the transmission from
S1 to all mobile stations. Due to the MMSE based design, the Rx filters at the nodes
and the Tx filters at S1 depend on the overall channels and therewith, they depend on
the relay transceive filters. In this section, the Rx filters at the nodes and the Tx filters
at S1 are designed assuming that the relay transceive filters are known in advance. An
alternating optimization between the filters at the nodes and the relay transceive filter
on each subcarrier is presented in Section 3.3.4.

To consider the noise powers at the nodes with respect to the power constraint at S1 , it
is proposed to consider an additional receive coefficient βc at all mobile stations and to
solve the joint optimization problem of βc and Q1,c on subcarrier c as it is considered
for the conventional MIMO Tx filter design in [JUN05]. Thus, the general equation
for the joint optimization problem of the receive coefficient βc and the weighted SIC
aware MMSE Tx filter Q1,c on subcarrier c can be written as
{βc , Q1,c } = arg min E
βc ,Q1,c

s.t.

 p

VBS (s1,c − βc ŝ1,c )

2
2



,


tr Q1,c QH
1,c ≤ (K − 1)Pnode ,

(3.25a)

(3.25b)

where ŝ1,c is the estimate of s1,c after linear receive filtering and SIC at the different
mobile stations as defined in (3.4) and (3.5).

To obtain a simplified expression for the MSE which can be used to derive an analytical
solution for the Tx filter at S1 , let the matrices Υk,c , Θk,c and Θk,m,c be given by
H
Υk,c = Hk,cQk,c QH
k,c Hk,c ,

Θc = diag [D2,c , D3,c , ..., DK,c] [H2,c , H3,c, ..., HK,c]T Gc H1,c ,
Θk,m,c = R(k−2)M +m Θc ,

(3.26a)
(3.26b)
(3.26c)

where Ri ∈ C M1 ×M1 is a diagonal matrix with all elements equal to zero except for the
ith diagonal element which is equal to one. Using this notation, the weighted MSE for
the transmission from S1 to the mobile stations with respect to the Tx filter at S1 on
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subcarrier c can be written as

 p
2
VBS (s1,c − βc ŝ1,c )
E
2

H
= M1 − 2ℜ [tr (βc Θc Q1,c VBS )] + |βc |2 tr Θc Q1,c VBS QH
1,c Θc
!
K X
M X
n−1
X
H
− |βc |2 tr
vBS,k Θk,n,cQ1,c R(k−2)M +m QH
1,c Θk,n,c

+ |βc |2 tr
+ |βc |2 tr

k=2 n=2 m=1
K
K
X
X

H
H ∗
vBS,k Dk,cHT
k,c Gc Υl,c Gc Hk,c Dk,c

k=2 l=2,l6=k

K
X



!

2
H ∗
H
2
H
vBS,k σn,RS
Dk,c HT
k,c Gc Gc Hk,c Dk,c + σn Dk,c Dk,c

k=2

!


.

(3.27)

Using (3.27), the objective function (3.25a) is non-convex since Q1,c and βc appear
jointly in third order degree or higher. However, βc can be assumed to be positive
real-valued and the MSE of (3.27) as well as the constraint (3.25b) are convex with
respect to Q1,c . Based on the assumption that βc is positive real valued, a unique
solution for problem (3.25) can be obtained
by using Lagrangian optimization
[BV04,
n √
o
2
Joh04, Ung09]. With F (Q1,c , βc , c) = E
VBS (s1,c − βc ŝ1,c ) 2 , using (3.27), the
Lagrangian function with the Lagrangian multiplier ηc results in


L (Q1,c , βc , ηc ) = F (Q1,c , βc , c) − ηc tr Q1,c QH
−
(K
−
1)P
.
node
1,c

(3.28)

From the Lagrangian function, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, which are
necessary conditions for a global optimum, can be derived and ηc can be computed,
which is presented in detail in Appendix A.1. The KKT conditions can be written as
∂F (Q1,c , βc , c)
∂L
=
− ηc Q∗1,c
∂Q1,c
∂Q1,c
∂L ∂F (Q1,c , βc , c)
=
∂βc
∂βc


ηc tr Q1,c QH
−
(K
−
1)P
node
1,c

= 0,

(3.29a)

= 0,

(3.29b)

= 0,

(3.29c)

and the Lagrangian multiplier ηc results in
P
|βc |2 K
k=2 tr (Ak,c )
,
ηc = −
(K − 1)Pnode

(3.30)

where
Ak,c = vBS,k · tr

K
X

l=2,l6=k

H ∗
H
Dk,c HT
k,c Gc Υl,c Gc Hk,c Dk,c

!


2
H ∗
H
2
H
+ vBS,k · tr σn,RS
Dk,c HT
k,c Gc Gc Hk,c Dk,c + σn Dk,c Dk,c .

(3.31)
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Now, considering the derivations in Appendix A.1, a unique solution can be obtained
for |βc |2 . Thus, restricting βc to be positive real-valued, a unique solution can be
obtained for problem (3.25).
Considering the first KKT condition (3.29a) and using (3.31), a matrix Mc is defined
as
Mc = VBS IM1 ⊗
+ IM1 ⊗

ΘH
c Θc

PK

−

K
X
k=2

k=2 tr (Ak,c )

(K − 1)Pnode

vBS,k

M X
n−1
X

n=2 m=1

H
RT
(k−2)M +m ⊗ Θk,n,c Θk,n,c

IM1 .

(3.32)

Now, an analytical solution can be obtained for the weighted SIC aware MMSE Tx
e 1,c given by
filter at S1 . Using the auxiliary matrix Q
and using

e 1,c = vec−1 M−1 vec ΘH VH
Q
c
k,c BS
L,L



,

v 

u
u tr Q
e 1,c Q
eH
1,c
t
,
βc =
(K − 1)Pnode

(3.33)

(3.34)

the weighted SIC aware MMSE Tx filter at S1 which solves problem (3.25) can be
written as
Q1,c =


1
−1
H H
.
vec−1
L,L Mc vec Θc VBS
βc

3.3.3

Transceive Filter Design at Relay Station

3.3.3.1

Weighted Zero-Forcing (WZF) Approach

(3.35)

In this section, a weighted ZF (WZF) approach is introduced which does neither exploit
the self-interference cancellation capabilities nor the SIC capabilities of the nodes due
to spatially separating all signals. This approach is an extension of the ZF approach
for single-pair two-way relaying with limited capabilities at the nodes of [Ung09] and it
is only introduced for comparison due to the lack of state of the art approaches which
consider the introduced ADR requirements. Compared to the ZF approach of [Ung09],
the WZF approach contains weighting parameters to adjust the Tx power distribution
at RS with respect to the considered ADR requirements. Furthermore, it is extended
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to be applicable to the cellular multi-user two-way relaying scenario. As in [Ung09],
the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes are assumed to be diagonal matrices. Thus, they
are designed according to case Diag which is presented in Section 3.3.2.1.
Defining overall channels for the MAC and for the BC phase on subcarrier c as
HMAC,c = [H1,c Q1,c , H2,c Q2,c , ..., HK,cQK,c ] ,


T
T
T T
HBC,c = H2,c DT
,
2,c , H3,c D3,c , ..., HK,c DK,c , H1,c D1,c

(3.36a)
(3.36b)

Vc = diag [vBS , vMS,c ] ,

(3.37)

respectively, and defining a diagonal weighting matrix Vc using (3.16b) and (3.17) as

the WZF transceive filter at RS on subcarrier c using the derivation of [Ung09] can be
written as
Gc =

1
αZF,c

H
HH
BC,c HBC,c HBC,c

−1

Vc HH
MAC,c HMAC,c

−1

HH
MAC,c ,

(3.38)

where αZF,c is a parameter to fulfill the power constraint at RS and it is given by
v  


u

u tr G
eH
e c PK Hk,cQk,c QH HH + σ 2 IL G
c
t
n,RS
k,c k,c
k=1
,
(3.39)
αZF,c =
PRS

e c given by
with the auxiliary matrix G
H
e c = HH
G
BC,c HBC,c HBC,c

3.3.3.2

−1

Vc HH
MAC,c HMAC,c

−1

HH
MAC,c .

(3.40)

Weighted MMSE (WMMSE) Approach

In this section, a weighted MMSE (WMMSE) approach is introduced which does neither exploit the self-interference cancellation capabilities nor the SIC capabilities of the
nodes due to suppressing all interferences with respect to minimizing the MSE. This
WMMSE approach is an extension of the MMSE approach for single-pair two-way relaying with limited capabilities at the nodes of [Ung09] and it is only introduced for
comparison due to the lack of state of the art approaches which consider the introduced
ADR requirements. Compared to the MMSE approach of [Ung09], the WMMSE approach contains weighting parameters to adjust the Tx power distribution at RS with
respect to the considered ADR requirements. Furthermore, it is extended to be applicable to the cellular multi-user two-way relaying scenario. Compared to the WZF
approach of Section 3.3.3.1, the noise powers at the nodes and at RS are taken into
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account for the WMMSE relay transceive filter design. As in [Ung09], the Tx and
Rx filters at the nodes are assumed to be diagonal matrices. Thus, they are designed
according to case Diag which is presented in Section 3.3.2.1.
Using the overall channels for the MAC and for the BC phase on subcarrier c as defined
in (3.36) and using (3.37), the WMMSE transceive filter at RS on subcarrier c using
the derivation of [Ung09] can be written as
Gc =
e c given by
with the auxiliary matrix G
ec =
G

1
αMMSE,c

e c,
G

(3.41)

−1

−1
tr (Vc ) σn2
H
H
H
2
IL
HBC,c Vc HBC,c +
HH
,
BC,c Vc HMAC,c HMAC,c HMAC,c + σn,RS IL
PRS
(3.42)

and with αMMSE,c given by
v  


u

u tr G
e c PK Hk,cQk,c QH HH + σ 2 IL G
eH
c
n,RS
t
k,c k,c
k=1
.
αMMSE,c =
PRS
3.3.3.3

(3.43)

SIC-Aware Weighted MMSE (WMMSE-SIC) Approach

In this section, a weighted MMSE approach for the transceive filter design at RS
is presented which exploits the self-interference cancellation capabilities and the SIC
capabilities of the nodes. The approach, termed WMMSE-SIC, is an extension of the
MMSE approach for single-pair two-way relaying with local CSI at the nodes of [Ung09].
Compared to the MMSE approach of [Ung09], the WMMSE-SIC approach contains
weighting parameters to adjust the Tx power distribution at RS with respect to the
considered ADR requirements. Furthermore, it exploits the SIC capabilities of the
nodes to increase the achievable sum rates. Moreover, it is extended to be applicable
to the cellular multi-user two-way relaying scenario by considering BS-MS-interferences
and MS-MS-interferences. For this WMMSE-SIC approach, all three cases of Tx and
Rx filter design at the nodes presented in Section 3.3.2 are considered. Thus, the design
of the relay transceive filter depends on the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes and vice
versa. In the following, the WMMSE-SIC transceive filter at RS is derived assuming
given Tx and Rx filters at the nodes to obtain an analytical solution. However, this
analytical solution depends on the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes. To jointly design
the WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter and the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes, an
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alternating optimization between the filters at the nodes and the relay transceive filter
on each subcarrier is presented in Section 3.3.4.

To include the weighting parameters, the MSE for each direction of transmission is
separated for the derivation of the WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter. After separating the different MSEs, the weighting parameters vBS,k and vMS,k are multiplied with
the corresponding MSE to enable an adjustment of the fraction of the Tx power at RS
which is used to retransmit the data streams from S1 to Sk and from Sk to S1 , respectively, k = 2, 3, ..., K. Furthermore, to consider the noise powers at the nodes with
respect to the power constraint at RS, it is proposed to consider an additional receive
coefficient αc at all nodes and to solve the joint optimization problem of αc and Gc on
subcarrier c as it is considered for the conventional MIMO Tx filter design in [JUN05].
Thus, the general equation for the joint optimization problem of the receive coefficient
αc and the WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter Gc on subcarrier c can be written as

{αc , Gc } = arg min E
αc ,Gc

(K
X
k=2

vBS,k ks1,k,c −

s.t.
tr Gc

K
X



H
2
Hk,cQk,c QH
k,c Hk,c + σn,RS IL

k=1

αc ŝ1,k,c k22

!

GH
c

!

+

K
X
k=2

vMS,k ksk,c −

αc ŝk,c k22

)

,

(3.44a)

≤ PRS ,

(3.44b)

where ŝ1,k,c and ŝk,c are the estimates of s1,k,c and sk,c after linear receive filtering, selfinterference cancellation and SIC at Sk and S1 considering (3.5) and (3.6), respectively.

(BS)

(MS)

To obtain a simplified expression of the MSE, let matrices Υk,c , Υk,m,c , Υk,m,c and Υc
be given by
H
Υk,c = Hk,c Qk,c QH
k,c Hk,c ,
(BS)
Υk,m,c
(MS)
Υk,m,c

(3.45a)

H
= H1,c q1,k,m,c qH
1,k,m,c H1,c ,

(3.45b)

H
= Hk,c qk,m,c qH
k,m,c Hk,c ,

(3.45c)

Υc =

K
X
k=1


H
2
Hk,c Qk,c QH
k,c Hk,c + σn,RS IL .

(3.45d)

Using these notations, the MSE for the transmission from S1 to Sk , k = 2, 3, ...K on
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subcarrier c can be written as



E ks1,k,c − αc ŝ1,k,c k22 = M − 2ℜ tr αc Dk,c HT
k,c Gc H1,c Q1,k,c
2

+ |αc | tr

− |αc |2 tr
2

+ |αc | tr

K
X

H ∗
H
Dk,c HT
k,c Gc Υl,c Gc Hk,c Dk,c

l=1,l6=k
M X
n−1
X

!

(BS)

H ∗
H
dk,n,cHT
k,c Gc Υk,m,c Gc Hk,c dk,n,c

n=2 m=1
2
H ∗
H
σn,RS
Dk,cHT
k,c Gc Gc Hk,c Dk,c

!


+ σn2 Dk,c DH
k,c . (3.46)

Furthermore, the MSE for the transmission from Sk to S1 , k = 2, 3, ...K on subcarrier
c can be written as



E ksk,c − αc ŝk,c k22 = mk,c − 2ℜ tr αc D1,k,c HT
1,c Gc Hk,c Qk,c
+ |αc |2 tr

− |αc |2 tr
2

+ |αc | tr

K
X

H ∗
H
D1,k,c HT
1,c Gc Υl,c Gc Hk,c D1,k,c

l=k
mk,c n−1
XX

(MS)

!

H ∗
H
d1,k,n,c HT
1,c Gc Υk,m,c Gc H1,c d1,k,n,c

n=2 m=1
2
H ∗
H
σn,RS
D1,k,cHT
1,c Gc Gc H1,c D1,k,c

!


+ σn2 D1,k,c DH
1,k,c .
(3.47)

Using (3.46) and (3.47), the objective function (3.44a) is non-convex since Gc and αc
appear jointly in third order degree or higher. However, αc can be assumed to be positive real-valued and the MSEs of (3.46) and (3.47) as well as the constraint (3.44b) are
convex with respect to Gc . Based on the assumption that αc is positive real valued,
a unique solution for problem (3.44) can be obtained by using Lagrangian optimiza
tion [BV04, Joh04, Ung09]. With FBS (Gc , αc , k, c) = vBS,k E ks1,k,c − αc ŝ1,k,c k22 , using

(3.46), and FMS (Gc , αc , k, c) = vMS,k E ksk,c − αc ŝk,c k22 , using (3.47), the Lagrangian
function with the Lagrangian multiplier ηc results in
L (Gc , αc , ηc ) =

K
X
k=2



(FBS (Gc , αc , k, c) + FMS (Gc , αc , k, c)) − ηc tr Gc Υc GH
c − PRS .

(3.48)

From the Lagrangian function, the KKT conditions, which are necessary conditions for
a global optimum, can be derived and ηc can be computed, which is presented in detail
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in Appendix A.2. The KKT conditions can be written as
K

X ∂ (FBS (Gc , αc , k, c) + FMS (Gc , αc , k, c))
∂L
=
− ηc G∗c ΥT
c
∂Gc k=2
∂Gc

= 0,

(3.49a)

= 0,

(3.49b)

= 0,

(3.49c)

K

∂L X ∂ (FBS (Gc , αc , k, c) + FMS (Gc , αc , k, c))
=
∂αc k=2
∂αc


ηc tr Gc Υc GH
c − PRS

and the Lagrangian multiplier ηc results in
P
 PK

K
H
H
v
tr
D
D
|αc |2 σn2
+
v
tr
D
D
k,c k,c
1,k,c 1,k,c
k=2 BS,k
k=2 MS,k
.
(3.50)
ηc = −
PRS
Now, considering the derivations in Appendix A.2, a unique solution can be obtained
for |αc |2 . Thus, restricting αc to be positive real-valued, a unique solution can be
obtained for problem (3.44).
Considering the first KKT condition (3.49a), a matrix Kc is defined as
Kc =
−
+
+

K
X

vBS,k

+

l=1,l6=k

K
X

n−1
M X
X

k=2
K
X

k=2
K
X

K
X

k=2
K
X
k=2

+

∗
H
T
ΥT
l,c ⊗ Hk,c Dk,c Dk,c Hk,c

k=2

vBS,k

ΥT
c

(BS)T

n=2 m=1

T
Υk,m,c ⊗ H∗k,cdH
k,n,c dk,n,c Hk,c

2
T
vBS,k σn,RS
IL ⊗ H∗k,cDH
k,c Dk,c Hk,c

vMS,k

k=2

−

K
X
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H
vBS,k tr Dk,c DH
k,c + vMS,k tr D1,k,c D1,k,c
IL .
PRS

(3.51)

Now, an analytical solution can be obtained for the WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter
which solves problem (3.44) using (3.49), (3.50) and (3.51). With the auxiliary matrix
e c given by
G
!!
K
X

e c = vec−1 K−1 vec
,
vBS,k H∗ DH QH HH + vMS,k H∗ DH QH HH
G
L,L

k,c

c

k,c

1,k,c

1,c

1,c

1,k,c

k,c

k,c

k=2

(3.52)
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and using
v 

u
u tr G
e c Υc G
eH
c
t
,
αc =
PRS

(3.53)

the WMMSE-SIC filter at RS which solves problem (3.44) is given by
K
X

1
H
H
∗
H
H
H
−1
Gc = vec−1
vBS,k H∗k,c DH
K
vec
k,c Q1,k,c H1,c + vMS,k H1,c D1,k,c Qk,c Hk,c
c
L,L
αc
k=2

!!

.

(3.54)

The derived WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter minimizes the weighted MSE for given
Tx and Rx filters at the nodes considering that the nodes can perform self-interference
cancellation and SIC.

3.3.4

Joint Filter Design at Nodes and at Relay Station

Considering the three cases for the Tx and Rx filter design at the nodes presented in
Section 3.3.2, the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes are independent of the relay transceive
filter design in case Diag and are dependent on the relay transceive filter design in case
Rx and case Rx&Tx. Furthermore, the proposed WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter
depends on the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes.
For case Diag, a joint optimization is not required because the Tx and Rx filters at the
nodes do not depend on the relay transceive filter design. In this case, the WMMSE-SIC
relay transceive filter Gc can be computed on each subcarrier c according to (3.54)
considering the Tx and Rx filters as defined in (3.18) and (3.19), respectively.
For case Rx and case Rx&Tx, the filters at the nodes depend on the relay transceive
filter and vice versa. Thus, an alternating optimization between the WMMSE-SIC
relay transceive filter and the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes is proposed as follows:

1) Compute the transceive filter Gc using (3.54) and considering (3.18) and (3.19)
for the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes, respectively,
2) Compute the Rx filters according to (3.23) and (3.24),
3) For case Rx&Tx, compute the Tx filter at S1 according to (3.35) considering the
Rx filters computed in step 2),
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4) Compute the transceive filter Gc using (3.54) and considering the Rx and Tx
filters computed in step 2) and step 3), respectively,
5) Continue from step 2) using the relay transceive filter computed in step 4) until
convergence.

3.4

3.4.1

Transmit Strategies for the Consideration of
ADR Requirements
Introduction

In this section, two Tx strategies are proposed which are specifically designed to fulfill
the considered ADR requirements whilst achieving high sum rates. First, a Tx strategy,
termed power adapted (PA) Tx strategy, is proposed which adapts the Tx powers of
the mobile stations and the Tx power distributions at RS and at S1 for each direction
of transmission. Secondly, a Tx strategy which additionally optimizes the allocation of
the different subcarriers to the mobile stations, termed subcarrier allocation (SA) Tx
strategy, is proposed. For all Tx strategies, it is assumed that the required data rates
in downlink are r times higher than the required data rates in uplink as introduced in
Section 3.2.

3.4.2

Power Adapted (PA) Transmit Strategy

The PA Tx strategy is based on adjusting the Tx powers of the mobile stations and
the Tx power distributions at RS and at S1 for each direction of transmission. The Tx
power distributions at S1 and at RS are adjusted via the weighting parameters vBS,k
and vMS,k which have been considered for the Tx filter design at S1 in Section 3.3.2
and for the relay transceive filter design in Section 3.3.3. The Tx powers of the mobile
stations are adjusted via the weighting parameters pk,c which have been considered for
the Tx filter design at the mobile stations (3.19b). To achieve high sum rates under
the ADR requirements (3.15), the weighting parameters which achieve the highest sum
rate according to (3.15) have to be determined. However, this would require a joint
optimization of all weighting parameters which has a high computational complexity.
Thus, to reduce the computational complexity, a suboptimal low-complexity approach
is proposed. In this approach, the joint adjustment of the weighting parameters vBS,k ,
vMS,k and pk,c is separated and performed iteratively as follows:
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First, the relay transceive filter and the filters at the nodes are initialized and the
achievable data rates are computed as follows:

1) Compute the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes and the relay transceive filter as
proposed in Section 3.3 on each subcarrier c assuming pk,c = vBS,k = vMS,k = 1,
k = 2, 3, ..., K,
2) Compute the achievable data rates C1,k and Ck,1 (3.10) using the filters of step 1).
Secondly, the weighting parameters vBS,k are adjusted such that the achievable data
rates in downlink from S1 to each mobile station are equal. To achieve this, the weighting parameter vBS,kmin with kmin = arg min C1,k which corresponds to the minimum of
k

the achievable data rates in downlink is set to vBS,kmin = 1. Furthermore, the weighting parameter vBS,kmax with kmax = arg max C1,k which corresponds to the maximum
k

of the achievable data rates in downlink is reduced. By this approach, the differences
between the achievable data rates in downlink are decreased in each iteration until all
data rates in downlink are equal. The precise steps are as follows:

3) Compute kmin = arg min C1,k and set vBS,kmin = 1.
k

4) Compute the filters at the nodes and the relay transceive filter for the weighting
parameters of step 3).
5) Compute the achievable data rates C1,k and Ck,1 (3.10) using the filters of step 4).
6) Reduce the maximum downlink data rate from S1 to any mobile station. To
achieve this, reduce the weighting parameter vBS,kmax with kmax = arg max C1,k
k

to fulfill the condition
K

K

l=2

l=2

1 X
1 X
ǫ
ǫ
C1,l − < C1,kmax <
C1,l + ,
K −1
2
K−1
2

(3.55)

where ǫ can be selected according to the required accuracy. To adjust the weighting parameter vBS,kmax , the bisection method is applied. The Tx and Rx filters
at the nodes and the relay transceive filter are recalculated after each update of
vBS,kmax . Furthermore, the achievable data rates C1,k and Ck,1 (3.10) are recalculated after each update of the filters.

Thirdly, the weighting parameters vMS,k are adjusted such that the achievable data
rates in uplink from each mobile station to S1 are equal. To achieve this, the weighting
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parameter vMS,kmax with kmax = arg max Ck,1 which corresponds to the maximum of
k

the achievable data rates in uplink is reduced. Furthermore, the weighting parameter
vMS,kmin with kmin = arg min Ck,1 which corresponds to the minimum of the achievable
k

data rates in uplink is increased. By this approach, the differences between the achievable data rates in uplink are decreased in each iteration until all data rates in uplink
are equal. The precise steps are as follows:

7) Reduce the maximum uplink data rate from any mobile station to S1 if this
data rate weighted with r is higher than the average downlink data rate,
PK
1
i.e., if max rCkmax ,1 > K−1
l=2 C1,l . To achieve this, reduce vMS,kmax with
k

kmax = arg max Ck,1 to fulfill the condition
k

K

K

1 X
ǫ
ǫ
1 X
C1,l − < rCkmax ,1 <
C1,l + ,
K − 1 l=2
2
K − 1 l=2
2

(3.56)

or until the conditions
K

rCkmax ,1

ǫ
1 X
C1,l − ,
>
K − 1 l=2
2

vMS,kmax < δ,

(3.57a)
(3.57b)

are fulfilled, where 0 < δ < 1 ensures that the MSE for this direction of transmission has a sufficient impact on the considered MMSE based relay transceive
filter designs. This is required due to decoupling the adjustment of vMS,k from the
adjustment of pk,c. For an efficient adjustment of pk,c in steps 11) and 12), it is
required that vMS,k > 0 ∀k. In this thesis, δ = 0.1 is selected based on numerical
results. To adjust vMS,kmax , the bisection method is applied. Similar to step 6),
the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes and the relay transceive filter are recalculated
after each update of vMS,kmax . Furthermore, the achievable data rates C1,k and
Ck,1 (3.10) are recalculated after each update of the filters.
8) Increase the minimum uplink data rate from any mobile station to S1 if this
data rate weighted with r is lower than the average downlink data rate,
PK
1
i.e., if min rCk,1 < K−1
To achieve this, increase vMS,kmin with
l=2 C1,l .
k

kmin = arg min Ck,1 to fulfill the condition
k

K

K

ǫ
ǫ
1 X
1 X
C1,l − < rCkmin,1 <
C1,l + ,
K − 1 l=2
2
K − 1 l=2
2

(3.58)
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or until the conditions
K

rCkmin,1 <

ǫ
1 X
C1,l + ,
K −1
2

(3.59a)

l=2

vMS,kmin = 1,

(3.59b)

are fulfilled. To adjust vMS,kmin , the bisection method is applied. Similar to the
previous steps, the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes and the relay transceive filter
are recalculated after each update of vMS,kmin . Furthermore, the achievable data
rates C1,k and Ck,1 (3.10) are recalculated after each update of the filters.

Fourthly, the previous steps are repeated until the ADR requirements are fulfilled, i.e.,
until the achievable data rates in downlink are equal, the achievable data rates in uplink
are equal and the ratio between the achievable data rates in downlink and in uplink
is r taking into account an inaccuracy of ǫ. However, if the achievable data rates in
uplink are not equal or the ratio between the achievable data rates in downlink and in
uplink is not fulfilled even if vMS,kmax ≤ δ with kmax = arg max Ck,1, an adjustment of
k

the Tx powers of the nodes is required by adjusting the weighting parameters pk,c . In
this case, the previous steps are not repeated. The precise conditions are as follows:

9) Continue from step 3) considering the updated weighting parameters vBS,k and
vMS,k until the conditions
max C1,k < min C1,k + ǫ,

(3.60a)

max Ck,1 < min Ck,1 + ǫ,

(3.60b)

k

k

k

k

max C1,k − ǫ < max rCk,1 < max C1,k + ǫ,
k

k

k

(3.60c)

are fulfilled or until the conditions
max C1,k < min C1,k + ǫ,

(3.61a)

vMS,kmax ≤ δ,

(3.61b)

k

k

are fulfilled, where kmax = arg max Ck,1 .
k

Fifthly, the Tx powers of the nodes are adjusted if the conditions (3.61) are fulfilled
and the conditions (3.60) are not fulfilled. The Tx powers of the nodes are adjusted
via the weighting parameters pk,c. To achieve this, the weighting parameter pkmax with
kmax = arg max Ck,1 which corresponds to the maximum of the achievable data rates in
k
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uplink is reduced. Furthermore, the weighting parameter pkmin with kmin = arg min Ck,1
k

which corresponds to the minimum of the achievable data rates in uplink is increased.
By this approach, the differences between the achievable data rates in uplink are decreased in each iteration until all data rates are equal. The precise steps are as follows:
11) Reduce the maximum uplink data rate from any mobile station to S1 if
this data rate weighted with r is higher than the average downlink data
PK
1
rate, i.e., if max rCk,1 > K−1
l=2 C1,l . To achieve this, reduce pkmax with
k

kmax = arg max Ck,1 to fulfill the condition
k

K
X
l=2

K

C1,l −

X
ǫ
ǫ
C1,l + .
< r (K − 1) Ckmax ,1 <
2
2
l=2

(3.62)

Similar to the previous steps, recalculate the filters and the achievable data rates
after each adjustment.
12) Increase the minimum uplink data rate from any mobile station to S1 if this
data rate weighted with r is lower than the average downlink data rate,
PK
1
To achieve this, increase pkmin with
i.e., if min rCk,1 < K−1
l=2 C1,l .
k

kmin = arg min Ck,1 to fulfill the condition
k

K
X
l=2

K

X
ǫ
ǫ
C1,l − < r (K − 1) Ckmin ,1 <
C1,l + ,
2
2
l=2

(3.63)

or until the conditions

r (K − 1) Ckmin ,1 <
pkmin = 1,

K
X
l=2

ǫ
C1,l + ,
2

(3.64a)
(3.64b)

are fulfilled. Similar to the previous steps, recalculate the filters and update the
achievable data rates after each adjustment.
Finally, the previous steps are repeated until the ADR requirements are fulfilled taking
into account an inaccuracy of ǫ. The precise step is as follows:
13) Continue from step 3) considering the updated weighting parameters until the
conditions (3.60) are fulfilled.
After performing the aforementioned iterative adjustment of the weighting parameters
vBS,k , vMS,k and pk,c , the conditions (3.60) are fulfilled. Thus, taking into account an
inaccuracy of ǫ, the ADR requirements are fulfilled by the proposed PA Tx strategy.
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3.4.3

Subcarrier Allocation (SA) Transmit Strategy

In this section, the SA Tx strategy is introduced. So far, it is assumed that each mobile
station simultaneously transmits M data streams on each subcarrier. However, to
improve the spatial separation of the different signals at RS and thus, to reduce MS-MSinterferences, the numbers of simultaneously transmitted data streams can be optimized
for each mobile station on each subcarrier. By reducing MS-MS-interferences, the
achievable data rates in downlink which are the limiting data rates in case of ADR
requirements with r > 1 can be increased. In this section, a low-complexity approach
is proposed which assumes that each mobile station Sk can either transmit mk,c = M
or mk,c = 0 data streams simultaneously on subcarrier c. This approach is referred
to as SA Tx strategy because each mobile station only transmits on the subcarriers
where mk,c = M is selected. After performing a subcarrier allocation, the weighting
parameters are adjusted considering the PA Tx strategy of Section 3.4.2.
The SA Tx strategy is illustrated in Figure 3.5. First, the Tx and Rx filters at the
nodes and the transceive filter at RS are computed on each subcarrier c as described
in Section 3.3 assuming mk,c = M and pk,c = vBS,k = vMS,k = 1, k = 2, 3, ..., K,
c = 1, 2, ..., C.
Secondly, the Tx power distributions at S1 and at RS are adjusted by changing the weighting parameters vBS,k to achieve max C1,k < min C1,k + ǫ assuming
k

k

pk,c = vMS,k = 1. To achieve this, step 3) to step 6) of the PA Tx strategy of Section
3.4.2 are repeated until the condition is fulfilled.
Thirdly, the subcarrier allocation is performed for each mobile station. The steps to
perform the subcarrier allocation for each mobile station Sk are as follows:

1) Define a subset SAk which contains the subcarriers c on which Sk transmits
mk,c = M data streams. Furthermore, compute the achievable data rate in
uplink from Sk on each subcarrier c as
mk,c

Ck,1,c =

X

Ck,m,c .

(3.65)

m=1

2) Determine the subcarrier cmin,k = arg min Ck,1,c on which Sk achieves the lowest
cǫSAk

data rate.
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3) Compute if Sk can fulfill the ADR requirements without transmitting on subcarrier cmin,k by testing the condition
C1,k < r(Ck,1 − Ck,1,cmin,k ).

(3.66)

If condition (3.66) is fulfilled, set the number of simultaneously transmitted data
streams of Sk on this subcarrier to mk,cmin,k = 0 and save the subcarrier index,
i.e., csave,k = cmin,k . Thus, subcarrier cmin,k is no longer allocated to Sk which
reduces the MS-MS-interferences on this subcarrier.
4) Return to step 1) considering the next mobile station until all mobile stations
have been considered.
5) If the subcarrier allocation has changed for any mobile station, recalculate the
relay transceive filter and the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes. Furthermore,
adjust the Tx power distributions at S1 and at RS by changing the weighting
parameters vBS,k to achieve max C1,k < min C1,k + ǫ assuming pk,c = vMS,k = 1.
k

k

To achieve this, repeat step 3) to step 6) of the PA Tx strategy of Section 3.4.2
until max C1,k < min C1,k + ǫ is fulfilled.
k

k

6) Ensure that the achievable uplink data rate of each mobile station still fulfills the
condition rCk,1 ≥ C1,k . If rCk,1 < C1,k and not all subcarriers are allocated to
Sk , set mk,csave,k = M.
7) Determine if the subcarrier allocation has changed for any mobile station. If the
subcarrier allocation has changed, return to step 1). If the subcarrier allocation
has not changed, the subcarrier allocation is finished.

Finally, if the subcarrier allocation is finished, the PA Tx strategy of Section 3.4.2 is
applied to adjust the weighting parameters vBS,k , vBS,k and pk,c considering that only
part of the subcarriers are allocated to each mobile station.

3.5

Performance Analysis

In this section, the performances of the Tx strategies presented in Section 3.4 are investigated through numerical simulations considering the different filter designs presented
in Section 3.3. All channels are assumed to be i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels with
zero-mean and unit variance and the noise variances at the nodes and at RS are as2
sumed to be equal, i.e., σn,RS
= σn2 . Furthermore, C = 8 orthogonal subcarriers are
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Compute the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes and the relay
transceive filter as proposed in Section 3.3 on each subcarrier c
assuming mk,c = M and pk,c = vBS,k = vMS,k = 1, k = 2, 3, ..., K
Adjust the weighting parameters vBS,k to achieve
max C1,k < min C1,k + ǫ considering pk,c = vMS,k = 1
k

k

Update the subcarrier allocation

Yes

Changed
subcarrier
allocation?

No
Apply the PA transmit strategy described in Section 3.4.2 to adjust the weighting parameters vBS,k , vBS,k
and pk,c considering the changed subcarrier allocation
Apply filters

Figure 3.5. Flowchart of the SA transmit strategy

considered because this is sufficient to compare the performances of both Tx strategies
due to only considering K ≤ 5 nodes and ADR requirements r with 1 ≤ r ≤ 5 for the
numerical simulations. All simulation results are averaged over 1000 independent channel realizations and the maximum Tx power at RS is set to be equal to the maximum
Tx power at node S1 , i.e., PRS = PBS = (K − 1)Pnode . The ratio between the maximum
Tx power Pnode at the mobile stations and the noise level σn2 is termed average SNR.
For the numerical simulations, two different configurations of the cellular multi-user
two-way relaying scenario are investigated. In configuration A, K = 3 nodes are considered and each mobile station is equipped with M = 2 antennas. In configuration B,
K = 5 nodes are considered and each mobile station is equipped with M = 1 antenna.
These two configurations are investigated because the number of nodes K and the
number of antennas M per node are selected such that a comparison between both
scenarios is possible. In both configurations, S1 is equipped with M1 = 4 antennas and
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simultaneously transmits m1,c = 4 data streams on each subcarrier to RS during the
MAC phase.
For performance comparison, the approaches listed in Table 3.1 are considered. Due to
the lack of state of the art approaches which consider the introduced ADR requirements,
the WZF and the WMMSE relay transceive filter designs have been introduced as a
straightforward extension from the state of the art in Section 3.3. These approaches are
used to show the performance gain of the proposed WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter
design compared to conventional ZF or MMSE based relay transceive filter designs.
Thus, the filters at the nodes are not optimized if a WZF or WMMSE filter at RS
is considered, i.e., only case Diag is considered for the filter design at the nodes. To
compare the performances of the different approaches versus the average SNR and
versus the number L of antennas at RS, an ADR requirement of r = 1 is considered.
For r = 1, the achievable data rates in up- and downlink have to be equal which enables
a straightforward comparison of the different filter design approaches at the nodes and
at RS. Afterwards, to compare the performances of the different Tx strategies, the
performances of the approaches are compared versus different ADR requirements r
assuming a fixed number L of antennas at RS and a fixed average SNR.

Transmit Strategy
PA of Section 3.4.2
SA of Section 3.4.3
PA of Section 3.4.2
SA of Section 3.4.3
PA of Section 3.4.2
SA of Section 3.4.3
PA of Section 3.4.2
SA of Section 3.4.3
PA of Section 3.4.2
SA of Section 3.4.3

Filter Design at Nodes
case Diag of Section 3.3.2.1
case Diag of Section 3.3.2.1
case Diag of Section 3.3.2.1
case Diag of Section 3.3.2.1
case Diag of Section 3.3.2.1
case Diag of Section 3.3.2.1
case Rx of Section 3.3.2.2
case Rx of Section 3.3.2.2
case Rx&Tx of Section 3.3.2.3
case Rx&Tx of Section 3.3.2.3

Filter Design at RS
WZF of Section 3.3.3.1
WZF of Section 3.3.3.1
WMMSE of Section 3.3.3.2
WMMSE of Section 3.3.3.2
WMMSE-SIC of Section 3.3.3.3
WMMSE-SIC of Section 3.3.3.3
WMMSE-SIC of Section 3.3.3.3
WMMSE-SIC of Section 3.3.3.3
WMMSE-SIC of Section 3.3.3.3
WMMSE-SIC of Section 3.3.3.3

The performances of Rx+WMMSE-SIC:PA and Rx+WMMSE-SIC:SA are omitted in some of the figures to improve the readability because the approaches perform in between WMMSE-SIC:PA and RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:PA and WMMSE-SIC:SA and
RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA, respectively.

Table 3.1. Overview of the considered approaches for performance comparison.

Name
WZF:PA
WZF:SA
WMMSE:PA
WMMSE:SA
WMMSE-SIC:PA
WMMSE-SIC:SA
Rx+WMMSE-SIC:PA
Rx+WMMSE-SIC:SA
RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:PA
RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA
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Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the average achievable sum rates versus the average SNR for
configuration A and configuration B, respectively, considering an ADR requirement of
r = 1, i.e., the achievable data rates in up- and downlink have to be equal. For these
simulations, L = 8 antennas at RS are assumed. For all approaches, the achievable sum
rate increases for increasing the average SNR. Furthermore, the achievable data rates
are higher in configuration B because due to considering single antenna mobile stations
which have the same Tx power constraint than the multi-antenna mobile stations in
configuration A, the Tx power per data stream in uplink is higher in configuration B.
Moreover, the performances of the PA Tx strategy and the SA Tx strategy are similar
for all considered filter designs due to an ADR requirement of r = 1 and due to
considering L = 8 antennas at RS which enables that all simultaneously received
signals can be spatially separated at RS.
The WZF approaches, i.e., WZF:PA and WZF:SA, perform worst due to spatially separating all simultaneously received signals at RS without considering the impact of
noise. Especially for a low average SNR, the WMMSE approaches, i.e., WMMSE:PA
and WMMSE:SA, perform better than the WZF approaches due to considering the
impact of noise by minimizing the MSE instead of ZF all interferences. However, all
approaches which consider the proposed WMMSE-SIC transceive filter at RS significantly outperform the conventional WZF and WMMSE approaches.
The third best performance is achieved by the approaches considering case Diag for
the filter design at the nodes and a WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter design, i.e.,
by the approaches WMMSE-SIC:PA and WMMSE-SIC:SA. Especially, for medium to
high average SNR, these approaches significantly outperform the WMMSE approach
due to exploiting the self-interference cancellation and SIC capabilities of the nodes
for the relay transceive filter design. For low average SNR, the WMMSE-SIC and the
WMMSE approaches are noise limited and thus, the performance gain of the WMMSESIC approaches is smaller. For configuration A, the gain of the WMMSE-SIC:PA
approach compared to the WMMSE:PA approach is approximately 15% for an average
SNR of 5dB and 34% for an average SNR of 15dB. For configuration B, the gain of the
WMMSE-SIC:PA approach compared to the WMMSE:PA approach is approximately
17% for an average SNR of 5dB and 31% for an average SNR of 15dB.
The gain of the WMMSE-SIC approaches can be further increased by optimizing the
Tx and Rx filters at the nodes. Accordingly, the second best performance is achieved
by the Rx+WMMSE-SIC:PA and Rx+WMMSE-SIC:SA approaches. The best performance is achieved by the RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:PA and RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA
approaches due to considering a joint optimization between the Tx and Rx filters at
the nodes and the transceive filter at RS. The gain of additionally optimizing the Tx
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Figure 3.6. Average achievable sum rates versus average SNR, configuration A, r = 1,
L = 8.
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Figure 3.7. Average achievable sum rates versus average SNR, configuration B, r = 1,
L = 8.
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filter at S1 is higher in configuration B than in configuration A because in configuration A spatial receive processing and SIC can be performed at the mobile stations
which cannot be performed in configuration B due to considering single antenna mobile stations. For configuration A, the gain of the RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:PA approach
compared to the WMMSE-SIC:PA approach is approximately 12% for an average SNR
of 15dB. For configuration B, the gain of the RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:PA approach compared to the WMMSE-SIC:PA approach is approximately 14% for an average SNR of
15dB. Furthermore, for an average SNR of 15dB, the gain of the RxTx+WMMSESIC:PA approach compared to the WMMSE:PA approach is approximately 50% and
49% considering configuration A and B, respectively.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the average achievable sum rates versus the number L of
antennas at RS for configuration A and configuration B, respectively, considering an
ADR requirement of r = 1 to compare the performances of the different filter designs
at RS and at the nodes. For these simulations, the average SNR is 15dB. For all
approaches, the achievable sum rate increases for increasing the number L of antennas
at RS. Furthermore, for L ≥ 8 antennas at RS the performances of the PA Tx strategy
and the SA Tx strategy are similar for all considered filter designs because L ≥ 8
antennas are required to spatially separate all simultaneously received signals at RS.
The WZF approaches, i.e., WZF:PA and WZF:SA, achieve the worst performance.
For applying a WZF filter at RS, L ≥ 8 antennas are required because all received
signals have to be spatially separated. Especially for low number L of antennas at RS,
the WMMSE approaches, i.e., WMMSE:PA and WMMSE:SA, perform better than
the WZF approaches due to considering the impact of noise by minimizing the MSE
instead of ZF all interferences. For large number L > 10 of antennas at RS, the
WZF approaches perform similar than the WMMSE approaches because the loss in
signal power compared to the noise power, termed noise enhancement, due to spatially separating all signals at RS in case of a WZF relay transceive filter decreases
for increasing the number L of antennas at RS. The performance gap between the
WMMSE approaches and the WZF approaches is slightly higher in configuration A
than in configuration B because the Tx power per data stream in uplink is higher in
configuration B and thus, the impact of the noise enhancement is smaller. In configuration A, the WMMSE:SA approach performs better than the WMMSE:PA approach
for L < 7 antennas at RS and in configuration B, the WMMSE:SA approach performs
better than the WMMSE:PA approach for L < 8 antennas at RS. In these cases, the
number L of antennas at RS is too small to spatially separate all received signals and
thus, a gain is achieved by performing the proposed subcarrier allocation which reduces
the number of simultaneously transmitted data streams per subcarrier. The gain of
the SA Tx strategy compared to the PA Tx strategy is higher in configuration B than
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in configuration A because due to considering more mobile stations in configuration B,
the MS-MS-interferences are higher than in configuration A if all mobile stations are
simultaneously transmitting. Nevertheless, all approaches which consider the proposed
WMMSE-SIC transceive filter at RS significantly outperform the conventional WZF
and WMMSE approaches due to exploiting the self-interference cancellation and SIC
capabilities of the nodes for the relay transceive filter design.
Similar to the previous performance results, the third best performance is achieved
by the approaches considering case Diag for the filter design at the nodes and a
WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter design, i.e., by the approaches WMMSE-SIC:PA
and WMMSE-SIC:SA. Considering configuration A, the gain of WMMSE-SIC:PA compared to WMMSE:PA is approximately 34% for L = 8 antennas at RS and the gain
of WMMSE-SIC:PA compared to WZF:PA is approximately 123% for L = 8 antennas at RS. Considering configuration B, the gain of WMMSE-SIC:PA compared to
WMMSE:PA is approximately 31% for L = 8 antennas at RS and the gain of WMMSESIC:PA compared to WZF:PA is approximately 83% for L = 8 antennas at RS.
These gains can be further increased by optimizing the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes for
considering the proposed WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter. Accordingly, the second
best performance is achieved by the Rx+WMMSE-SIC:PA and Rx+WMMSE-SIC:SA
approaches and the best performance is achieved by the RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:PA and
RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA approaches. The gain of optimizing the filter design at the
nodes increases for decreasing the number of antennas at RS because a joint filter design between the nodes and RS enables RS to efficiently process a higher number of
simultaneously received signals. Due to the same reason, the gain of the SA Tx strategy compared to the PA Tx strategy decreases from considering case Diag over case Rx
to case Rx&Tx for the filter design at the nodes and a WMMSE-SIC transceive filter
at RS. Furthermore, the gain of the SA Tx strategy compared to the PA Tx strategy
considering a WMMSE-SIC transceive filter at RS is higher in configuration B than in
configuration A because due to considering more mobile stations in configuration B,
the impact of MS-MS-interference is higher than in configuration A. The gain of
RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:PA compared to WMMSE-SIC:PA decreases for increasing the
number L of antennas at RS, e.g., considering configuration A, the gain is approximately 35% for L = 6 and 12% for L = 8 and considering configuration B, the gain
is approximately 58% for L = 6 and 14% for L = 8. Compared to the WMMSE:PA
approach, the proposed RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:PA approach achieves approximately the
same sum rate with three antennas less at RS due to exploiting the self-interference
cancellation and the SIC capabilities of the nodes for the relay transceive filter design.
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Figure 3.8. Average achievable sum rates versus number L of antennas at RS for an
average SNR = 15dB, configuration A, r = 1.
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Figure 3.9. Average achievable sum rates versus number L of antennas at RS for an
average SNR = 15dB, configuration B, r = 1.
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Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the average achievable sum rates versus the ADR requirement r for configuration A and configuration B, respectively, considering L = 8 antennas at RS and an average SNR of 15dB. Thus, the achievable data rates in downlink
have to be r times higher than the achievable data rates in uplink. For all considered filter designs, the SA Tx strategy outperforms the PA Tx strategy and the gain
increases for increasing the ADR ratio r.
The WZF:PA approach achieves the worst performance. Considering r = 1, the performances of WZF:PA and WZF:SA are the same. However, for WZF:SA the achievable
sum rate increases for increasing r until r ≈ 3 whereas the achievable sum rate for
WZF:PA decreases. The sum rate increases for WZF:SA until r ≈ 3 because the number of signals which are simultaneously received on each subcarrier is decreased for
increasing r due to allocating less subcarriers to each mobile station. Thus, less signals have to be spatially separated at RS which improves the performance. For r > 3
considering WZF:SA and for WZF:PA, the sum rate decreases because the achievable
data rate in downlink is limiting the sum rate. Considering configuration A, the gain
of WZF:SA compared to WZF:PA is approximately 96% for r = 3. Similar to the previous performance results, the WMMSE:PA approach achieves higher sum rates than
the WZF:PA approach due to considering the noise at RS when separating the received
signals instead of ZF all interferences.
For WMMSE:SA, the achievable sum rate increases for increasing r until r ≈ 2 due
to the same reason as for WZF:SA. For r > 3, the performance of WZF:SA and
WMMSE:SA is similar because the number of simultaneously received signals at RS
on each subcarrier is small compared to the number L of antennas at RS and thus, the
impact of the noise enhancement of the ZF approach is small. The approaches considering the proposed WMMSE-SIC filter design at RS outperform the other approaches.
However, the gain of considering a WMMSE-SIC filter at RS decreases for increasing r
compared to WMMSE:SA because the data rate in downlink is the limiting data rate
for the WMMSE-SIC approaches over the entire range of r > 1 and thus, the achievable sum rate decreases for increasing r. Furthermore, the gain of the SA Tx strategy
compared to the PA Tx strategy is smaller for considering a WMMSE-SIC filter at
RS than for considering a WMMSE or a WZF filter at RS because due to exploiting
the self-interference cancellation capabilities and SIC at the nodes, the suppression of
MS-MS-interferences is improved in case of a WMMSE-SIC filter design at RS.
Nevertheless, RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA achieves the best performance. Considering
configuration A, the gain of RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA compared to RxTx+WMMSESIC:PA is in between 3% − 4% for 2 ≤ r ≤ 5 and considering configuration B, the
gain of RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA compared to RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:PA is in between
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Figure 3.10. Average achievable sum rates versus ADR requirement r for an average
SNR = 15dB, configuration A, L = 8.
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Figure 3.11. Average achievable sum rates versus ADR requirement r for an average
SNR = 15dB, configuration B, L = 8.
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8%−10% for 2 ≤ r ≤ 5. The gain is larger in configuration B because due to considering
more mobile stations, the impact of MS-MS-interferences on the achievable sum rate is
increased. Considering configuration B, the gain of RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA compared
to WZF:SA is approximately 10% for r = 2.5 and the gain of RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA
compared to WZF:PA is approximately 89% for r = 2.5.
To summarize, the proposed RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA approach significantly outperforms all other approaches. An overview of selected performance gains of the
RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA approach compared to approaches using a conventional
WMMSE relay transceive filter design is presented in Table 3.2 considering configuration A and B. For the proposed RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA approach, the transceive
filter at RS exploits the self-interference cancellation and the SIC capabilities of the
nodes. Furthermore, the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes are designed jointly with the
transceive filter at RS using an alternating optimization approach. Moreover, the SA
Tx strategy performs a combined subcarrier allocation and weighting parameter adjustment to tackle the ADR requirements. This significantly increases the achievable
sum rate compared to conventional MMSE or ZF based approaches. Additionally, the
proposed WMMSE-SIC based relay transceive filter design requires less antennas at RS
to achieve the same performance than considering a conventional MMSE or ZF based
relay transceive filter design.
Table 3.2. Selected performance gains of the proposed RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA approach.
Config.
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B

SNR
5dB
15dB
15dB
15dB
15dB
5dB
15dB
15dB
15dB
15dB

L
8
8
6
8
8
8
8
6
8
8

r
1
1
1
2.5
2.5
1
1
1
2.5
2.5

Conv. Approach
WMMSE:SA
WMMSE:SA
WMMSE:SA
WMMSE:SA
WMMSE:PA
WMMSE:SA
WMMSE:SA
WMMSE:SA
WMMSE:SA
WMMSE:PA

Proposed Approach
RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA
RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA
RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA
RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA
RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA
RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA
RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA
RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA
RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA
RxTx+WMMSE-SIC:SA

Perf. Gain
43%
50%
77%
15%
26%
40%
49%
81%
10%
29%
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Chapter 4
Multi-Pair Two-Way Relaying
4.1

Problem Overview and Decomposition

In this chapter, the multi-pair two-way relaying scenario as shown in Figure 2.2 is investigated. To investigate this scenario, a system model for multi-pair two-way relaying
considering multi-antenna nodes which can perform self-interference cancellation, linear receive processing and SIC is introduced. In such a multi-pair scenario, the required
data rate for the transmission from S2i+1 to S2i+2 is typically different compared to the
required data rate for the transmission from S2i+2 to S2i+1 , i = 0, 1, ..., K/2 − 1. Furthermore, the required data rates of the different pairs are typically different as well.
Thus, in this thesis, ADR requirements are considered within each pair and among
different pairs.
To maximize the sum rate under the aforementioned ADR requirements, the Tx and
Rx filters of the nodes, the Tx powers of the nodes, the relay transceive filter and the
numbers of simultaneously transmitted data streams of the nodes have to be jointly
optimized. Due to the high computational complexity of finding an optimal solution for
this problem, suboptimal approaches based on a problem decomposition are proposed
in this chapter. To obtain such suboptimal approaches which fulfill the aforementioned
ADR requirements whilst achieving high sum rates, the following steps are proposed:

1. It is proposed to decouple the overall problem into three different subproblems as
shown in Figure 4.1. The considered subproblems are the design of a Tx strategy,
the design of the relay transceive filter and the design of the Tx and Rx filters at
the nodes.
2. To tackle the ADR requirements, it is proposed to couple the filter design at the
nodes and at RS with the design of the Tx strategy by introducing the following
weighting parameters:
• wk : To adjust the fraction of the Tx power used at RS to perform transmission from Sk to Sl , 0 ≤ wk ≤ 1, k = 1, 2, ..., K, l = k − 1 + 2 · mod2 k,
• pk : To adjust the Tx power of Sk , 0 ≤ pk ≤ 1.
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These weighting parameters are considered for the Tx filter design at the nodes
and for the relay transceive filter design. By these weighting parameters, the Tx
powers of the nodes and the Tx power distribution at RS are adjusted via the
Tx strategy.
3. It is proposed to focus on low-complexity solutions for the different subproblems.

Based on these steps, suboptimal low-complexity approaches for the different subproblems are proposed as shown in Figure 4.1.
For the design of a Tx strategy which fulfills the ADR requirements whilst achieving
high sum rates, two different approaches are proposed. The power adapted Tx strategy
considers that each node either transmits M data streams or one data stream. Based
on this, the Tx powers of the nodes and the Tx power distribution at RS are adjusted
via the aforementioned weighting parameters. Thus, an optimization of the numbers
of simultaneously transmitted data streams of the nodes is not considered for this Tx
strategy. The optimized streams Tx strategy is an extension of the power adapted Tx
strategy because it optimizes the numbers of simultaneously transmitted data streams
of the nodes by performing an exhaustive search. Additionally, the Tx powers of the
nodes and the Tx power distribution at RS are adjusted similar to the power adapted
Tx strategy via the aforementioned weighting parameters.
For the relay transceive filter design, three different approaches are investigated. For
comparison, a weighted ZF and a weighted MMSE approach are considered. The
weighted ZF and the weighted MMSE approach are straightforward extensions of the
state of the art to tackle the ADR requirements by considering the aforementioned
weighting parameters in the relay transceive filter design. In addition to these approaches, a weighted self-interference cancellation and SIC aware relay transceive filter
is proposed. To obtain an analytical solution for the relay transceive filter design which
ensures high sum rates whilst considering the ADR requirements, a weighted MMSE
based approach is proposed. The proposed relay transceive filter design exploits the
capability of the nodes to perform self-interference cancellation and SIC. The proposed
relay transceive filter depends on the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes.
For the Tx and Rx filter design at the nodes, two different approaches are proposed.
For the local Tx and Rx filter design, only the channel between the node and RS
is considered and thus, the impact of the filter design on the performances of other
nodes is neglected. For the global Tx and Rx filter design, the impact of the filter
design on the performances of other nodes is considered by taking all channels between

4.1 Problem Overview and Decomposition
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Tx strategies which fulfill ADR requirements whilst achieving high
sum rates:
• Power adapted Tx strategy
• Optimized streams Tx strategy
Filter designs at RS:
• Weighted ZF approach
• Weighted MMSE approach
• Weighted MMSE approach exploiting self-interference
cancellation and SIC
Filter designs at nodes:
• Local Tx and Rx filter design
• Global Tx and Rx filter design

Figure 4.1. Overview of the proposed and investigated approaches for multi-pair twoway relaying.

the nodes and RS into account for designing the Tx and Rx filters at each node.
For both approaches, the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes are designed independent
of the relay transceive filter to reduce the computational complexity. Furthermore,
the aforementioned weighting parameters pk are considered for the Tx filter design at
the nodes to enable an adjustment of the Tx powers of the nodes with respect to the
considered ADR requirements.
The proposed relay transceive filter design depends on the Tx and Rx filters at the
nodes. Furthermore, the proposed Tx strategies are based on the relay transceive
filter design and on the filter design at the nodes. Moreover, the relay transceive
filter and the filters at the nodes depend on the weighting parameters and on the
numbers of simultaneously transmitted data streams which are computed based on the
Tx strategies. Thus, the computation of the different filters, the weighting parameters
and the numbers of simultaneously transmitted data streams is performed as shown in
Figure 3.2. First, all weighting parameters are assumed to be one, i.e., no weighting
is considered. Furthermore, all nodes are assumed to either transmit one data streams
or M data streams. Based on these assumptions, the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes
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are computed according to the proposed local or global the Tx and Rx filter design.
Secondly, the relay transceive filter is computed considering the Tx and Rx filters at the
nodes of the previous step. Thirdly, the weighting parameters which are considered for
the Tx filter design at the nodes and for the relay transceive filter design are adjusted.
Furthermore, if the optimized streams Tx strategy is considered, an optimization of
the numbers of simultaneously transmitted data streams is performed. To adjust the
weighting parameters and to perform an optimization of the numbers of simultaneously
transmitted data streams, the relay transceive filter and the Tx and Rx filters at the
nodes have to be updated after each step. Finally, weighting parameters and numbers
of simultaneously transmitted data streams which fulfill the ADR requirements whilst
achieving high sum rates are selected.
• All weighting parameters are assumed to be one
• All nodes are assumed to transmit either one data
stream or M data streams

Compute the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes

Compute the relay transceive filter

Apply a Tx strategy: Adjust weighting parameters and optimize numbers of simultaneously transmitted data streams to
fulfill the ADR requirements whilst achieving high sum rates
Select weighting parameters and numbers of simultaneously
transmitted data streams which fulfill the ADR requirements

Figure 4.2. Flow chart for the computation of the filters at the nodes and at RS
considering the proposed Tx strategies.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, the system model for the
considered multi-pair two-way relaying scenario is presented. In Section 4.3, different
filter design approaches for the design of the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes and for
the design of the relay transceive filter are proposed. In Section 4.4, different low-
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complexity transmit strategies are proposed to tackle the ADR requirements and in
Section 4.5, the performance of the proposed approaches is investigated by numerical
results. Several parts of this chapter have been originally published by the author in
[DK12a,DK12c]. Compared to [DK12a,DK12c], the system model and the filter designs
are extended to consider and to exploit SIC at the nodes, respectively. Furthermore,
the Tx strategies are presented in more detail. In addition, a pilot transmission scheme
and a robust self-interference cancellation aware relay transceive filter design for multipair two-way relaying with single antenna nodes has been published by the author
in [DHK12].

4.2

System Model

In this section, the system model for the considered multi-pair two-way relaying scenario as shown in Figure 4.3 is presented. As described in Section 2.1, the scenario
consists of K half-duplex multi-antenna nodes Sk which perform pairwise bidirectional
communications via RS, k = 1, 2, ..., K. As shown in Figure 2.2, S1 and S2 , S3 and
S4 ,...,Sk and Sl form bidirectional communication pairs, l = k − 1 + 2 · mod2 k. For this
scenario, only a single subcarrier is considered, i.e., C = 1, because the consideration of
multiple subcarriers has no impact on the performance of the proposed Tx strategies.
In the following, the subcarrier index c is omitted.
In the MAC phase, all nodes simultaneously transmit to RS and the superposition of
these transmit signals is received at RS. Before the transmission, the Tx signal vector
sk ∈ Cmk ×1 of node Sk is filtered by the Tx filter Qk ∈ CM ×mk , with ||Qk ||2F ≤ PNode .
Let nRS ∈ CL×1 represent the complex white Gaussian noise vector at RS and let
Hk ∈ CL×M denote the channel from Sk to RS. Now, the received signal at RS can be
written as
yRS =

K
X

Hk Qk sk + nRS .

(4.1)

k=1

In the BC phase, RS retransmits a linearly processed version of the superimposed
received signals back to the nodes. The received signal yRS is linearly processed at RS
using the transceive filter matrix G ∈ CL×L . Using the receive filter Dk ∈ Cml ×M ,
l = k − 1 + 2 · mod2 k, the received signal at Sk is given by
yk = Dk (HT
k GyRS + nk ),

(4.2)
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Figure 4.3. System model for multi-pair two-way relaying.
where nk ∈ CM ×1 represents the complex white Gaussian noise vector at Sk .
The received useful signals and interferences at the nodes in the BC phase are illustrated
in Figure 4.4. Each node Sk receives a useful signal from Sl , interferences from the
signals intended for nodes of other pairs, termed inter-pair-interference, and backpropagated self-interference as well as noise.

Figure 4.4. Compositions of the received signals out of useful signals and interferences
in a bidirectional multi-pair two-way relaying scenario.

To simplify the notation, the overall channel coefficient for the transmission of the mth
data stream from Sl to Sk , 0 < m ≤ ml , can be written as
hov,l,k,m = dk,m HT
k GHl ql,m ,

(4.3)
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where dk,m is the mth row vector of Dk and ql,m is the mth column vector of Ql .
As mentioned before, perfect self-interference cancellation and perfect SIC are assumed
at all nodes. To exploit the SIC capabilities of the nodes for the relay transceive filter
design, a fixed decoding order is required. This decoding order has to be independent
of the considered filters at the nodes and at RS. Thus, it is proposed that the data
streams transmitted by Sl are decoded at Sk in increasing order of the corresponding
indices, i.e., the data stream m = 1 is decoded first and the data stream m = ml is
decoded last. Writing the estimate of sl as ŝl , the signal at Sk for estimating the mth
data stream from Sl with m = 1, 2, ..., ml after self-interference cancellation and SIC
can be written as
!
ml
K
X
X
ŝl,m = dk,m HT
Hj Qj sj + nRS + dk,m nk ,
(4.4)
ql,i sl,i +
k G Hl
i=m

j=1,j6=k,l

where sl,m is the mth element of sl and ŝl,m is the mth element of ŝl . Due to considering perfect self-interference cancellation and SIC, the terms dk,m HT
k GHk Qk sk and
Pm−1
T
i=1 dk,m Hk GHl ql,i sl,i are neglected in (4.4), respectively.
Considering perfect self-interference cancellation and SIC, the expected signal, interference and noise powers when estimating the mth data stream of Sl at Sk can be written
as
PS,l,k,m = |hov,l,k,m|2 ,
PI,l,k,m =

K
X

j=1,j6=k

PN,l,k,m =

(4.5a)

2
||dk,m HT
k GHj Qj ||2 −

2
2
σn,RS
||dk,l,mHT
k G||2

+

m
X
i=1

2
|dk,m HT
k GHl ql,i | ,

σn2 ||dk,l,m||22 ,

(4.5b)
(4.5c)

respectively.
For performance comparison in Section 4.5, the achievable sum rate, cf. [Ung09,Ama11,
DUK11, DK12b], is considered and the corresponding equations are presented in the
following. Assuming that Gaussian codebooks are used for each data stream, the
maximum achievable data rate after linear receive processing and SIC for the mth data
stream from Sl to Sk is given by
Cl,k,m =

1
log2 (1 + PS,l,k,m(PI,l,k,m + PN,l,k,m)−1 ),
2

(4.6)

where the factor 12 is used due to the fact that two time slots are required to perform
all transmissions. The maximum achievable data rate for the transmission from Sl to
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Sk is given by
Cl =

ml
X

Cl,k,m.

(4.7)

m=1

Thus, the achievable sum rate of the system is given by
Csum =

K
X

Cl .

(4.8)

l=1

As mentioned in Section 4.1, ADR requirements shall be considered. For simplicity of
the notation, it is assumed that the instantaneous data rate required for the transmission from Sk has to be rk times higher than the instantaneous data rate required for
the transmission from S1 which is used as a reference data rate, rk ≥ 0, k = 1, 2, ..., K.
Thus, the constraint
rk =Ck /C1 , k = 1, 2, ..., K,

(4.9)

with r1 = 1 has to be fulfilled for the sum rate under ADR requirements. To fulfill this
constraint, the lowest maximum achievable data rate from any node Sk divided by rk
is the limiting data rate. Thus, considering the constraint (4.9), the achievable sum
rate under the ADR requirements is given by
CADR,sum = min
k

4.3
4.3.1

K
Ck X
ri .
rk i=1

(4.10)

Filter Design
Introduction

In this section, two low-complexity approaches for designing the Tx and Rx filters at
the nodes are proposed as described in Section 4.1. Furthermore, three low-complexity
approaches for designing the relay transceive filter are proposed as described in Section
4.1 assuming predefined Tx and Rx filters at the nodes. As mentioned in Section 4.1,
weighting parameters are considered for the Tx filter design at the nodes and for the
relay transceive filter design to enable an adjustment of these filters via the proposed
Tx strategies which are introduced in Section 4.4. Utilizing these weighting parameters,
the proposed Tx strategies perform an adjustment of the Tx powers of the nodes and
of the Tx power distribution at RS to fulfill the ADR requirements.

4.3 Filter Design
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As mentioned in Section 4.1, the weighting parameter pk , 0 ≤ pk ≤ 1, is used to adapt
the Tx power of Sk , k = 1, 2, ..., K. Furthermore, to adapt the fraction of the Tx
power at RS which is assigned to the transmission of sk from Sk to Sl , the weighting
parameter wk , 0 ≤ wk ≤ 1, is used, l = k − 1 + 2 · mod2 k. Additionally, a diagonal
weighting matrix W which contains the weighting parameters wk is defined as
h
T i
W = diag diag−1 (w1 ⊗ Im1 ) , diag−1 (w2 ⊗ Im2 ) , ..., diag−1 (wK ⊗ ImK )
. (4.11)
Additionally, the numbers mk of simultaneously transmitted data streams are considered as optimization parameters for the filter design.

For the filter design in Section 4.3.2 and Section 4.3.3, the parameters wk and pk as
well as the numbers mk of simultaneously transmitted data streams are assumed to be
given. The optimization of the different parameters is described in Section 4.4.

4.3.2

Transmit and Receive Filter Design at Nodes

4.3.2.1

Local Transmit and Receive Filter Design

The local Tx and Rx filter design at each node is based on the channel between the
node and RS. Thus, the knowledge of local CSI is sufficient for the filter design. This
case has also been investigated in other publications, e.g., [JS10]. Each node selects the
strongest singular vectors of its channel for transmission and reception. Considering
the SVD of the channel Hk = Uk Σk VkH , the Tx and Rx filters are given by
r
Pnode
Qk = pk
Vk,1:mk ,
(4.12a)
mk
T
Dk = Vk,1:m
,
(4.12b)
l
respectively, where Vk,1:mk contains the mk singular vectors of Vk which correspond
to the mk strongest singular values of Σk .

4.3.2.2

Global Transmit and Receive Filter Design

The global Tx and Rx filter design at each node is based on taking all channels between
the nodes and RS into account. To achieve this, the filter design at each node is
performed based on spatial Tx and Rx subchannels allocated to each pair by RS. The
subchannels are obtained by multiplying the channels between the nodes and RS with
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spatial filters which are designed to reduce inter-pair interferences by taking all channels
between the nodes and RS into account. To obtain the Tx and Rx subchannels for
each pair, an iterative optimization is performed. This iterative optimization can be
separated into four steps.
First, the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes are computed as described in Section 4.3.2.1.
Thus, the Tx and Rx filters are given by (4.12a) and (4.12b), respectively.
Secondly, Tx and Rx subchannels are determined for each pair. To compute the Tx
and Rx subchannels for each pair, an MMSE extension of the ZF block-diagonalization
(ZFBD) idea is proposed. ZFBD approaches have been introduced for downlink spatial
multiplexing in [SSH04] and have been considered for multi-user two-way relaying in
[YZGK10, AK10b, LDLG11]. Using ZFBD, the interferences caused by the other pairs
are forced to zero in each subchannel. To reduce the noise enhancement compared to
ZFBD approaches, it is proposed to allow some inter-pair interferences in each spatial
subchannel according to the MMSE principle instead of completely suppressing interpair interferences. To compute the Tx subchannels based on the MMSE principle, let
H̃Tx,j denote the transmit channel matrix of all nodes not belonging to the j th pair
with j = 1, 2, ..., K/2. Thus, H̃Tx,j can be written as
H̃Tx,j = [H1 Q1 , H2 Q2 , ..., H2j−2Q2j−2 , H2j+1Q2j+1 , ..., HK QK ],

(4.13)

where the Tx filters of (4.12a) are used at the nodes. The spatial Tx subchannel of
 
Sk is based on the SVD of H̃Tx,j with j = k2 . Let the SVD of H̃Tx,j be given by
H
H̃Tx,j = ŨTx,j Σ̃Tx,j ṼTx,j
. Now, the MMSE based Tx subchannel of Sk can be written
as
H

HTx,k = ŨTx,j DTx,j
Hk ,
(4.14a)

− 12
2
σn,RS
T
with DTx,j = Σ̃Tx,j Σ̃Tx,j +
.
(4.14b)
IL
Pnode
To compute the Rx subchannels based on the MMSE principle, let H̃Rx,j denote the
Rx channel matrix of all nodes not belonging to the jth pair which is given by
T
T
T
T
H̃Rx,j = [D1 HT
1 , D2 H2 , ..., D2j−2 H2j−2 , D2j+1 H2j+1 , ..., D2K H2K ],

(4.15)

where the Rx filters of (4.12b) are used at the nodes. The spatial Rx subchannel of
 
Sk is based on the SVD of H̃Rx,j with j = k2 . Let the SVD of H̃Rx,j be given by
H
H̃Rx,j = ŨRx,j Σ̃Rx,j ṼRx,j
. Now, the MMSE based Rx subchannel of Sk can be written
as
HRx,k = HTk ṼRx,j DRx,j ,
− 12

σn2
T
IL
.
with DRx,j = Σ̃Rx,j Σ̃Rx,j +
PRS

(4.16a)
(4.16b)
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Thirdly, the Tx and Rx filters of each node are recomputed based on the
corresponding Tx and Rx subchannels, respectively.
Let the SVD of HTx,k
H
be given by HTx,k = UTx,k ΣTx,k VTx,k and let the SVD of HRx,k be given by
H
HRx,k = URx,k ΣRx,k VRx,k
. Furthermore, let each node select the mk strongest singular
vectors of its Tx subchannel for transmission and let each node select the ml strongest
singular vectors of its Rx subchannel for reception. Thus, using the aforementioned
notation, the Tx and Rx filters at Sk are recomputed according to
r

Pnode
VTx,k,1:mk ,
mk
Dk = UH
Rx,k,1:ml ,
Qk = pk

(4.17a)
(4.17b)

respectively, where VTx,k,1:mk contains the mk singular vectors of VTx,k which correspond to the mk strongest singular values of ΣTx,k and URx,k,1:ml contains the ml
singular vectors of URx,k which correspond to the ml strongest singular values of ΣRx,k .
Fourthly, the iterative optimization continues for a finite number of times from the
second step considering the recomputed Tx and Rx filters of (4.17).
The described iterative optimization can be performed at RS and investigations showed
that, in general, five repetitions are sufficient. Afterwards, pilot assisted channel estimation can be used to estimate the Tx and Rx subchannels at each node.

4.3.3

Transceive Filter Design at Relay Station

4.3.3.1

Weighted Zero-Forcing (WZF) Approach

In this section, a weighted ZF (WZF) approach is introduced which does neither exploit
the self-interference cancellation capabilities nor the SIC capabilities at the nodes due
to spatially separating all signals. This approach is an extension of the ZF approach
for single-pair two-way relaying with limited capabilities at the nodes of [Ung09] and it
is only introduced for comparison due to the lack of state of the art approaches which
consider the introduced ADR requirements. Compared to the ZF approach of [Ung09],
the WZF approach contains weighting parameters to adjust the Tx power distribution
at RS with respect to the considered ADR requirements. Furthermore, it is extended
to be applicable to the multi-pair two-way relaying scenario. The design of the WZF
relay transceive filter depends on the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes.
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For the WZF approach, the overall channels for the MAC and for the BC phase are
defined as follows
HMAC = [H1 Q1 , H2 Q2 , ..., HK−1QK−1 , HK QK ] ,

T
T
T
T
T
T
HBC = H2 DT
,
2 , H1 D1 , H4 D4 , H3 D3 ..., HK DK , HK−1DK−1

(4.18a)
(4.18b)

respectively, using the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes of Section 4.3.2.

Using these definitions and considering the weighting matrix W (4.11), the WZF
transceive filter at RS using the derivation of [Ung09] can be written as
G=


−1 H
1
H −1
HH
W HH
HMAC ,
BC HBC HBC
MAC HMAC
αZF

(4.19)

where αZF is a parameter to fulfill the power constraint at RS and it is given by
v  


u
u tr G
eH
e PK (Hk Qk QH HH ) + σ 2 IL G
n,RS
t
k
k
k=1
,
(4.20)
αZF =
PRS

e given by
with the auxiliary matrix G

e = HH HBC HH
G
BC
BC

4.3.3.2

−1

W HH
MAC HMAC

−1

HH
MAC .

(4.21)

Weighted MMSE (WMMSE) Approach

In this section, a weighted MMSE (WMMSE) approach is introduced which does neither exploit the self-interference cancellation capabilities nor the SIC capabilities at the
nodes due to suppressing all interferences with respect to minimizing the MSE. This
WMMSE approach is an extension of the MMSE approach for single-pair two-way relaying with limited capabilities at the nodes of [Ung09] and it is only introduced for
comparison due to the lack of state of the art approaches which consider the introduced
ADR requirements. Compared to the MMSE approach of [Ung09], the WMMSE approach contains weighting parameters to adjust the Tx power distribution at RS with
respect to the considered ADR requirements. Furthermore, it is extended to be applicable to the multi-pair two-way relaying scenario. Compared to the WZF approach
of Section 4.3.3.1, the noise powers at the nodes and at RS are taken into account for
the WMMSE relay transceive filter design. The design of the relay transceive filter
depends on the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes.
Using the overall channels for the MAC and for the BC phase as defined in (4.18) and
considering the weighting matrix W (4.11), the WMMSE transceive filter at RS using
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the derivation of [Ung09] can be written as
G=
e given by
with the auxiliary matrix G

1
αMMSE

e
G,

(4.22)


−1
2
−1
tr
(W)
σ
n
H
H
H
2
e = H WHBC +
G
IL
HH
,
BC
BC WHMAC HMAC HMAC + σn,RS IL
PRS
(4.23)

and with αMMSE given by
v  


u
u tr G
eH
e PK (Hk Qk QH HH ) + σ 2 IL G
t
n,RS
k
k
k=1
.
αMMSE =
PRS
4.3.3.3

(4.24)

SIC-Aware Weighted MMSE (WMMSE-SIC) Approach

In this section, a weighted MMSE approach for the transceive filter design at RS
is presented which exploits the self-interference cancellation capabilities and the SIC
capabilities of the nodes. The approach, termed WMMSE-SIC, is an extension of the
MMSE approach for single-pair two-way relaying with local CSI at the nodes of [Ung09].
Compared to the MMSE approach of [Ung09], the WMMSE-SIC approach contains
weighting parameters to adjust the Tx power distribution at RS with respect to the
considered ADR requirements. Furthermore, it exploits the SIC capabilities of the
nodes to increase the achievable sum rates. Moreover, it is extended to be applicable
to the multi-pair two-way relaying scenario by considering inter-pair interferences. The
design of the relay transceive filter depends on the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes. In
the following, the WMMSE-SIC transceive filter at RS is derived assuming given Tx
and Rx filters at the nodes.
To include the weighting parameters, the MSE for each direction of transmission is
separated for the derivation of the WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter. After separating the different MSEs, the weighting parameters wk which have been introduced
in Section 4.3.1 are multiplied with the corresponding MSE to enable an adjustment
of the fraction of the Tx power at RS which is used to retransmit the signal sk at
RS. Furthermore, to consider the noise powers at the nodes with respect to the power
constraint at RS, it is proposed to consider an additional receive coefficient α at all
nodes and to solve the joint optimization problem of α and G as it is considered for
the conventional MIMO Tx filter design in [JUN05]. Thus, the general equation for
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the joint optimization problem of the receive coefficient α and the WMMSE-SIC relay
transceive filter G can be written as
)
(K
X
(4.25a)
{α, G} = arg min E
wk ksk − αŝk k22 ,
α,G

k=1

s.t.

tr G

K
X


H

2
Hk Qk QH
k Hk + σn,RS IL

k=1

!

GH

!

≤ PRS ,

(4.25b)

where ŝk (4.4) is the estimate of sk at Sl after linear receive filtering, self-interference
cancellation and SIC, l = k − 1 + 2 · mod2 k.
To obtain a simplified expression of the MSE, let matrices Υk , Υk,n and Υ be given
by
H
Υk = Hk Qk QH
k Hk +
H
Υk,n = Hk qk,n qH
k,n Hk ,

Υ=

K
X

1
σ 2 IL ,
K − 1 n,RS

(4.26a)
(4.26b)

H
2
Hk Qk QH
k Hk + σn,RS IL .

(4.26c)

k=1

Using these notations, the MSE for the transmission from Sk to Sl can be written as



E ksk − αŝk k22 = mk − 2ℜ tr αDl HT
l GHk Qk
!
K
X
H ∗ H
+ |α|2tr
Dl H T
l GΥi G Hl Dl
i=1,i6=l

− |α|2tr

mk X
n−1
X

H ∗ H
dl,n HT
l GΥk,m G Hl dl,n

n=2 m=1

+ |α|2tr σn2 Dl DH
l .

!

(4.27)

Using 4.27, the objective function (4.25a) is non-convex since G and α appear jointly
in third order degree or higher. However, α can be assumed to be positive real-valued
and the MSE (4.27) as well as the constraint (4.25b) are convex with respect to G.
Based on the assumption that α is positive real valued, a unique solution for problem (4.25) can be obtained by using Lagrangian optimization [BV04, Joh04, Ung09].

With F (G, α, k) = wk E ksk − αŝk k22 , using (4.27), the Lagrangian function with the
Lagrangian multiplier η results in
L (G, α, η) =

K
X
k=1



(F (G, α, k)) − η tr GΥGH − PRS .

(4.28)
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From the Lagrangian function, the KKT conditions, which are necessary conditions for
a global optimum, can be derived and η can be computed, which is presented in detail
in Appendix A.3. The KKT conditions can be written as
K

∂L X ∂F (G, α, k)
=
− η G∗ ΥT
∂G k=1
∂G

= 0,

(4.29a)

= 0,

(4.29b)

= 0,

(4.29c)

K

∂L X ∂F (G, α, k)
=
∂α k=1
∂α


η tr GΥGH − PRS

and the Lagrangian multiplier η results in

P
H
|α|2 σn2 K
k=1 wk tr Dk Dk
η=−
.
PRS

(4.30)

Now, considering the derivations in Appendix A.3, a unique solution can be obtained for
|α|2. Thus, restricting α to be positive real-valued, a unique solution can be obtained
for problem (4.25).
Considering the first KKT condition (4.29a), a matrix K is defined as

PK
K
K
H
2
X
X
w
tr
D
D
σ
k
k
n
k
k=1
∗ H
T
T
ΥT
IL
wk
K=
i ⊗ H l Dl Dl H l + Υ ⊗
P
RS
i=1,i6=l
k=1
−

K
X
k=1

wk

mk X
n−1
X

n=2 m=1

∗ H
T
ΥT
k,m ⊗ Hl dl,n dl,n Hl .

(4.31)

Now, an analytical solution can be obtained for the WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter
which solves problem (4.25) using (4.29), (4.30) and (4.31). With the auxiliary matrix
e given by
G
!!
K
X
e = vec−1 K−1 vec
wk H∗ DH QH HH
,
(4.32)
G
l

L,L

l

k

k

k=1

and using

v 

u
u tr GΥ
e G
eH
t
α=
,
PRS

the WMMSE-SIC filter at RS which solves problem (4.25) is given by
!!
K
X
1
H H
G = vec−1
K−1 vec
.
wk H∗l DH
l Qk Hk
α L,L
k=1

(4.33)

(4.34)

The derived WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter minimizes the weighted MSE for given
Tx and Rx filters at the nodes considering that the nodes can perform self-interference
cancellation and SIC.
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4.4

4.4.1

Transmit Strategies for the Consideration of
ADR Requirements
Introduction

In this section, two Tx strategies are proposed which are specifically designed to fulfill
the considered ADR requirements whilst achieving high sum rates. First, a Tx strategy,
termed power adapted (PA) Tx strategy, is proposed which adapts the Tx powers of
the nodes and the Tx power distribution at RS for each direction of transmission.
Secondly, a Tx strategy which additionally optimizes the numbers of simultaneously
transmitted data streams, termed optimized streams (OS) Tx strategy, is proposed.
For all Tx strategies, the ADR requirements introduced in Section 4.2 are considered.

4.4.2

Power Adapted (PA) Transmit Strategy

The PA Tx strategy is based on adjusting the Tx powers of the nodes and the Tx power
distribution at RS for each direction of transmission. For this approach, it is assumed
that each node Sk either transmits mk = M data streams or mk = 1 data stream simultaneously because an optimization of the numbers of simultaneously transmitted data
streams is not considered, k = 1, 2, ..., K. The Tx power distribution at RS is adjusted
via the weighting parameters wk which have been considered for the relay transceive
filter design in Section 4.3.3. The Tx powers of the nodes are adjusted via the weighting parameters pk which have been considered for the Tx filter design at the nodes
in Section 4.3.2. To achieve high sum rates under the ADR requirements (4.10), the
weighting parameters which achieve the highest sum rate according to (4.10) have to be
determined. However, this would require a joint optimization of all weighting parameters which has a high computational complexity. Thus, to reduce the computational
complexity, a suboptimal low-complexity approach is proposed. In this approach, the
joint adjustment of the weighting parameters wk and pk is separated and performed
iteratively as follows:
First, the relay transceive filter and the filters at the nodes are initialized and the
achievable data rates are computed as follows:

1) Compute the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes and the relay transceive filter as
proposed in Section 4.3 assuming all weights pk = wk = 1, k = 1, 2, ..., K,
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2) Compute the achievable data rates Ck (4.7) using the filters of step 1).
Secondly, the weighting parameters wk are adjusted to increase the achievable sum rate
(4.10). To determine the data rate which limits the achievable sum rate, the data rates
computed in step 2) are weighted by one over the corresponding ADR requirements. Using these weighted data rates, the weighting parameter wkmin with kmin = arg min Ck /rk
k

which corresponds to the data rate which limits the sum rate is set to wkmin = 1.
Furthermore, the weighting parameter wkmax with kmax = arg max Ck /rk which correk

sponds to the maximum of the weighted data rates is reduced. By this approach, the
differences between the weighted data rates are decreased in each iteration until all
weighted data rates are equal. The precise steps are as follows:
3) Compute kmin = arg min Ck /rk and set wkmin = 1.
k

4) Compute the relay transceive filter and the achievable data rates for the weighting
parameters of step 3).
5) Compute kmax = arg max Ck /rk and reduce wkmax to fulfill the condition
k
K
K
1 X Ci
ǫ
Ckmax
1 X Ci ǫ
− ≤
+ ,
≤
K i=1 ri
2
rkmax
K i=1 ri
2

(4.35)

or until the condition

wkmax < δ,

(4.36)

is fulfilled, where ǫ can be selected according to the required accuracy and where
0 < δ < 1 ensures that the MSE for this direction of transmission has a sufficient
impact on the considered MMSE based relay transceive filter designs. Considering (4.36) is required due to decoupling the adjustment of wkmax from the adjustment of pkmax . For an efficient adjustment of pkmax in step 9), it is required
that wk > 0 ∀k. In this thesis, δ = 0.05 is selected based on numerical results.
To adjust wkmax , the bisection method is applied. The relay transceive filter is
recalculated after each update of wkmax . Furthermore, the achievable data rates
Ck (4.7) are recalculated after each update of the relay transceive filter.
6) Compute kmax = arg max Ck /rk and continue from step 3) considering the upk

dated weighting parameters if the conditions
Ck
Ck
> min
+ ǫ,
k
k
rk
rk
wkmax > δ,

max

are fulfilled.

(4.37a)
(4.37b)
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Thirdly, the Tx powers at the nodes are adjusted if the conditions (4.37) are not
fulfilled to further increase the achievable sum rate (4.10). The Tx powers at the
nodes are adjusted via the weighting parameters pk . To achieve this, the weighting
parameter pkmax with kmax = arg max Ck /rk which corresponds to the maximum of
k

the weighted data rates is reduced. Furthermore, the weighting parameter pkmin with
kmin = arg min Ck /rk which corresponds to the minimum of the weighted data rates
k

is increased. By this approach, the differences between the weighted data rates are
decreased in each iteration until all weighted data rates are equal. The precise steps
are as follows:

7) Compute kmin = arg min Ck /rk and set pkmin = 1.
k

8) Compute the relay transceive filter and the achievable data rates for the weighting
parameters of step 3.1).
9) Compute kmax = arg max Ck /rk and reduce pkmax to fulfill the condition
k
K
K
ǫ
Ckmax
1 X Ci ǫ
1 X Ci
− ≤
+ .
≤
K i=1 ri
2
rkmax
K i=1 ri
2

(4.38)

To adjust pkmax , the bisection method is applied. The relay transceive filter is
recalculated after each update of pkmax . Furthermore, the achievable data rates
Ck (4.7) are recalculated after each update of the relay transceive filter.

Finally, the previous steps are repeated until the ADR requirements are fulfilled taking
into account an inaccuracy of ǫ. The precise step is as follows:

10) Continue from step 3) considering the updated weighting parameters until
max
k

Ck
Ck
< min
+ ǫ.
k
rk
rk

(4.39)

After performing the aforementioned iterative adjustment of the weighting parameters
wk and pk , the condition (4.39) is fulfilled. Thus, taking into account an inaccuracy of
ǫ, the ADR requirements are fulfilled by the proposed PA Tx strategy.

4.5 Performance Analysis

4.4.3
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Optimized Streams (OS) Transmit Strategy

The OS Tx strategy combines an optimization of the numbers mk of simultaneously
transmitted data streams with the PA transmit strategy of Section 4.4.2. The intention
of the OS transmit strategy is to reduce inter-pair interference and therewith to increase
the achievable data rates. Initially, each node transmits mk = M data streams and the
superposition of MK data streams is received at RS. If less signals are simultaneously
received at RS, the spatial separation of the different pairs is simplified and therewith
inter-pair interference can be reduced.
In the considered multi-pair two-way relaying scenario, M K combinations for the numbers mk of simultaneously transmitted data streams exist. To obtain the numbers
mk of simultaneously transmitted data streams which achieve the highest sum rate
(4.10), an exhaustive search over all possible combinations is performed as illustrated
in Figure 4.5. First, for each possible input vector m = [m1 , m2 , ..., mK ] containing the
numbers mk of simultaneously transmitted data streams, the Tx and Rx filters at the
nodes and the relay transceive filter are computed as described in Section 4.3 assuming
pk = vk = 1, k = 1, 2, ..., K. Secondly, for each m, the weighting parameters wk and pk
are adjusted using the PA transmit strategy of Section 4.4.2. Thirdly, for each m, the
achievable sum rate (4.10) is computed. Finally, the vector m and the corresponding
parameters wk and pk which achieve the highest sum rate (4.10) are selected. Considering these parameters, the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes and the relay transceive
filter are recomputed as described in Section 4.3.

4.5

Performance Analysis

In this section, the performances of the Tx strategies presented in Section 4.4 are
investigated through numerical simulations considering the different filter designs presented in Section 4.3. All channels are assumed to be i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels
with zero-mean and unit variance and the noise variances at the nodes and at RS are
2
assumed to be equal, i.e., σn,RS
= σn2 . All simulation results are averaged over 1000
independent channel realizations. The maximum Tx power at RS is set to be K times
the maximum Tx power at node S1 because the signals of all nodes have to be retransmitted at RS during the BC phase, i.e., PRS = KPnode . The ratio between the
maximum Tx power Pnode at the nodes and the noise level σn2 is termed average SNR.
The ADR requirements are given by the vector r = (r1 , r2 , ..., rk ).
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# of streams m

Choose next m

Compute the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes and
the relay transceive filter as proposed in Section
4.3 assuming pk = wk = 1, k = 1, 2, ..., K
Adjust the weighting parameters wk and pk as proposed
for the PA Tx strategy in Section 4.4.2 considering m

Compute the achievable sum rate (4.10)

Select the vector m and the corresponding weighting parameters wk and pk which achieve the highest sum rate

Figure 4.5. Flowchart of the OS transmit strategy
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For the numerical simulations, one configuration of the multi-pair two-way relaying
scenario is investigated. In this configuration, K = 4 nodes are considered and each
node is equipped with M = 2 antennas. This configuration is investigated because it
enables a comprehensive comparison of the different filter designs and the different Tx
strategies presented in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, respectively. Considering M > 2
antennas at each node would increase the gain of the proposed approaches compared
to the straightforward extensions from the state of the art.
For performance comparison, the approaches listed in Table 4.1 are considered. Due to
the lack of state of the art approaches which consider the introduced ADR requirements,
the WZF and the WMMSE relay transceive filter designs have been introduced as a
straightforward extension from the state of the art in Section 4.3. These approaches are
used to show the performance gain of the proposed WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter
design compared to conventional ZF or MMSE based relay transceive filter designs.
The performance of the OS transmit strategy compared to the PA transmit strategy is
compared for considering the WMMSE-SIC transceive filter at RS because the other
transceive filters at RS perform worse and a comparison of the different transceive filters
at RS is already provided by considering the PA transmit strategy. Furthermore, the
local filter design approach of Section 4.3.2.1 at the nodes performs slightly worse
than the global filter design approach of Section 4.3.2.2. Thus, the performance of
both approaches is only compared using the WMMSE-SIC transceive filter at RS and
considering the OS transmit strategy.

Transmit Strategy
PA of Section 4.4.2, mk
PA of Section 4.4.2, mk
PA of Section 4.4.2, mk
PA of Section 4.4.2, mk
OS of Section 4.4.3
OS of Section 4.4.3
=M
=M
=M
=1

Filter Design at Nodes
Global of Section 4.3.2.2
Global of Section 4.3.2.2
Global of Section 4.3.2.2
Global of Section 4.3.2.2
Local of Section 4.3.2.1
Global of Section 4.3.2.2

Filter Design at RS
WZF of Section 4.3.3.1
WMMSE of Section 4.3.3.2
WMMSE-SIC of Section 4.3.3.3
WMMSE-SIC of Section 4.3.3.3
WMMSE-SIC of Section 4.3.3.3
WMMSE-SIC of Section 4.3.3.3

Table 4.1. Overview of the considered approaches for performance comparison.

Name
GL:WZF:PA (max.streams)
GL:WMMSE:PA (max.streams)
GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (max.streams)
GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (1 stream)
LO:WMMSE-SIC:OS
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS
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Figure 4.6 shows the average achievable sum rates versus the number L of antennas
at RS considering r = (1, 1, 1, 1). For these simulations, the average SNR is 15dB.
For all approaches, the achievable sum rate increases for increasing the number L of
antennas at RS. Neglecting GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (1 streams), the WZF approach, i.e.,
GL:WZF:PA (max.streams), performs worst due to spatially separating all simultaneously received signals at RS without considering the impact of noise. For this approach,
L ≥ 8 antennas are required because all received signals have to be spatially separated.
The WMMSE approach, i.e., GL:WMMSE:PA (max.streams), performs better than
the WZF approach due to considering the impact of noise by minimizing the MSE
instead of ZF all interferences. For large number L > 10 of antennas at RS, the WZF
approach performs similar as the WMMSE approach because the loss in signal power
compared to the noise power, termed noise enhancement, due to spatially separating
all signals at RS in case of a WZF relay transceive filter decreases for increasing the
number L of antennas at RS.
The approaches GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (max.streams), LO:WMMSE-SIC:OS and
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS, which consider the proposed WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter design, outperform the conventional WZF and WMMSE relay transceive filter
design approaches. The gain of GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (max.streams) compared to
GL:WMMSE:PA (max.streams) is approximately 18% for L = 8 antennas at RS and
compared to GL:WZF:PA (max.streams), the gain is approximately 63% for L = 8
antennas at RS.
Based on the proposed WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter design, the different Tx
strategies are compared. In general, the achievable sum rate for considering the OS
transmit strategy is higher than for considering the PA transmit strategy because the
OS transmit strategy performs a tradeoff between increasing the multiplexing gain and
reducing the inter-pair interferences with respect to the ADR requirements. However,
for L < 7 antennas at RS, the WMMSE-SIC approach GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (1 stream)
considering the PA transmit strategy achieves the same performance as the WMMSESIC approach considering the OS transmit strategy, i.e., GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS, due to
considering an ADR requirement of r = (1, 1, 1, 1). Furthermore, for L > 8 antennas
at RS, the WMMSE-SIC approach GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (max.stream) achieves the
same performance as GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS due to the considered ADR requirement.
For L < 8 antennas at RS, a better performance is achieved if each node transmits one
data stream instead of transmitting M = 2 data streams and for L ≥ 8 antennas at
RS, a better performance is achieved if each node transmits two data streams instead
of transmitting one data stream because in both cases, the number L of antennas at
RS is at least as high as the number of simultaneously received data streams.

Average achievable sum rate [bit/s/Hz]
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Figure 4.6. Average achievable sum rates versus number L of antennas at RS for an
average SNR = 15dB, K = 4, M = 2, r = (1, 1, 1, 1).

The performance gain of the global Tx and Rx filter design at the nodes, i.e.,
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS, compared the local filter design, i.e., LO:WMMSE-SIC:OS, decreases for increasing the number L of antennas at RS. For L = 4 antennas, the gain
of GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS compared to LO:WMMSE-SIC:OS is approximately 19% and
for L > 8 antennas at RS the gain tends towards zero.
Figure 4.7 shows the average achievable sum rates versus the number L of antennas at
RS considering r = (1, 1/2, 1, 1/2). For these simulations, the average SNR is 15dB.
For all approaches, the achievable sum rate increases for increasing the number L of
antennas at RS. Neglecting GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (1 streams), the WZF approach, i.e.,
GL:WZF:PA (max.streams), performs worst due to spatially separating all simultaneously received signals at RS without considering the impact of noise. For this approach,
L ≥ 8 antennas are required because all received signals have to be spatially separated.
The WMMSE approach, i.e., GL:WMMSE:PA (max.streams), performs better than
the WZF approach due to considering the impact of noise by minimizing the MSE
instead of ZF all interferences. For large number L > 10 of antennas at RS, the WZF
approach performs similar as the WMMSE approach because the noise enhancement
due to spatially separating all signals at RS in case of a WZF relay transceive filter
decreases for increasing the number L of antennas at RS.
The approaches GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (max.streams),

LO:WMMSE-SIC:OS and
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GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS, which consider the proposed WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter design, outperform the conventional WZF and WMMSE relay transceive filter
design approaches. The gain of GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (max.streams) compared to
GL:WMMSE:PA (max.streams) is approximately 16% for L = 8 antennas at RS and
compared to GL:WZF:PA (max.streams), the gain is approximately 68% for L = 8
antennas at RS.

Based on the proposed WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter design, the different Tx
strategies are compared. In general, the achievable sum rate for considering the OS
transmit strategy is higher than for considering the PA transmit strategy because the
OS transmit strategy performs a tradeoff between increasing the multiplexing gain and
reducing the inter-pair interferences with respect to the ADR requirements. Thus, each
node transmits a different number of data streams to tackle the ADR requirements. For
L ≤ 5 antennas at RS, the WMMSE-SIC approach GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (1 stream)
considering the PA transmit strategy achieves the same performance as the WMMSESIC approach considering the OS transmit strategy, i.e., GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS, because
for L ≤ 5 antennas at RS it is not beneficial if any node transmits more than one data
stream under the considered ADR requirements. The performance gain of the approach
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS compared to the approach GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (max.streams)
decreases for increasing the number L of antennas at RS. For L = 7 and L = 8
antennas at RS, the performance gains of the approach GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS compared
to the approach GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (max.streams) are approximately 22% and 13%,
respectively. For L < 7 antennas at RS, a better performance is achieved if each node
transmits one data stream instead of transmitting M = 2 data streams and for L ≥ 7
antennas at RS, a better performance is achieved if each node transmits two data
streams instead of transmitting one data stream.

The performance gain of the global Tx and Rx filter design at the nodes, i.e.,
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS, compared the local filter design, i.e., LO:WMMSE-SIC:OS,
decreases for increasing the number L of antennas at RS. For L = 4 antennas,
the gain of GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS compared to LO:WMMSE-SIC:OS is approximately
13% and for L > 8 antennas at RS the gain tends towards zero. In general, the
proposed GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS approach significantly outperforms the conventional
WZF and WMMSE approaches for the considered ADR requirements. The gain of
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS compared to GL:WMMSE:PA (max.streams) is approximately
31% for L = 8 antennas at RS and compared to GL:WZF:PA (max.streams), the gain
is approximately 89% for L = 8 antennas at RS.
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Figure 4.7. Average achievable sum rates versus number L of antennas at RS for an
average SNR = 15dB, K = 4, M = 2, r = (1, 1/2, 1, 1/2).

Figure 4.8 shows the average achievable sum rates versus the number L of antennas at
RS considering r = (1, 1/2, 1/2, 1/4). For these simulations, the average SNR is 15dB.
For all approaches, the achievable sum rate increases for increasing the number L of
antennas at RS. Neglecting GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (1 streams), the WZF approach, i.e.,
GL:WZF:PA (max.streams), performs worst due to spatially separating all simultaneously received signals at RS without considering the impact of noise. For this approach,
L ≥ 8 antennas are required because all received signals have to be spatially separated.
The WMMSE approach, i.e., GL:WMMSE:PA (max.streams), performs better than
the WZF approach due to considering the impact of noise by minimizing the MSE
instead of ZF all interferences. For large number L > 10 antennas at RS, the WZF
approach performs similar as the WMMSE approach because the noise enhancement
due to spatially separating all signals at RS in case of a WZF relay transceive filter
decreases for increasing the number L of antennas at RS.
The approaches GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (max.streams), LO:WMMSE-SIC:OS and
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS, which consider the proposed WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter design, outperform the conventional WZF and WMMSE relay transceive filter
design approaches. The gain of GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (max.streams) compared to
GL:WMMSE:PA (max.streams) is approximately 5% for L = 8 antennas at RS and
compared to GL:WZF:PA (max.streams), the gain is approximately 58% for L = 8
antennas at RS.
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Figure 4.8. Average achievable sum rates versus number L of antennas at RS for an
average SNR = 15dB, K = 4, M = 2, r = (1, 1/2, 1/2, 1/4).

Based on the proposed WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter design, the different Tx
strategies are compared. In general, the achievable sum rate for considering the OS
transmit strategy is higher than for considering the PA transmit strategy because using
the OS Tx strategy, each node can transmit a different number of data streams to tackle
the ADR requirements. The performance gain of the approach GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS
compared to the approach GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (max.streams) decreases for increasing the number L of antennas at RS. For L = 6 and L = 10 antennas at RS, the
performance gains of the approach GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS compared to the approach
GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (max.streams) are approximately 34% and 18%, respectively.
For L < 6 antennas at RS, a better performance is achieved if each node transmits one
data stream instead of transmitting M = 2 data streams and for L ≥ 6 antennas at
RS, a better performance is achieved if each node transmits two data streams instead
of transmitting one data stream.
The performance gain of the global Tx and Rx filter design at the nodes, i.e.,
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS, compared the local filter design, i.e., LO:WMMSE-SIC:OS,
decreases for increasing the number L of antennas at RS. For L = 5 antennas,
the gain of GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS compared to LO:WMMSE-SIC:OS is approximately
11% and for L > 10 antennas at RS the gain tends towards zero. In general,
the proposed GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS approach significantly outperforms the conventional WZF and WMMSE approaches for the considered ADR requirements. The
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gain of GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS compared to GL:WMMSE:PA (max.streams) is approximately 29% for L = 8 antennas at RS and compared to GL:WZF:PA (max.streams),
the gain is approximately 94% for L = 8 antennas at RS. The proposed approach
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS requires approximately three antennas less at RS than the approach GL:WMMSE:PA (max.streams) to achieve the same sum rate.
Comparing Figures 4.6-4.8, the gain of the OS transmit strategy compared to the
PA transmit strategy increases for increasing the asymmetry in the ADR requirements. Furthermore, the intersection between GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (max.streams)
and GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (1 stream) shifts to smaller numbers L of antennas at RS if
the asymmetry in the ADR requirements is increased because in this case it is beneficial
if the node which requires the highest transmit data rate transmits two data streams
instead of one data stream.
Figure 4.9 shows the average achievable sum rates versus the average SNR considering
r = (1, 1/2, 1/2, 1/4) and L = 7. For applying a WZF filter at RS, L ≥ 8 antennas
would be required and thus, the GL:WZF:PA (max.streams) approach is not considered. For all other approaches, the achievable sum rate increases for increasing the
average SNR. Neglecting GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (1 streams), the WMMSE approach,
i.e., GL:WMMSE:PA (max.streams), performs worst due to not exploiting the selfinterference cancellation and the SIC capabilities at the nodes.
The approaches GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (max.streams), LO:WMMSE-SIC:OS and
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS, which consider the proposed WMMSE-SIC relay transceive
filter design, outperform the conventional WMMSE relay transceive filter design approach.
The gain of GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (max.streams) compared to
GL:WMMSE:PA (max.streams) is approximately 12% for an average SNR = 15dB.
Based on the proposed WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter design, the different Tx
strategies are compared. In general, the achievable sum rate for considering the
OS transmit strategy is higher than for considering the PA transmit strategy due
to optimizing the number of simultaneously transmitted data streams of each node
with respect to the ADR requirements. The performance gain of the approach
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS compared to the approach GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (max.streams)
increases for increasing the average SNR. For an average SNR of 5dB and 15dB, the
performance gains of the approach GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS compared to the approach
GL:WMMSE-SIC:PA (max.streams) are approximately 22% and 25%, respectively.
For an average SNR < 5dB, a better performance is achieved if each node transmits one data stream instead of transmitting M = 2 data streams and for an average
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Figure 4.9. Average achievable sum rates versus average SNR, K = 4, M = 2, L = 7,
r = (1, 1/2, 1/2, 1/4).

SNR > 5dB, a better performance is achieved if each node transmits two data streams
instead of transmitting one data stream.
The performance gain of the global Tx and Rx filter design at the nodes, i.e.,
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS, compared the local filter design, i.e., LO:WMMSE-SIC:OS,
is approximately 5% for an average SNR of 10dB. In general, the proposed
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS approach significantly outperforms the conventional WMMSE
approach for the considered ADR requirements. The gain of GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS
compared to GL:WMMSE:PA (max.streams) is approximately 37% for an average SNR
of 10dB.
To summarize, the approach considering the proposed WMMSE-SIC transceive filter
at RS of Section 4.3.3.3 combined with the OS transmit strategy of Section 4.4.3 and
using the global Tx and Rx filter design of Section 4.3.2.2 significantly outperforms
all other approaches. For this approach, the transceive filter at RS exploits the selfinterference cancellation and SIC capabilities at the nodes. Furthermore, the Tx and
Rx filters at the nodes are designed to minimize inter-pair interference. Moreover,
the OS transmit strategy performs an optimization of the numbers of simultaneously
transmitted data streams and adjusts the Tx powers of the nodes as well as the Tx
power distribution at RS to tackle the ADR requirements. This significantly increases
the achievable sum rate compared to conventional MMSE or ZF based approaches. An
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overview of selected performance gains of the proposed GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS approach
compared to the GL:WMMSE:PA (max. streams) approach is presented in Table 4.2
considering K = 4 and M = 2.
Table 4.2. Selected performance gains of the proposed GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS approach.
SNR
15dB
15dB
15dB
15dB
15dB
5dB
15dB

L
6
8
6
8
6
7
7

r
(1,1,1,1)
(1,1,1,1)
(1,1/2,1,1/2)
(1,1/2,1,1/2)
(1,1/2,1/2,1/4)
(1,1/2,1/2,1/4)
(1,1/2,1/2,1/4)

Conv. Approach
GL:WMMSE:PA
GL:WMMSE:PA
GL:WMMSE:PA
GL:WMMSE:PA
GL:WMMSE:PA
GL:WMMSE:PA
GL:WMMSE:PA

Proposed Approach
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS
GL:WMMSE-SIC:OS

Perf. Gain
74%
20%
61%
31%
64%
33%
40%
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Chapter 5
Multi-Group Multi-Way Relaying
5.1

Problem Overview and Decomposition

In this chapter, the multi-group multi-way relaying scenario as shown in Figure 2.3
is investigated. As explained in Section 2.1, one communication cycle consists of one
MAC and several BC phases. To enable that each node can decode the messages of all
other nodes within its group, at least N − 1 BC phases are required because each node
has to receive N − 1 independent messages. Considering more than N − 1 BC phases
typically decreases the achievable data rates and thus, N − 1 BC phases are considered
in this thesis. Due to multiple BC phases, temporal Rx processing can be performed
at the nodes. Thus, a system model for multi-group multi-way relaying considering
multi-antenna nodes which can perform self-interference cancellation and SIC as well
as linear spatial and temporal Rx processing is introduced to investigate this scenario.
To maximize the sum rate, the selection of the signals which are retransmitted in each
BC phase has to be optimized. Furthermore, the spatial Tx and Rx filters of the
nodes, the temporal Rx filters of the nodes and the relay transceive filters have to be
optimized with respect to the selected signals for each BC phase. Due to the high
computational complexity of finding an optimal solution for this problem, suboptimal
approaches based on a problem decomposition are proposed in this chapter. To obtain
such suboptimal approaches which achieve high sum rates, the following steps are
proposed:

1. It is proposed to decouple the overall problem into three different subproblems as
shown in Figure 5.1. The considered subproblems are the design of a Tx strategy
which selects the signals which are retransmitted in each BC phase, the design
of the relay transceive filters for each BC phase and the design of the spatial and
temporal filters of the nodes.
2. It is proposed to focus on low-complexity solutions for the different subproblems.

Based on these steps, suboptimal low-complexity approaches for the different subproblems are proposed as shown in Figure 5.1.
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Tx strategies:
• Network coded multi-way Tx strategy
• Network coded joint processing Tx strategy
Filter designs at RS:
• Analog network coding aware weighted MMSE approach
Joint spatial MMSE approach
Filter designs at nodes:
• MMSE based temporal Rx filter design
• Spatial Tx and Rx filter design using diagonal matrices

Figure 5.1. Overview of the proposed and investigated approaches for multi-group
multi-way relaying.

For the design of a Tx strategy which achieves high sum rates, two different approaches
are proposed. The network coding multi-way (NCMW) Tx strategy selects the signals
which are retransmitted in each BC such that the self-interference cancellation and
SIC capabilities of the nodes can be exploited. For this Tx strategy, joint temporal
Rx processing over all BC phases is not considered at the nodes. However, to exploit
the temporal processing capabilities of the nodes, it is considered that SIC can be
performed over the received signals of all BC phases, i.e., if a signal is successfully
decoded at one node in one BC phase, this signal can be canceled at this node before
decoding the remaining signals of other BC phases. In the following, this is referred to
as known-interference cancellation. The network coding joint processing (NCJP) Tx
strategy selects the signals which are retransmitted in each BC such that the capability
of the nodes to jointly process the received signals of all BC phases can be exploited in
addition to the self-interference cancellation and SIC capabilities of the nodes. Both
Tx strategies significantly differ from the Tx strategies which have been proposed in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 because due to considering multiple BC phases, a selection
of the retransmitted signals is required for each BC phase.
For the relay transceive filter design, an ANC aware weighted MMSE approach is
proposed which enables an efficient application of the proposed Tx strategies. The
proposed relay transceive filter design exploits the capability of the nodes to perform
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self-interference cancellation and SIC. Additionally, it enables the consideration of ANC
based approaches which exploit the temporal processing capabilities of the nodes. The
proposed relay transceive filter depends on the spatial Tx and Rx filters at the nodes.
To improve the performance, a joint design approach is proposed based on performing an alternating optimization between the spatial filters at the nodes and the relay
transceive filter of each BC phase.
For the filter design at the nodes, two approaches are considered. For the temporal Rx
filter design at the nodes, a SIC aware MMSE based approach is introduced to jointly
process the received signals of all BC phases at each node. This approach depends
on the relay transceive filters of all BC phases. For the spatial filter design at the
nodes, an optimization is only performed in case of the aforementioned joint design
approach. Otherwise, diagonal matrices are considered which are independent of the
relay transceive filters.
The proposed relay transceive filter design depends on the spatial Tx and Rx filters at
the nodes. Furthermore, the temporal Rx filters of nodes depend on the relay transceive
filters. Moreover, the relay transceive filters depend on the selected signals for each
BC phase which are determined based on the Tx strategies. Thus, the computation of
the different filters and the selection of the signals for each BC phase are performed
as shown in Figure 5.2. First, the signals for each BC phase are selected based on
the considered Tx strategy. Secondly, the spatial Tx and Rx filters at the nodes are
computed as diagonal matrices. Thirdly, the relay transceive filter for each BC phase is
computed considering the Tx and Rx filters at the nodes of the previous step. Fourthly,
if a joint spatial filter design is considered, the Rx filters at the nodes are updated for
each BC phase considering the corresponding relay transceive filter of the previous
step. Additionally, an alternating optimization between the relay transceive filter and
the Rx filters at the nodes is performed for each BC phase. Finally, the temporal Rx
filters at the nodes are computed.
In the following, the relay transceive filter design is introduced before the Tx strategies
because the description of the proposed Tx strategies is based on the signal categories
which are introduced for the relay transceive filter design. Thus, the rest of the chapter
is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, the system model for the considered multi-group
multi-way scenario is presented. In Section 5.3, the approaches for the design of the
spatial and temporal filters at the nodes and for the design of the relay transceive filter
are proposed. In Section 5.4, the Tx strategies are proposed and in Section 5.5, the
performance of the proposed approaches is investigated by numerical results. Several
parts of this chapter have been originally published by the author in [DK13b, DRK13,
DK13a].
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Apply a Tx strategy: Select the signals
which are retransmitted in each BC phase
Compute the spatial Tx and Rx filters at the nodes

Joint design

Compute the relay transceive filter for each BC phase
Compute the temporal Rx filters at the nodes

Figure 5.2. Flow chart for the computation of the filters at the nodes and at RS
considering the proposed Tx strategies.

5.2

System Model

In this section, the system model for the considered multi-group multi-way relaying
scenario as shown in Figure 5.3 is presented. As described in Section 2.1, the scenario
consists of G groups with N half-duplex multi-antenna nodes per group. The nodes are
termed Sk , k = 1, 2, ..., K, where K = NG is the total number of nodes. It is assumed
that the nodes Sj , Sj+1 , ..., Sj+N −1 with j = 1 + (g −1)N, are assigned to the g th group,
g = 1, 2, ..., G. The communications between the nodes of one group are performed via
RS. For this scenario, only a single subcarrier is considered, i.e., C = 1, because the
consideration of multiple subcarriers has no impact on the performance of the proposed
Tx strategies. In the following, the subcarrier index c is omitted. Furthermore, it is
assumed that each node simultaneously transmits mk = M data streams.
In the MAC phase, all nodes simultaneously transmit to RS and the superposition of
these transmit signals is received at RS. Before the transmission, the Tx signal vector
sk ∈ CM ×1 of node Sk is filtered by the Tx filter Qk ∈ CM ×M , with ||Qk ||2F ≤ PNode .
Let nRS ∈ CL×1 represent the complex white Gaussian noise vector at RS and let
Hk ∈ CL×M denote the channel from Sk to RS. Now, the received signal at RS can be
written as
yRS =

K
X

Hk Qk sk + nRS .

(5.1)

k=1

In the N −1 subsequent BC phases, RS retransmits different linearly processed versions
of the superimposed received signals back to the nodes. In time slots t = 2, 3, ..., N,
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Figure 5.3. System model for MGMW relaying.

the received signal yRS is linearly processed at RS using the transceive filter matrix
Gt ∈ CL×L . Using the receive filter Dk,t ∈ CM ×M , the received signal in time slot t at
node Sk is given by
yk,t = Dk,t(HT
k Gt yRS + nk,t ),

(5.2)

where nk,t ∈ CM ×1 represents the complex white Gaussian noise vector at Sk in time
slot t.
Due to multiple BC phases, joint temporal Rx processing at the nodes over the different
BC phases can be applied. To consider joint temporal Rx processing, different matrices
and vectors have to be defined to simplify the descriptions. First, channel matrices
Hov,l,k,t are defined to describe the overall channel coefficients for the transmission
from Sl to Sk , k, l = 1, 2, ..., K, in time slot t as
Hov,l,k,t = Dk,t HT
k Gt Hl Ql .

(5.3)

Secondly, matrices Al,k ∈ C(N −1)M ×M are defined using (5.3) to describe the overall
channel coefficients for the transmission from Sl to Sk during all N − 1 BC phases as
T
T
T
Al,k = (HT
ov,l,k,2, Hov,l,k,3 , ..., Hov,l,k,N ) .

(5.4)

Thirdly, using nov,k,t = HT
k Gt nRS + nk,t to describe the received noise at Sk in time slot
(N −1)M ×1
t, a vector nov,k ∈ C
is defined which contains the received noise at Sk during
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all BC phases as

T
nov,k = (Dk,2 nov,k,2)T , (Dk,3nov,k,3)T , ..., (Dk,N nov,k,N )T .

(5.5)

Now, using a matrix Wk ∈ C(N −1)M ×(N −1)M to perform joint linear Rx processing at
Sk , the received signals at Sk after joint linear processing over the N − 1 BC phases
can be written as
yk = Wk (A1,k , A2,k , ..., AK,k ) · (s1 , s2 , ..., sK )T + Wk nov,k .

(5.6)

Remark: To decouple the temporal and the spatial processing for the relay transceive
filter design, the receive filters Dk,t and the Rx processing matrix Wk are designed separately. This approach enables a joint spatial filter design between the relay transceive
filter and the Rx filters at the nodes as proposed in Section 5.3.5.
Let Sk be a subset which contains the N − 1 indices of the nodes which are in the same
group as Sk . To estimate the mth data stream of Sl at Sk , l ∈ Sk and m = 1, 2, ..., M,
the row vector wl,k,m of Wk is used which corresponds to the joint Rx processing
vector for estimating this data stream. To consider SIC, let SIC l,k be a subset which
contains the indices of the nodes whose transmit signals are already decoded at Sk
before estimating the transmit signal of Sl and let this subset include the index k
to consider perfect self-interference cancellation. Using al,k,m which is the mth column
vector of Al,k (5.4), the expected signal, interference and noise powers when estimating
the mth data stream of Sl at Sk can be written as
PS,l,k,m = |wl,k,mal,k,m|2 ,
PI,l,k,m =

K
X

j=1,j ∈
/ SIC l,k

PN,l,k,m =

||wl,k,mAj,k ||22 −

H
E[wl,k,m nov,k nH
ov,k wl,k,m ],

(5.7)
m
X
i=1

|wl,k,mal,k,i |2 ,

(5.8)
(5.9)

respectively.
For performance comparison in Section 5.5, the maximum achievable sum rate of multiway relaying, cf. [AK10a, AK11a], is considered and the corresponding equations are
presented in the following. Assuming that Gaussian codebooks are used for each data
stream, the maximum achievable data rate for the mth data stream from Sl to Sk ,
l ∈ Sk , is given by
Cl,k,m =

1
log2 (1 + PS,l,k,m(PI,l,k,m + PN,l,k,m)−1 ),
N

(5.10)
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where the factor N1 is used due to the fact that N time slots are required to perform
all transmissions. However, the maximum achievable multi-way rate for the mth data
stream of Sl is determined by the minimum over all maximum achievable data rates
from Sl to any other node within the same group. Thus, it is given by
Cl,m = (N − 1) · min Cl,k,m,
∀k∈Sl

(5.11)

where the factor N − 1 is used because the Tx signal of Sl is transmitted to N − 1
nodes. Thus, the achievable sum rate of the multi-way relay system is given by
Csum =

K X
M
X

Ck,m.

(5.12)

k=1 m=1

5.3
5.3.1

Filter Design
Introduction

In this section, low-complexity approaches for designing the temporal Rx filters at
the nodes and for designing the spatial Tx and Rx filters at the nodes are presented
as described in Section 5.1. Furthermore, a low-complexity approach for designing
the relay transceive filter is proposed as described in Section 5.1 assuming predefined
spatial Tx and Rx filters at the nodes. Moreover, an iterative approach for jointly
designing the spatial filters at the nodes and the relay transceive filter is proposed.

5.3.2

Temporal Receive Filter Design at Nodes

In this section, the design of the temporal Rx processing matrix Wk at the nodes is
presented. Joint temporal Rx processing over the different BC phases is performed
in conjunction with SIC at each node to improve the performance. To determine the
temporal Rx processing matrix Wk at node Sk , an MMSE based filter design as considered in [CZ12] is applied. For this filter design, perfect self-interference cancellation
and perfect SIC are assumed.
Thus, the row vector wl,k,m to perform an MMSE based filtering of the mth data stream
transmitted by Sl at Sk , l ∈ Sk , over the N − 1 BC phases based on the derivations for
conventional MMSE Rx filters [Joh04] is given by
−1

m
K
X
X
 ,

Aj,k AH
al,k,i aH
wl,k,m = aH
(5.13)
j,k −
l,k,i + Nk
l,k,m
j=1,j ∈
/ SIC l,k

i=1
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where
 2
H ∗ H
T
H
∗ H
Nk = diag Dk,2HT
k G2 G2 Hk Dk,2 , ..., Dk,N Hk GN GN Hk Dk,N σn,RS
 2
H
+ diag Dk,2DH
k,2 , ..., Dk,N Dk,N σn .

(5.14)

The computation of the temporal Rx processing matrix Wk using (5.13) and (5.14),
depends on the relay transceive filters Gt , t = 2, ..., N. Furthermore, it depends on the
spatial Tx and Rx filters of the nodes. To overcome this problem, the relay transceive
filters and the Tx and Rx filters of the nodes are computed before the computation
of the temporal Rx processing matrix as described in Section 5.1 and as illustrated in
Figure 5.2.

5.3.3

Spatial Transmit and Receive Filter Design at Nodes

In this section, the spatial Tx and Rx filter design at the nodes is presented independent
of the considered relay transceive filter. To design the Tx and Rx filters independently
of the relay transceive filter, weighted identity matrices are considered.
Thus, the Tx filters are designed as diagonal matrices as follows
r
Pnode
IM .
Qk =
M

(5.15)

Furthermore, the Rx filters are designed as identity matrices as follows
Dk,t = IM .

5.3.4

(5.16)

ANC-Aware Weighted MMSE (WMMSE-ANC) Relay
Transceive Filter Design

In this section, a weighted ANC aware MMSE based transceive filter design at RS is
proposed. The approach, termed WMMSE-ANC, is an extension of the relay transceive
filter approach presented in Section 4.3.3.3. Compared to the approach presented in
Section 4.3.3.3, the proposed WMMSE-ANC transceive filter at RS is applicable to
scenarios with N ≥ 2 nodes per group whereas the approach of Section 4.3.3.3 is
only applicable to scenarios with N = 2 nodes per group. Furthermore, it enables
the consideration of ANC based approaches which exploit the temporal processing
capabilities of the nodes. To achieve this, four different signal categories are considered
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for the proposed WMMSE-ANC transceive filter design which are introduced in the
following.
First, desired signals at the nodes are considered in each BC phase. The desired signal
at node Sk in time slot t is given by slk,t , where the index lk,t is based on the Tx strategy
as described in detail in Section 5.4. For the retransmission of the desired signals, it
is proposed to exploit ANC. By ANC, it is meant that instead of spatially separating
the different desired signals of each group in time slot t given by
slk,t , slk+1,t , ..., slk+N−1,t

(5.17)

with k = 1 + (g − 1)N and g the group index, it is proposed to spatially superimpose
the desired signals of each group in each BC phase and to recover the individual signals
by utilizing the temporal processing capabilities of the nodes.
Secondly, suppressed signals are considered in each BC phase. The retransmission
of these signals has to be suppressed by the WMMSE-ANC transceive filter at RS
and thus, these signals have to be spatially separated from the desired signals. To
achieve this, an MMSE based separation is proposed which considers the noise at RS.
The indices of the suppressed signals at node Sk in time slot t are contained in the


vector ok,t = o1,k,t , o2,,k,t, ..., oNo,k,t ,t , where No,k,t is the number of suppressed signals
in time slot t. The signals which are considered as suppressed signals are presented in
Section 5.4 for each Tx strategy.
Thirdly, self- and known-interference signals (SKISs) are considered. SKISs are assumed to be known at the nodes and thus, are assumed to be perfectly canceled at the
nodes before performing temporal Rx processing and SIC. Thus, no power should be
wasted at RS neither for retransmitting SKISs nor for spatially separating SKISs from
the desired signals. Based on this, the proposed WMMSE-ANC transceive filter at RS
does not intentionally suppress SKISs but considers SKISs with respect to the power
constraint at RS. Thus, spatially processed linear combinations of the desired signals
and the SKISs are retransmitted by RS in each BC phase. The SKISs at node Sk in
time slot t are collected in the subset SKIS k,t . The signals which are considered as
SKISs are presented in Section 5.4 for each Tx strategy.
Fourthly, the remaining signals (RMSs) at the nodes are considered. A signal sl is
considered as RMS at node Sk in time slot t if sl is neither considered as desired
signal nor as suppressed signal nor as SKIS. Due to considering joint temporal Rx
processing over all BC phases at the nodes, the RMSs can be used to improve the overall
performance because each RMS in one BC phase is a desired signal in another BC phase.
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Based on this, we propose that RMSs are treated in the same way as SKISs for the
spatial processing at RS. However, RMSs are not known at the nodes and thus, cannot
be canceled before performing temporal Rx processing. Therefore, the interferences
caused by RMSs have to be reduced or canceled at the nodes when estimating a desired
signal by performing temporal Rx processing and SIC. The proposed approach exploits
ANC and instead of spatially separating the RMSs from the desired signals, spatially
processed linear combinations of these signals are retransmitted by RS in each BC
phase.
Considering the introduced signal categories and weighting parameters vk,t ,
0 ≤ vk,t ≤ 2, it is proposed that the spatial processing at RS should minimize the
weighted MSE for the transmission of the desired signals in time slot t given by
" K
#
X
(5.18a)
vk,t ||slk,t − ŝlk,t ||22 ,
Gt = arg min E
Gt

s.t.

K
X
k=1

k=1

2
||Gt Hk Qk ||2F + ||Gt ||2F σn,RS
≤ PRS ,

(5.18b)

where ŝlk,t ,k is the estimate of slk,t at node Sk assuming that the SKISs and the RMSs
can be perfectly canceled at the nodes due to exploiting the temporal Rx processing
capabilities and SIC. Thus, ŝlk,t ,k only contains the desired signal, the suppressed signals
and noise and it is given by


No,k,t
X
Hlk,t slk,t +
Hoi,k,t soi,k,t + nRS  + Dk,t nl,t .
(5.19)
ŝlk,t ,k = Dk,tHT
k Gt
i=1

An intuitive explanation of the proposed spatial processing at RS with respect to
the introduced signal categories can be given as follows. Considering (5.18a), the
weighted MSE for the transmission of the desired signals is minimized. In the estimate
of each desired signal (5.19), the impact of the suppressed signals soi,k,t is considered
and thus, the retransmission of these signals is suppressed at RS to minimize (5.18a),
i = 1, 2, ..., No,k,t. The SKISs and the RMSs are not considered in the estimate of
each desired signal (5.19) because it is assumed that these signals can be suppressed
or canceled by utilizing the temporal processing capabilities of the nodes. However,
the SKISs and the RMSs are considered in the power constraint at RS (5.18b). Thus,
no power is wasted at RS with respect to minimizing the MSE (5.18a) neither for
retransmitting SKISs and RMSs nor for spatially separating SKISs and RMSs from
the desired signals.
If the relay transceive filter Gt is designed to minimize (5.18), the solution for Gt
does not consider the noise powers at the nodes. However, the noise powers at the
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nodes should be considered with respect to the power constraint at RS to increase the
achievable data rates. To achieve this, it is proposed to consider an additional receive
coefficient αt at all nodes and to solve the joint optimization problem of αt and Gt as
it is considered for MIMO Tx filter design in [Joh04, JUN05].
Thus, the joint optimization problem of the weighted ANC aware relay transceive filter
Gt and the receive coefficient αt in time slot t with respect to the Tx power constraint
at RS is given by
#
" K
X
vk,t ||slk,t − αt ŝlk,t ,k ||22 ,
(5.20a)
{αt , Gt } = arg min E
αt ,Gt

s.t.

K
X
k=1

k=1

2
≤ PRS ,
||Gt Hk Qk ||2F + ||Gt ||2Fσn,RS

(5.20b)

where the weighting parameters vk,t are assumed to be known. The computation of
these weighting parameters is described in Section 5.4.
Using the matrices Υ(k) and Υ given by
H
Υ(k) = Hk Qk QH
k Hk ,

Υ=

K
X

(5.21a)

H
2
Hk Qk QH
k Hk + σn,RS IL ,

(5.21b)

k=1

respectively, the MSE for the transmission of slk,t to Sk in time slot t can be written as




E ||slk,t − αt ŝlk,t ,k ||22 = M − 2ℜ tr αt Dk,tHT
k Gt Hlk,t Qlk,t

(lk,t ) H ∗ H
+ tr |αt |2 Dk,t HT
Gt Hk Dk,t
k Gt Υ


No,k,t
X
(oi,k,t ) H ∗ H 
+ tr |αt |2
Dk,t HT
Gt Hk Dk,t
k Gt Υ
i=1

+ tr

2
H ∗ H
|αt |2 σn,RS
Dk,t HT
k Gt Gt Hk Dk,t


+ tr σn2 |αt |2 Dk,t DH
k,t .



(5.22)

Using (5.22), the objective function (5.20a) is non-convex since Gt and αt appear jointly
in third-order degree or higher. However, αt can be assumed to be positive real-valued
and the MSE of (5.22) as well as the constraint (5.20b) are convex with respect to Gt .
Based on the assumption that αt is positive real valued, a unique solution for problem
(5.20) can be obtained by using Lagrangian optimization [BV04, Joh04, Ung09]. With


F (Gt , αt , k, t) = E ||slk,t − αt ŝlk,t ,k ||22 , using (5.22), the Lagrangian function for the
MMSE problem (5.20a) considering the power constraint (5.20b) with the Lagrangian
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multiplier ηt results in
L (Gt , αt , ηt ) =

K
X
k=1



(vk,t F (Gt , αt , k, t)) − ηt tr Gt ΥGH
t − PRS .

(5.23)

From the Lagrangian function, the KKT conditions can be derived and ηt can be
computed, which is presented in detail in Appendix A.4. The KKT conditions can be
written as
K

X
∂F (Gt , αt , k, t)
∂L
=
vk,t
− ηt G∗t ΥT
∂Gt k=1
∂Gt

= 0,

(5.24a)

= 0,

(5.24b)

= 0,

(5.24c)

K

∂F (Gt , αt , k, t)
∂L X
vk,t
=
∂αt k=1
∂αt


ηt tr Gt ΥGH
t − PRS

and the Lagrangian multiplier ηt results in
ηt = −

|αt |2 σn2


H
v
tr
D
D
k,t
k,t
k,t
k=1
.
PRS

PK

(5.25)

Now, considering the derivations in Appendix A.4, a unique solution can be obtained
for |αt |2 . Thus, restricting αt to be positive real-valued, a unique solution can be
obtained for problem (5.20).
Considering the first KKT condition (5.24a), a matrix Kt is defined as
Kt =

K
X
k=1

+
+

K
X

k=1
K
X
k=1

T

T
vk,tΥ(lk,t ) ⊗ H∗k DH
k,t Dk,t Hk
No,k,t

vk,t

X
i=1



T

T
Υ(oi,k,t ) ⊗ H∗k DH
k,t Dk,t Hk



 2

σn2
∗ H
T
T
vk,t σn,RS IL ⊗ Hk Dk,t Dk,t Hk + Υ ⊗

PK

Dk,t DH
k,t

k=1 vk,t tr

PRS



IL .
(5.26)

Now, an analytical solution can be obtained for the WMMSE-ANC relay transceive
filter which solves problem (5.20) using (5.24), (5.25) and (5.26). With the auxiliary
e t given by
matrix G
e t = vec−1 K−1 vec
G
t
L,L

K
X
k=1

H
H
vk,t H∗k DH
k,t Qlk,t Hlk,t

!!

,

(5.27)
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and using
v 

u
u tr G
e t ΥG
eH
t
t
,
αt =
PRS

(5.28)

the WMMSE-ANC filter at RS which solves problem (5.20) is given by
K
X
1
H
H
−1
−1
vk,t H∗k DH
· vecL,L Kt vec
Gt =
k,t Qlk,t Hlk,t
αt
k=1

!!

.

(5.29)

The derived WMMSE-ANC relay transceive filter minimizes the weighted MSE for
given Tx and Rx filters at the nodes considering that the nodes can perform selfinterference cancellation, temporal Rx processing and SIC.

5.3.5

Joint Spatial Filter Design at Nodes and at RS

The WMMSE-ANC relay transceive filter depends on the Tx and Rx filters at the
nodes. To jointly design the relay transceive filter and the Rx filters at the nodes, an
alternating MMSE based optimization is proposed as follows:

1) Compute
q the relay transceive filters Gt according to (5.29) assuming
Qk = Pnode
IM and Dk,t = IM , k = 1, 2, ..., K and t = 2, 3, ..., N.
M

2) Compute MMSE Rx filters at the nodes considering the relay transceive filters of
step 1). To compute the Rx filters, the overall MIMO channel for the transmission
from Slk,t to Sk and the overall noise at Sk in time slot t can be written as
Hov,k,t = HT
k Gt Hlk,t Qlk,t ,
2
H ∗
2
Nk,t = σn,RS
HT
k Gt Gt Hk + IM σn ,

(5.30)
(5.31)

respectively. Thus, the MMSE Rx filters based on the derivations for conventional
MIMO Rx filters [Joh04] can be written as
Dk,t

−1
H
HH
ov,k,t Hov,k,t Hov,k,t + Nk,t
=
−1 .
H
+
N
||F
H
H
||HH
k,t
ov,k,t
ov,k,t
ov,k,t

3) Continue from step 1) using the Rx filters of step 2) until convergence.

(5.32)
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Transmit Strategies

Introduction

In this section, two Tx strategies are proposed. Conventional Tx strategies for
multi-way relaying typically exploit either the spatial processing capabilities of RS
[AK10a,AK11a] or the temporal processing capabilities of the nodes [CZ12]. However,
an efficient combination of the spatial processing capabilities of RS with the temporal processing capabilities of the nodes by utilizing ANC can significantly increase the
performance. In the following, two Tx strategies are introduced which utilize ANC
to efficiently combine the spatial processing capabilities of RS with the temporal processing capabilities of the nodes. First, a Tx strategy, termed NCMW Tx strategy, is
proposed which selects the signals which are retransmitted in each BC such that the
self-interference cancellation and the SIC capabilities of the nodes are exploited. As
explained in Section 5.1, this Tx strategy exploits the temporal processing capabilities
of the nodes by considering known-interference cancellation. Secondly, a Tx strategy,
termed NCJP Tx strategy, is proposed which selects the signals which are retransmitted in each BC such that the capability of the nodes to jointly process the received
signals of all BC phases is exploited. Additionally, this Tx strategy also exploits the
self-interference cancellation and SIC capabilities of the nodes.

To provide a general overview, one cycle of the proposed Tx strategies is illustrated
in Fig. 5.4. In the MAC phase, all nodes simultaneously transmit to RS. Afterwards,
the processing at RS is performed in three steps. First, the desired signals, the SKISs,
the RMSs and the suppressed signals are determined at RS for the different BC phases
based on the considered Tx strategy. Secondly, the ANC aware relay transceive filters
for the different BC phases and the spatial Rx filters at the nodes are computed based
on the preselected signals. Thirdly, RS retransmits the received signals to the nodes in
N − 1 different BC phases after linearly processing these signals with the corresponding relay transceive filter for each BC phase. Using yRS,c of (5.1), the retransmitted
linear combination in time slot t is given by Gt yRS . Finally, the temporal processing
capabilities of the nodes are exploited based on the considered Tx strategy to estimate
all desired signals after performing self-interference cancellation and SIC.
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MAC-phase: nodes transmit to RS
Selection of desired signals, SKISs,
RMSs and suppressed signals
ANC aware transceive filter design at RS

at RS

N − 1 BC-phases: RS transmits to nodes
Estimation of the desired signals at each node

Figure 5.4. Overview of one cycle of the Tx strategies.

5.4.2

Network Coded Multi-Way (NCMW) Transmit Strategy

In this section, the NCMW Tx strategy is introduced. This strategy is based on
the hybrid uni-/multicasting strategy of [AK11a]. In each BC phase, one signal is
unicasted to one node and another signal is multicasted to the remaining nodes of
the group. However, in contrast to the hybrid uni-/multicasting strategy of [AK11a],
the unicasted signal is not considered as interference at the nodes which receive the
multicasted signal and vice versa. Thus, the transmission of the unicasted signal to
the nodes which intentionally receive the multicasted signal and vice versa has not to
be suppressed by the relay transceive filter. For the proposed NCMW Tx strategy, the
capability of the nodes to jointly process the received signals of all BC phases is not
exploited. Thus, the temporal processing matrix Wk is assumed to be Wk = IM (N −1) ,
k = 1, 2, ...K. Nevertheless, the temporal processing capabilities of the nodes are
exploited due to considering known-interference cancellation. In the following, the
desired signals, the SKISs, the suppressed signals and the RMSs at the nodes are
introduced.
First, the desired signals at the nodes in each BC phase are considered. For the
NCMW Tx strategy, it is assumed that the signal sk+t−1 , termed MC signal, is desired at the nodes Sk , Sk+1 , ...,Sk+t−2 ,Sk+t ,..., Sk+N −1 of group g in time slot t, where
k = 1 + (g − 1)N. Additionally, the signal sk , termed UC signal, is desired at node
Sk+t−1 in time slot t. Thus, the index of the desired signal at node Sj in time slot t is
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given by
lj,t =



k
if j = k + t − 1,
k + t − 1 if j 6= k + t − 1,

(5.33)

where j = k, k + 1, ..., k + N − 1 are the indices of the nodes of the g th group. Due
to changing the MC signal in each BC phase, every transmit signal sj is desired at
each node within group g in one of the BC phases. Using this approach, the relay Tx
power is focused on as few signals as possible because only one MC and one UC signal
are desired within each group in each BC phase. For the retransmission of the desired
signals, ANC is exploited. By ANC, it is meant that instead of spatially separating both
desired signals as considered in [AK10a, AK11a], the relay transceive filter spatially
superimposes the desired UC and MC signals in each BC phase such that the individual
signals can be recovered by utilizing the temporal processing capabilities of the nodes.
Optimizing the selection of the UC signal can further improve the performance.
Secondly, the SKISs at the nodes in each BC phase are considered. For the NCMW
Tx strategy, the UC signal shall not be considered as interference at the nodes which
receive the MC signal and vice versa. To achieve this, the UC signal will be decoded first
at each node and known-interference cancellation will be applied before estimating the
MC signals. Thus, the UC signal is considered as SKIS at the nodes which receive the
MC signal. Furthermore, to exploit the self-interference cancellation capabilities of the
nodes, the signal sj is considered as SKIS at node Sj . This ensures that the MC signal
is not considered as interference at the node which receives the UC signal. Moreover,
to further exploit the known-interference cancellation capabilities of the nodes, MC
signals of previous time slots are considered as SKISs at the nodes which receive the
MC signal in time slot t. To summarize, the indices of the SKISs at node Sj in time
slot t are given by

{k + 1, k + 2, ..., k + t − 2, j} if j = k + t − 1,
SKIS j,t =
(5.34)
{k, k + 1, ..., k + t − 2, j}
if j 6= k + t − 1,
where j = k, k + 1, ..., k + N − 1.
Thirdly, the suppressed signals are considered. For the NCMW Tx strategy, all signals
which are neither considered as a desired signal nor as self- or known-interference signal
at node Sj in time slot t are considered as a suppressed signal. Thus, the indices of the
suppressed signals at node Sj in time slot t are given by

j ≥ k + t,
 [1, 2, ..., k − 1, k + t, ..., j − 1, j + 1, ..., K] if
oj,t = [1, 2, ..., k − 1, k + 1, ..., j − 1, j + 1, ..., K] if j = k + t − 1,
(5.35)

[1, 2, ..., k − 1, k + t, ..., K]
if j < k + t − 1,
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where j = k, k + 1, ..., k + N − 1.
RMSs are not considered for the proposed NCMW Tx strategy because each signal is
either considered as a desired signal, as a SKIS or as a suppressed signal.
Based on the aforementioned consideration of SKISs, the decoding order for the NCMW
Tx strategy at node Sj is defined as

(k + 1, k + 2, ..., k + N − 1)
if j = k,
qj =
(5.36)
(k, k + 1, ..., j − 1, j + 1, ..., k + N − 1) if j 6= k,
where j = k, k + 1, ..., k + N − 1. Thus, the subset SIC l,j , which is considered in (5.8)
to compute the expected interference power, is given by

(j, qj,1, qj,2 , ..., qj,l−k−1) if j = k,
SIC l,j =
(5.37)
(j, qj,1 , qj,2, ..., qj,l−k ) if j 6= k,
where qj,i is the ith element of qj (5.36) and where l = k, k + 1, ..., k + N − 1 is the
index of the transmit signal which shall be estimated at Sj .
To illustrate the proposed NCMW Tx strategy, a scenario consisting of G = 1 group
with N = 4 nodes per group is exemplarily considered. The group consists of the
nodes S1 , S2 , S3 and S4 . Similar to the hybrid uni-/multicasting strategy of [AK11a],
in time slot t, the UC signal s1 is desired at St and the MC signal st is desired at the
remaining nodes of the group. However, as already mentioned before, the UC signal is
not considered as interference at the nodes which receive the MC signal and vice versa
due to exploiting ANC. The considered desired signals, SKISs and suppressed signals
are summarized in Table 5.1. In each BC phase t = 2, 3, ..., N, it is assumed that the
nodes can subtract the back propagated self-interferences. Furthermore, it is assumed
that the nodes can subtract known-interferences, i.e., interferences which are known at
the nodes due to successful decoding of the corresponding signals in a previous time
slot, e.g., each node knows the multicasted signals of the previous time slots because
successful decoding is assumed. Additionally, the unicasted signal is always assumed
to be known at the nodes which receive the multicasted signal. This assumption is
valid because the unicasted signal is received and estimated at Sk in time slot t = k
and afterwards known-interference cancellation can be applied to the signals received
in previous or subsequent time slots.
For the computation of the relay transceive filter in Section 5.3.4, weighting parameters
vk,t , 0 ≤ vk,t ≤ 2, have been considered, k = 1, 2, ..., K, t = 2, 3, ..., N. To achieve
high sum rates (5.12), the weighting parameters vk,t which achieve the highest sum
rate according to (5.12) have to be determined. However, this would require a joint
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Table 5.1. NCMW Tx strategy for a group of N = 4 nodes.
receiving node
S1
S2
S3
S4
desired signal
s2
s1
s2
s2
self-interference
s1
s2
s3
s4
t=2
known-interference
s1
s1
suppressed signals s3 , s4 s3 , s4
s4
s3
desired signal
s3
s3
s1
s3
self-interference
s1
s2
s3
s4
t=3
known-interference
s2
s1
s1 , s2
suppressed signals
s4
s4
s2 , s4
desired signal
s4
s4
s4
s1
self-interference
s1
s2
s3
s4
t=4
known-interference s2 , s3 s1 , s3 s1 , s2
suppressed signals
s2 , s3
optimization of all weighting parameters which has a high computational complexity.
Thus, to reduce the computational complexity, a suboptimal low-complexity approach
is proposed. In this approach, the joint adjustment of the weighting parameters is
separated and performed iteratively as follows:
First, the relay transceive filter is initialized assuming all weighting parameters vk,t = 1,
k = 1, 2, ..., K, t = 2, 3, ..., N. Furthermore, the achievable data rates Cl,k given by
Cl,k =

M
X

Cl,k,m,

(5.38)

m=1

with Cl,k,m of (5.10) are computed.
Secondly, the weighting parameters are adjusted to increase the achievable
sum rate (5.12).
Considering the achievable data rates (5.38), the index
kmin,l = arg min Cl,k which corresponds to the data rate Cl,kmin,l which limits the sum
∀k∈Sl

rate is determined for each Tx signal sl , l = 1, 2, ..., K. Furthermore, the index
kmax,l = arg max Cl,k which corresponds to the maximum of the achievable data rates
∀k∈Sl

Cl,kmax,l is determined for each Tx signal sl . Using the computed indices, the precise
steps to adjust the weighting parameters are as follows:
• For
the
MC
signals
of
group
g
with
the
indices
l = 2 + (g − 1)N, 3 + (g − 1)N, ..., gN, vkmin,l ,l−j with j = 1 + (g − 1)N is
increased by the same value than vkmax,l ,l−j is decreased until
vkmin,l ,l−j > 2 − δ or

vkmax,l ,l−j < δ,

(5.39a)
(5.39b)
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or until
Cl,kmax,l − ǫ < Cl,kmin,l < Cl,kmax,l + ǫ,

(5.40)

where ǫ can be selected according to the required accuracy and where 0 < δ < 1
ensures that the MSE for this direction of transmission has a sufficient impact on
the considered MMSE based relay transceive filter design. In this thesis, δ = 0.05
is selected based on numerical results. If vkmin,l ,l−j > 2 − δ, vkmax,l ,l−j is decreased
until either (5.39b) or (5.40) is fulfilled. If vkmax,l ,l−j < δ, vkmin,l ,l−j is increased
until either (5.39a) or (5.40) is fulfilled.
• For the UC signal of group g with the index l = 1 + (g − 1)N, vkmin,l ,kmin,l is
increased by the same value than vkmax,l ,kmax,l is decreased until
vkmin,l kmin,l > 2 − δ or

vkmax,l ,kmax,l < δ,

(5.41a)
(5.41b)

or until (5.40) is fulfilled. If vkmin,l ,kmin,l > 2 − δ, vkmax,l ,kmax,l is decreased until
either (5.41b) or (5.40) is fulfilled. If vkmax,l ,kmax,l < δ, vkmin,l ,kmin,l is increased
until either (5.41a) or (5.40) is fulfilled.

To adjust the weighting parameters, the bisection method can be applied. The relay
transceive filter is recalculated after each update of the weighting parameters. Furthermore, the achievable data rates Cl,k (5.38) are recalculated after each update of the
relay transceive filter.
Thirdly, the second step is repeated for a finite number of times considering the updated
weighting parameters. The number of repetitions depends on the required accuracy
and in this thesis, three repetitions are considered.

5.4.3

Network Coded Joint Processing (NCJP) Transmit
Strategy

In this section, the NCJP Tx strategy is introduced. The proposed NCJP Tx strategy
exploits ANC and efficiently combines the spatial processing capabilities of RS and the
temporal processing capabilities of the nodes. To exchange all messages in N − 1 BC
phases, different linear combinations of the transmitted signals have to be received at
each node in each BC phase. The proposed NCJP Tx strategy is based on retransmitting spatially processed linear combinations of all received signals such that the
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spatial processing capabilities of RS are utilized efficiently and the temporal processing capabilities of the nodes can be exploited. In the following, the desired signals, the
suppressed signals, the SKISs and the RMSs at the nodes are introduced.
First, the desired signals at the nodes in each BC phase are considered. Similar to
the Tx strategies presented in [AK10a, AK11a], it is proposed that the signal smg,t ,
termed MC signal, is desired at all nodes Sk , Sk+1 ,...,Smg,t −1 ,Smg,t +1 ,...,Sk+N −1 of group
g in time slot t, where mg,t is the index of the MC signal for group g in time slot t,
k = 1 + (g − 1)N. This MC signal changes in each BC phase and the indices of the
different MC signals are contained in the vector mg = (mg,2 , ..., mg,N ). Additionally,
it is proposed that the transmit signal sug , termed UC signal, is desired at node Smg,t ,
where ug is the index of the UC signal of group g, ug 6= mg,t ∀t. The UC signal is the
same in all BC phases. To summarize, the index of the desired signal at node Sj in
time slot t is given by
lj,t =



ug if j = mg,t ,
mg,t if j 6= mg,t ,

(5.42)

where j = k, k + 1, ..., k + N − 1. The selection of the MC and the UC signals for each
group is described at the end of this section. Due to changing the MC signal in each
BC phase, every transmit signal sj,c is desired at each node of group g in one of the
BC phases neglecting node Sj which transmits this signal. Using this approach, the
Tx power at RS is focused on as few signals as possible because only one MC and one
UC signal are desired at all nodes of group g in each BC phase. For the retransmission
of the desired signals, ANC is exploited because instead of spatially separating both
desired signals as considered in [AK10a, AK11a], the desired UC and MC signals are
spatially superimposed in each BC phase and the individual signals are recovered by
utilizing the temporal processing capabilities of the nodes.
Secondly, the suppressed signals are considered. For the NCJP Tx strategy, one signal
within each group is considered as a suppressed signal in each BC phase. The consideration of one suppressed signal within each group increases the temporal processing
gain at the nodes in case of N > 2 because it reduces the linear dependencies between
the retransmitted signals of the different BC phases. Suppressing more than one signal
or all remaining signals as considered in [AK10a, AK11a] is not beneficial because it
would reduce the temporal processing gain and would require more antennas at RS for
spatially separating desired and suppressed signals. Thus, it is proposed that only one
signal sog,t is considered as suppressed signal at each node within group g in time slot
t, where og,t is the index of the suppressed signal. Additionally, the transmit signals
of the nodes which belong to other groups have to be suppressed. Thus, the indices of
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the suppressed signals at node Sj in time slot t are given by
oj,t = [1, 2, ..., k − 1, og,t, k + N, ..., K] ,

(5.43)

where j = k, k +1, ..., k +N −1 and k = 1+(g −1)N. The suppressed signal within each
group sog,t changes in each time slot and the indices of the suppressed signals within
each group are contained in the vector og = (og,2, ..., og,N ), ug 6= og,t 6= mg,t ∀t = 2, ..., N.
The selection of the indices og,t for each group g and each time slot t is described at
the end of this section.
Thirdly, the SKISs are considered. Considering the nodes of group g, sj,c is considered
as self-interference at node Sj in time slot t if j 6= og,t , where j = k, k + 1, ..., k + N − 1
with k = 1 + (g − 1)N. Known-interference signals are not considered for the NCJP
Tx strategy. Thus, the indices of the SKISs at node Sj are given by

∅ if j = og,t ,
(5.44)
SKIS j,t =
{j} if j 6= og,t .
Fourthly, the RMSs at the nodes are considered. The signal sr is considered as RMS
at node Sj in time slot t if
{r} ∩ {lj,t , oj,t, j} = ∅ for j 6= og,t ,

{r} ∩ {lj,t , oj,t} = ∅ for j = og,t ,

(5.45a)
(5.45b)

where j = k, k + 1, ..., k + N − 1 and k = 1 + (g − 1)N. The proposed approach
exploits ANC and instead of spatially separating the RMSs from the desired signals as
considered in [AK10a, AK11a], spatially processed linear combinations of these signals
are retransmitted by RS in each BC phase.
An exemplary overview of the proposed NCJP Tx strategy is given in Table 5.2 for a
scenario consisting of G = 1 group with N = 4 nodes. At node Sk , the signal sk is
self-interference. Thus, it is not shown in Table 5.2 because it can be perfectly canceled
before performing temporal Rx processing. In this example, the UC signal s1 is desired
at node St in time slot t which is marked by u in the table. Furthermore, the MC
signal sm1,t is desired at the remaining nodes in each time slot which is marked by m
in the table. Additionally, the signal so1,t is considered as suppressed signal at each
node in time slot t. The suppressed signal is marked by o in the table. The RMSs
which are only considered with respect to the power constraint at RS in each BC phase
are marked by ∗. The individual signals are recovered at the nodes by performing
joint temporal Rx processing over the received signals of all BC phases as described in
Section 5.3.2.
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Table 5.2. Proposed NCJP Tx strategy for a multi-way group of N = 4 nodes, u1 = 1,
m1 = (2, 3, 4), o1 = (3, 4, 2).
t
2
3
4

signals at S1
s2 s3 s4
m o ∗
∗ m o
o ∗ m

signals at S2
s1 s3 s4
u o ∗
∗ m o
∗ ∗ m

signals at S3
s2 s1 s4
m ∗ ∗
∗ u o
o ∗ m

signals at S4
s2 s3 s1
m o ∗
∗ m ∗
o ∗ u

For the NCJP Tx strategy, the weighting parameters vk,t which have been considered
for the computation of the relay transceive filter in Section 5.3.4 are computed as
described for the NCMW Tx strategy in Section 5.4.2. The only difference which has
to be considered is that the indices of the UC and of the MC signals are different for
the NCJP Tx strategy compared to the NCMW Tx strategy. Thus, the indices of the
corresponding weighting parameters are also different which has to be considered.

SIC Decoding Order
To exploit the SIC capabilities of the nodes for the relay transceive filter design, a
fixed decoding order is required. For the proposed NCJP Tx strategy, the following
decoding order is proposed.
First, the UC signal is decoded at the nodes which receive the UC signal as a desired
signal in one of the BC phases because due to not suppressing the UC signal in any of
the BC phases, the average receive power of the UC signal is higher than that of any
MC signal over all BC phases. Furthermore, the UC signal interferes with every MC
signal because it is either considered as desired signal, as SKIS or as RMS within each
group for the spatial processing at RS.
Secondly, the different MC signals are decoded at all nodes. The different MC signals are received equally strong on average. However, the signal to interference ratio
increases on average in each decoding step which increases the achievable data rates.
Thus, it is proposed that the decoding order of the MC signals should be equal at all
nodes because the minimum over all maximum achievable data rates from one node to
all other nodes within the same group limits the maximum achievable multi-way rate
(5.11). Thus, it is proposed that the MC signals are decoded in decreasing order of the
respective indices of the transmitting nodes.
In summary, the decoding order for nodes Sj , j 6= ug , is
qj,c = (ug , a, b, ..., c),

(5.46)
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where gN ≥ a > b > c ≥ 1 + (g − 1)N, {a, b, ..., c} ∩ {j, ug } = ∅ describe the indices of
the nodes in decreasing order excluding j and ug . For node Sug , the decoding order is
qug = (a, b, ..., c),

(5.47)

where gN ≥ a > b > c ≥ 1 + (g − 1)N, {a, b, ..., c} ∩ {ug } = ∅.
Thus, the subset SIC l,j , which is considered
ence power, is given by

(j, qj,1 , qj,2 , ..., qj,N −1−l+k )




(j,
qj,1 , qj,2 , ..., qj,N −2−l+k )




(j)

SIC l,j = (j, ug , qj,2 , qj,3, ..., qj,N −2−l+k )


(j, ug , qj,2 , qj,3, ..., qj,N −1−l+k )




(j, ug , qj,2 , qj,3, ..., qj,N −1−l+k )



(j, ug , qj,2, qj,3, ..., qj,N −l+k )

in (5.8) to compute the expected interfer-

if
if
if
if
if
if
if

j
j
j
j

j = ug and l > j,
j = ug and l < j,
j 6= ug and l = ug ,
6= ug and l < ug and l
6= ug and l > ug and l
6= ug and l < ug and l
6= ug and l > ug and l

< j,
< j,
> j,
> j,

(5.48)

where qj,i is the ith element of qj using (5.46) and (5.47) and where l = k, k + 1, ..., k +
N − 1 is the index of the transmit signal which shall be estimated at Sj , l 6= j.

Selection of UC signal
The selection of the UC signals sug has an impact on the achievable data rates. To
determine the UC signal sug which has to be selected to achieve the highest sum rate,
an exhaustive search over the signals transmitted by all nodes within each group has to
be performed. However, this has a high computational complexity. Thus, a suboptimal
low-complexity approach is proposed which is based on the cross-correlations between
the different channels Hj over which the signals sj are transmitted from the nodes of
group g to RS, j = k, k + 1, ..., k + N − 1 with k = 1 + (g − 1)N. The intention of
the suboptimal approach is to select a UC signal which is transmitted over a channel
which is highly correlated with all other channels of group g because the UC signal is
either considered as desired signal, as SKIS or as RMS within each group for the relay
transceive filter design. The sum of the cross-correlations between the channel Hj and
all other channels within group g is given by
cj =

k+N
X−1
l=k

2
||HH
j Hl ||F
.
H
||HH
j Hj ||F ||Hl Hl ||F

(5.49)

Using these cross-correlations, the index ug of the UC signal of group g is determined
according to ug = arg max cj .
j
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Selection of MC and suppressed signals
The selection of the MC signals smg,t with respect to the selection of the suppressed
signals sog,t influences the achievable MSE of (5.18a) and thus, influences the achievable
data rates. Thus, an approach to obtain a suitable sorting of mg and og which contain
the indices of the signals which should be multicasted and suppressed within group g,
respectively, is introduced. To achieve a low MSE for the MC signal, the correlation
between the channel Hmg,t over which the MC signal is transmitted from Smg,t to RS
and the channel Hog,t over which the suppressed signal sog,t is transmitted from Sog,t
to RS should be as low as possible in each BC phase. Without loss of generality, it is
proposed to keep the sorting of og fixed and to change the sorting of mg to achieve low
correlations. Thus, mg can be sorted according to
mg = arg min
mg

N
X
t=2

2
||HH
mg,t Hog,t ||F

H
||HH
mg,t Hmg,t ||F ||Hog,t Hog,t ||F

.

(5.50)

To obtain the sorting of mg which minimizes (5.50) is a combinatorial problem. Thus,
a stepwise low-complexity algorithm is proposed to obtain a suitable sorting of mg for
the proposed NCJP Tx strategy as follows:

1) Define a set NMC which contains all indices of mg .
2) For t = 2 to t = N:
2
||HH
mi Hog,t ||F
,
H
mi Hmi ||F ||Hog,t Hog,t ||F

Set mg,t = arg min ||HH
mi

mi ∈ NMC , i = 2, 3, ..., N.

3) Remove mg,t from the set NMC .
4) If mg,N = og,N , perform a reallocation for mg,N :
Set a = arg min ||HH
i

2
||HH
mg,i Hog,N ||F

H
mg,i Hmg,i ||F ||Hog,N Hog,N ||F

Set b = mg,a , mg,a = mg,N and mg,N = b.

5.5

, i = 2, 3, ..., N − 1,

Performance Analysis

In this section, the performances of the Tx strategies presented in Section 5.4 are
investigated through numerical simulations considering the filter designs presented in
Section 5.3. All channels are assumed to be i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels with zeromean and unit variance and the noise variances at the nodes and at RS are assumed
2
to be equal, i.e., σn,RS
= σn2 . All simulation results are averaged over 1000 independent
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channel realizations. The maximum Tx power at RS is set to be equal to the maximum
Tx power at node S1 , i.e., PRS = Pnode . The ratio between the maximum Tx power
Pnode at the nodes and the noise level σn2 is termed average SNR.
For the numerical simulations, four different configurations of the multi-group multiway relaying scenario are investigated. In configurations A, B and C, a single-group
multi-way relaying scenario is considered, i.e., G = 1. In configurations A and B,
N = 4 nodes are considered. In configuration A, each node is equipped with M = 1
antenna and in configuration B each node is equipped with M = 2 antennas. In
configuration C, N = 10 nodes are considered and each node is equipped with M = 1
antenna. In configuration D, a multi-group multi-way relaying scenario is considered.
In this configuration, G = 2 groups with N = 4 single-antenna nodes per group
are considered, i.e., M = 1. These four configurations are investigated because they
enable a comprehensive comparison of the proposed filter designs and the proposed Tx
strategies with other state of the art approaches.
For performance comparison, the following approaches are considered.

• MMSE-SIC: joint temporal Rx processing approach of [CZ12] considering random beamforming at RS,
• U/MC:ZF: hybrid uni-/multicasting Tx strategy of [AK11a] considering a ZF
filter at RS,
• U/MC:MMSE: hybrid uni-/multicasting Tx strategy of [AK11a] considering an
MMSE filter at RS,
• NCMW: proposed NCMW Tx strategy of Section 5.4.2 considering the proposed
WMMSE-ANC relay transceive filter of Section 5.3.4 and the spatial filters at
the nodes of Section 5.3.3,
• NCMW-Joint: proposed NCMW Tx strategy of Section 5.4.2 considering the
joint spatial filter design approach at nodes and at RS of Section 5.3.5,
• NCJP: proposed NCJP Tx strategy of Section 5.4.3 considering the proposed
WMMSE-ANC relay transceive filter of Section 5.3.4, the spatial filters at the
nodes of Section 5.3.3 and the temporal Rx filters at the nodes of Section 5.3.2,
• NCJP-Joint: proposed NCJP Tx strategy of Section 5.4.3 considering the joint
spatial filter design approach at nodes and at RS of Section 5.3.5 and the temporal
Rx filters at the nodes of Section 5.3.2.
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Figure 5.5. Average achievable sum rates versus average SNR for configuration A
considering L = 4 antennas at RS.

Fig. 5.5 shows the average achievable sum rates versus the average SNR for configuration A. For these simulations, L = 4 antennas at RS are assumed. For all approaches,
the achievable sum rate increases for increasing the average SNR. The approaches which
are based on the proposed NCMW and NCJP Tx strategies, i.e., NCMW, NCMWJoint, NCJP and NCJP-Joint, outperform all other approaches over the entire SNR
range. MMSE-SIC benefits less from an increase of the average receive SNR at RS
than the other approaches because random beamforming is considered at RS. The performance of U/MC:ZF improves compared to the U/MC:MMSE and MMSE-SIC for
increasing the average SNR because the impact of the noise enhancement due to the
spatial separation of all signals at RS decreases. The approaches which are based on
the NCJP Tx strategy perform slightly better than the approaches which are based
on the NCMW Tx strategy for low average SNRs because more signals are considered
as suppressed signals for the NCMW Tx strategy and thus, more signals have to be
spatially separated at RS. For an average SNR of 10dB, the gains of the proposed
NCJP-Joint approach compared to U/MC:MMSE and MMSE-SIC are approximately
62% and 106%, respectively.
Figure 5.6 shows the average achievable sum rates versus the number L of antennas
at RS for configuration A. For these simulations, the average SNR is 15dB. For all
approaches, the achievable sum rate increases for increasing the number L of antennas at RS. To spatially separate the received signals at RS, L ≥ N antennas are
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Figure 5.6. Average achievable sum rates versus number L of antennas at RS for
configuration A considering an average SNR of 15dB.

required. Thus, the U/MC:ZF approach of [AK11a] starts from L = 4 antennas.
For U/MC:MMSE of [AK11a], a solution can be obtained for all L due to an MMSE
based separation of the signals. However, for L < 4 antennas at RS, the performance of the U/MC:MMSE approach is worse than the performance of the MMSESIC approach of [CZ12] because the U/MC:MMSE approach does not exploit the joint
temporal Rx processing capabilities of the nodes. For L > 4 antennas at RS, the
U/MC:MMSE approach performs better than the MMSE-SIC approach of [CZ12] because the U/MC:MMSE approach exploits the spatial processing capabilities of RS.

The approaches NCMW-Joint and NCJP-Joint, outperform all other approaches because the NCMW Tx strategy efficiently exploits the self-interference cancellation and
the SIC capabilities of the nodes and the NCJP Tx strategy additionally exploits
the joint temporal Rx processing capabilities of the nodes. The performance gains of
NCMW, NCMW-Joint, NCJP and NCJP-Joint increase compared to U/MC:MMSE
for decreasing the number L of antennas at RS, e.g., the gain of NCJP-Joint compared
to U/MC:MMSE is approximately 33% for L = 5 and 91% for L = 3 antennas at
RS. The performance gains of NCMW, NCMW-Joint, NCJP and NCJP-Joint increase
compared to MMSE-SIC of [CZ12] for an increasing number L of antennas at RS because the proposed Tx strategies efficiently utilize the spatial processing capabilities
of RS, e.g., the gain of NCJP-Joint compared to MMSE-SIC is approximately 60% for
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L = 3 and 101% for L = 5 antennas at RS. For L < 4 antennas at RS, the NCJP
approach performs better than the NCMW approach and for L < 3 antennas at RS,
the NCJP-Joint approach performs better than the NCMW-Joint approach because
the gain of additionally exploiting the joint temporal Rx processing capabilities of the
nodes is higher for a low number L of antennas at RS. The gain of considering a joint
spatial filter design for the proposed Tx strategies decreases for increasing the number
L of antennas at RS, e.g., the gain of NCJP-Joint compared to NCJP is approximately
27% for L = 3 and 19% for L = 5 antennas at RS.
Due to efficiently combining the spatial processing capabilities of RS with the temporal
processing capabilities of the nodes, the approach NCJP-Joint requires two antennas
less at RS than the U/MC:MMSE approach to achieve approximately the same sum
rate.
Figure 5.7 shows the average achievable sum rates versus the number L of antennas at RS for configuration B. For these simulations, the average SNR is 15dB.
For all approaches, the achievable sum rate increases for increasing the number L
of antennas at RS. To spatially separate the received signals at RS, L ≥ NM antennas are required. Thus, the U/MC:ZF approach of [AK11a] starts from L = 8
antennas. For U/MC:MMSE of [AK11a], a solution can be obtained for all L due
to an MMSE based separation of the signals. However, for L < 8 antennas at RS,
the performance of the U/MC:MMSE approach is worse than the performance of the
MMSE-SIC approach of [CZ12] because the U/MC:MMSE approach does not exploit
the joint temporal Rx processing capabilities of the nodes. For L > 8 antennas at RS,
the U/MC:MMSE approach performs better than the MMSE-SIC approach of [CZ12]
because the U/MC:MMSE approach exploits the spatial processing capabilities of RS.
The approaches NCMW-Joint and NCJP-Joint outperform all other approaches because the NCMW Tx strategy efficiently exploits the self-interference cancellation and
the SIC capabilities of the nodes and the NCJP Tx strategy additionally exploits the
joint temporal Rx processing capabilities of the nodes. The performance gains of the
approaches which are based on the proposed NCMW and NCJP Tx strategies increase
compared to U/MC:MMSE for decreasing the number L of antennas at RS, e.g., the
gain of NCJP-Joint compared to U/MC:MMSE is approximately 40% for L = 10 and
111% for L = 6 antennas at RS. For L ≤ 6, the performance of NCMW is worse than
the performance of MMSE-SIC due to not exploiting the joint temporal Rx processing
capabilities of the nodes. The performance gains of NCMW, NCMW-Joint, NCJP and
NCJP-Joint increase compared to MMSE-SIC for an increasing number L of antennas
at RS because the proposed Tx strategies efficiently utilize the spatial processing capabilities of RS, e.g., the gain of NCJP-Joint compared to MMSE-SIC is approximately
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Figure 5.7. Average achievable sum rates versus number L of antennas at RS for
configuration B considering an average SNR of 15dB.

47% for L = 6 and 82% for L = 10 antennas at RS. For L < 9 antennas at RS, the
NCJP approach performs better than the NCMW approach and for L < 7 antennas
at RS, the NCJP-Joint approach performs better than the NCMW-Joint approach because the gain of additionally exploiting the joint temporal Rx processing capabilities
of the nodes is higher for a low number L of antennas at RS. The gain of considering a joint spatial filter design for the proposed Tx strategies decreases for increasing
the number L of antennas at RS, e.g., the gain of NCJP-Joint compared to NCJP is
approximately 27% for L = 6 and 23% for L = 10 antennas at RS.
Due to efficiently combining the spatial processing capabilities of RS with the temporal
processing capabilities of the nodes, the approach NCJP-Joint requires four antennas
less at RS than the U/MC:MMSE approach to achieve approximately the same sum
rate. This number has doubled compared to the performance results for configuration
A because in configuration B, the nodes are equipped with M = 2 antennas whereas
the nodes are equipped with M = 1 antenna in configuration A. If the nodes are
equipped with more antennas, the gain of performing a joint spatial filter design and
the gain of performing joint temporal Rx processing increases.
Figure 5.8 shows the average achievable sum rates versus the number L of antennas
at RS for configuration C. For these simulations, the average SNR is 15dB. For all
approaches, the achievable sum rate increases for increasing the number L of anten-
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Figure 5.8. Average achievable sum rates versus number L of antennas at RS for
configuration C considering an average SNR of 15dB.

nas at RS. To spatially separate the received signals at RS, L ≥ NM antennas are
required. Thus, the U/MC:ZF approach of [AK11a] starts from L = 10 antennas.
For U/MC:MMSE of [AK11a], a solution can be obtained for all L due to an MMSE
based separation of the signals. However, for L < 10 antennas at RS, the performance of the U/MC:MMSE approach is worse than the performance of the MMSESIC approach of [CZ12] because the U/MC:MMSE approach does not exploit the joint
temporal Rx processing capabilities of the nodes. For L > 10 antennas at RS, the
U/MC:MMSE approach performs better than the MMSE-SIC approach of [CZ12] because the U/MC:MMSE approach exploits the spatial processing capabilities of RS.

For L ≥ 9 antennas at RS, the NCJP and the NCMW approach perform worse than the
MMSE-SIC approach of [CZ12] because the considered WMMSE-ANC relay transceive
filter has to cope with N − 1 = 9 different channel rotations to retransmit the desired
MC signal in each BC phase. This degrades the performance of the proposed WMMSEANC relay transceive filter design. The NCJP-Joint and the NCMW-Joint approaches
overcome this problem because a joint spatial filter design is considered and thus, the
spatial Rx filters at the nodes compensate the different channel rotations. If more nodes
N per group are considered, the gain of performing a joint spatial filter design increases.
Due to efficiently combining the spatial processing capabilities of RS with the temporal
processing capabilities of the nodes, the NCJP-Joint approach outperforms all other
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approaches for L < 8 antennas at RS. For L > 8 antennas at RS, the NCMW-Joint
approach outperforms the NCJP-Joint approach because for high number L > 8 of
antennas at RS, the NCMW-Joint approach exploits the spatial processing capabilities
of RS better than the NCJP-Joint approach.
The approach NCJP-Joint requires five to six antennas less at RS than the
U/MC:MMSE approach to achieve approximately the same sum rate. This number
has approximately tripled compared to the performance results for configuration A
because in configuration C, N − 1 = 9 BC phases are considered to perform the
communications whereas N − 1 = 3 BC phases are considered in configuration A. If
more BC phases are considered, the gain of performing joint temporal Rx processing
increases.
The gain of NCJP-Joint compared to MMSE-SIC increases for increasing the number
L of antennas at RS, e.g., the gain is approximately 27% for L = 4 and 68% for L = 8
antennas at RS. Furthermore, the gain of NCJP-Joint compared to U/MC:MMSE
decreases for increasing the number L of antennas at RS, e.g., the gain is approximately
331% for L = 4 and 85% for L = 10 antennas at RS. Moreover, the gain of NCMWJoint compared to MMSE-SIC increases for increasing the number L of antennas at
RS, e.g., the gain is approximately 12% for L = 5 and 96% for L = 10 antennas at RS.
Figure 5.9 shows the average achievable sum rates versus the number L of antennas at
RS for configuration D. For these simulations, the average SNR is 15dB. The approach
MMSE-SIC achieves the worst performance because this approach does not enable a
spatial separation of multiple groups and thus, the interferences between the different
groups limit the achievable data rates. For all other approaches, the achievable sum
rate increases for increasing the number L of antennas at RS. To spatially separate the
received signals at RS, L ≥ K antennas are required. Thus, the U/MC:ZF approach
of [AK11a] starts from L = 8 antennas. For U/MC:MMSE of [AK11a], a solution can
be obtained for all L due to an MMSE based separation of the signals.
The approaches which are based on the proposed NCMW and NCJP Tx strategies,
i.e., NCMW, NCMW-Joint, NCJP and NCJP-Joint, outperform all other approaches
because the NCMW Tx strategy efficiently exploits the self-interference cancellation
and the SIC capabilities of the nodes and the NCJP Tx strategy additionally exploits
the joint temporal Rx processing capabilities of the nodes. The performance gains of
NCMW, NCMW-Joint, NCJP and NCJP-Joint, increase compared to U/MC:MMSE
for decreasing the number L of antennas at RS, e.g., the gain of NCJP-Joint compared
to U/MC:MMSE is approximately 31% for L = 10 and 108% for L = 6 antennas
at RS. For L < 8 antennas at RS, the NCJP approach performs better than the
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Figure 5.9. Average achievable sum rates versus number L of antennas at RS for
configuration D considering an average SNR of 15dB.

NCMW approach and for L < 7 antennas at RS, the NCJP-Joint approach performs
better than the NCMW-Joint approach because the gain of additionally exploiting the
joint temporal Rx processing capabilities of the nodes is higher for a low number L of
antennas at RS. The gain of considering a joint spatial filter design for the proposed
Tx strategies decreases for increasing the numbers L of antennas at RS, e.g., the gain
of NCJP-Joint compared to NCJP is approximately 29% for L = 6 and 19% for L = 10
antennas at RS.
Due to efficiently combining the spatial processing capabilities of RS with the temporal
processing capabilities of the nodes, the approach NCJP-Joint requires two to three
antennas less at RS than the U/MC:MMSE approach to achieve approximately the
same sum rate. This is similar as in configuration A because N = 4 single antenna
nodes per group are considered in both configurations.
To summarize, the proposed NCJP Tx strategy combined with the proposed joint
spatial filter design between the relay transceive filter and the Rx filters of nodes
significantly outperforms the state of the art approaches. The proposed NCJP Tx
strategy efficiently combines the spatial processing capabilities of RS with the temporal
processing capabilities of the nodes by utilizing ANC. Furthermore, the transceive filter
at RS exploits the self-interference cancellation, the SIC and the temporal processing
capabilities of the nodes. An overview of selected performance gains of the proposed
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NCJP-Joint approach compared to the approaches U/MC:MMSE and MMSE-SIC is
presented in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3. Selected performance gains of the proposed NCJP-Joint approach.
Config.
A
A
A
A
B
B
C
C
C
C
D
D

SNR
5dB
5dB
15dB
15dB
15dB
15dB
15dB
15dB
15dB
15dB
15dB
15dB

L
4
4
4
4
8
8
5
5
10
10
6
8

Conv. Approach
U/MC:MMSE
MMSE-SIC
U/MC:MMSE
MMSE-SIC
U/MC:MMSE
MMSE-SIC
U/MC:MMSE
MMSE-SIC
U/MC:MMSE
MMSE-SIC
U/MC:MMSE
U/MC:MMSE

Proposed Approach
NCJP-Joint
NCJP-Joint
NCJP-Joint
NCJP-Joint
NCJP-Joint
NCJP-Joint
NCJP-Joint
NCJP-Joint
NCJP-Joint
NCJP-Joint
NCJP-Joint
NCJP-Joint

Perf. Gain
76%
132%
53%
86%
68%
68%
310%
38%
85%
85%
108%
56%
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Chapter 6
Summary and Outlook
6.1

Summary

In this thesis, different filter design approaches and different Tx strategies are proposed
for non-regenerative cellular multi-user two-way relaying, multi-pair two-way relaying
and multi-group multi-way relaying.
In Chapter 1, the concept of multi-antenna two-hop relaying is introduced and an
overview of the state of the art is presented. Based on that, the open issues are identified
and formulated. Afterwards, the main contributions of this thesis are summarized and
an overview of this thesis is provided.
In Chapter 2, the considered scenarios are briefly described and the assumptions which
are valid throughout this thesis are introduced.
In Chapter 3, a non-regenerative cellular multi-user two-way relaying scenario is investigated considering half-duplex multi-antenna nodes and a half-duplex multi-antenna
relay station. To investigate this scenario, a system model is introduced which considers that the nodes can perform self-interference cancellation and SIC. Furthermore,
ADR requirements are introduced to consider that the required data rates in downlink are typically different than the required data rates in uplink. Due to the high
computational complexity of maximizing the sum rate under the considered ADR requirements, a problem decomposition is proposed and based on this decomposition,
suboptimal low-complexity approaches are introduced to design the Tx and Rx filters
of the nodes, to design the relay transceive filter, to adjust the Tx powers of the nodes
and to adjust the numbers of simultaneously transmitted data streams of the nodes.
For the Tx and Rx filter design at the nodes, MMSE based Rx filters are introduced
and an analytical solution for a SIC aware weighted MMSE based Tx filter of the
base station is derived. For the relay transceive filter design, an analytical solution
for a weighted self-interference cancellation and SIC aware relay transceive filter is derived which exploits that the signals transmitted by the mobile stations can be jointly
processed at the base station. The derived filters can be adjusted via the considered
weighting parameters. Furthermore, a joint approach for designing the Tx and Rx
filters at the nodes together with the proposed self-interference cancellation and SIC
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aware relay transceive filter is introduced based on performing an alternating optimization between the different filters. Moreover, two Tx strategies are proposed to tackle
the ADR requirements. The PA Tx strategy adjusts the Tx powers of the nodes and
the Tx power distributions at the base station and at RS via the considered weighting
parameters to fulfill the ADR requirements. The SA Tx strategy performs a subcarrier
allocation to adjust the numbers of simultaneously transmitted data streams. Additionally, it adjusts the Tx powers of the nodes and the Tx power distributions at the
base station and at RS to fulfill the ADR requirements. By numerical results, it is
shown that the proposed Tx strategies combined with the proposed joint filter design
approach significantly outperform conventional approaches. For instance, for the considered configurations, the proposed approaches require up to three antennas less at
RS than conventional approaches to achieve the same sum rate. Considering the same
number of antennas at RS, the proposed approaches achieve significantly higher sum
rates than the conventional approaches. Moreover, for low numbers of antennas at RS
and if the required data rates in downlink are higher than the required data rates in
uplink, the proposed SA Tx strategy outperforms the proposed PA Tx strategy due to
performing a subcarrier allocation.

In Chapter 4, a non-regenerative multi-pair two-way relaying scenario is investigated
considering half-duplex multi-antenna nodes and a half-duplex multi-antenna relay
station. To investigate this scenario, a system model is introduced which considers
that the nodes can perform self-interference cancellation and SIC. Furthermore, ADR
requirements are introduced to consider that the required data rates are typically different for each direction of transmission. Due to the high computational complexity
of maximizing the sum rate under the considered ADR requirements, a problem decomposition is proposed and based on this decomposition, suboptimal low-complexity
approaches are introduced to design the Tx and Rx filters of the nodes, to design the
relay transceive filter, to adjust the Tx powers of the nodes and to adjust the numbers
of simultaneously transmitted data streams of the nodes. For the Tx and Rx filter
design at the nodes, two different approaches are proposed. The local Tx and Rx filter
design at each node is based on the channel between the node and RS. The global Tx
and Rx filter design at each node is based on taking all channels between the nodes
and RS into account. For the relay transceive filter design, an analytical solution for a
weighted self-interference cancellation and SIC aware relay transceive filter is derived
which spatially separates the communications of different pairs. Furthermore, two Tx
strategies are proposed to tackle the ADR requirements. The PA Tx strategy adjusts
the Tx powers of the nodes and the Tx power distribution at RS to fulfill the ADR
requirements. The OS Tx strategy performs an optimization of the numbers of simultaneously transmitted data streams. Additionally, it adjusts the Tx powers of the nodes
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and the Tx power distribution at RS to fulfill the ADR requirements. By numerical
results, it is shown that the proposed OS Tx strategy combined with the proposed
global Tx and Rx filter design at the nodes and the proposed WMMSE-SIC transceive
filter at RS significantly outperforms conventional approaches. For instance, for the
considered configurations, the proposed approach requires up to three antennas less at
RS than conventional approaches to achieve the same sum rate. Considering the same
number of antennas at RS, the proposed approach achieves significantly higher sum
rates than the conventional approaches.

In Chapter 5, a non-regenerative multi-group multi-way relaying scenario is investigated considering half-duplex multi-antenna nodes and a half-duplex multi-antenna
relay station. To investigate this scenario, a system model is introduced which considers that the nodes can perform self-interference cancellation, SIC and joint temporal
Rx processing over multiple BC phases. Due to the high computational complexity
of maximizing the sum rate, a problem decomposition is proposed and based on this
decomposition, suboptimal low-complexity approaches are introduced to select the signals which are retransmitted in each BC phase, to design the relay transceive filter, to
design the spatial Rx filters of the nodes and to design the temporal Rx filters of the
nodes. To select the signals which are retransmitted in each BC phase, two different Tx
strategies are proposed which utilize ANC to exploit the spatial processing capabilities
of the nodes and of RS as well the capability of the nodes to perform temporal Rx processing over the received signals of the different BC phases. Additionally, the proposed
Tx strategies exploit the capability of the nodes to perform self-interference cancellation and SIC. To design a relay transceive filter which enables an efficient application
of the proposed Tx strategies, an analytical solution for an ANC aware weighted relay
transceive filter is derived. Furthermore, a joint approach for designing the Rx filters
at the nodes together with the proposed ANC aware weighted relay transceive filter
is introduced based on performing an alternating optimization between the different
filters. For the temporal Rx filter design, an MMSE based approach utilizing SIC is
presented. By numerical results, it is shown that the proposed Tx strategies combined
with the proposed joint spatial filter design significantly outperform conventional approaches. For instance, if a single group configuration with ten nodes is considered,
the proposed approaches require up to six antennas less at RS than conventional approaches to achieve the same sum rate. Considering the same number of antennas
at RS, the proposed approaches achieve significantly higher sum rates than the conventional approaches. Moreover, for low numbers of antennas at RS, the proposed
NCJP Tx strategy outperforms the proposed NCMW Tx strategy due to exploiting
the capability of each node to jointly process the received signals of the different BC
phases.

6.2 Outlook
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Outlook

In this thesis, only a limited selection of topics is investigated. In the following, some
additional topics which are closely related to the findings of this thesis are briefly
discussed. For some of these topics, initial investigations have already been carried out
by the author.
In this thesis, perfect CSI is assumed for the computation of the Tx and Rx filters
at the nodes and for the computation of the relay transceive filter. Furthermore, the
considered self-interference cancellation and SIC capabilities of the nodes are based on
considering perfect CSI. However, in realistic scenarios, the channels have to be estimated [HH03]. Thus, the available CSI is not perfect due to estimation errors caused by
noisy measurements, quantization and / or outdated CSI. In [DHK12], non-regenerative
multi-pair two-way relaying with imperfect CSI is investigated by the author considering single antenna nodes. To obtain CSI at RS and at the nodes, a pilot transmission
scheme for multi-pair two-way relaying is proposed. Furthermore, it is assumed that
the nodes can subtract the back-propagated self-interference and the cases of perfect
and imperfect self-interference cancellation are considered. Additionally, a robust selfinterference aware relay transceive filter is introduced which minimizes the mean square
error between the estimated and the transmitted signals if the proposed pilot transmission scheme is applied. This is a first approach for investigating channel estimation
and robust filter design in multi-pair two-way relaying. Future work could extend
the proposed pilot transmission scheme and the proposed robust relay transceive filter
design to cellular multi-user two-way relaying, multi-pair two-way relaying, and multigroup multi-way relaying considering multi-antenna nodes. Furthermore, different pilot
transmission schemes could be investigated and the proposed Tx strategies could be
extended to consider imperfect CSI. Moreover, the overhead caused by pilot assisted
channel estimation could be considered for the development of novel Tx strategies.
In this thesis, all communications between the nodes are performed via RS. However,
if the direct links between the nodes are strong, transmissions could also be performed
via the direct links. However, if two-way relaying is applied, transmissions via the
direct links can no longer be considered due to the half-duplex constraint of the nodes.
Thus, a 3-phase two-way protocol is considered in [LWZ12] which enables direct link
transmissions. However, the achievable sum rate of the 3-phase two-way relaying protocol is worse than the achievable sum rate of conventional two-way relaying for weak
direct links and is worse than the achievable sum rate of pure direct link transmissions
for strong direct links. To overcome this problem, a hybrid approach for combining
non-regenerative MIMO two-way relaying and direct link transmissions is proposed by
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the author in [DHK13]. In [DHK13], a single pair two-way relaying scenario is considered and it is assumed that all nodes are equipped with the same number of antennas.
A TWR/DT time-sharing approach is proposed which combines the transmissions via
two-way relaying and via the direct link using orthogonal resources in time to fulfill the
ADR requirements. Furthermore, a TWR/DT select approach is proposed which performs the bidirectional transmissions either via two-way relaying or via the direct link
depending on which scheme achieves a higher sum rate for the instantaneous channel conditions under the considered ADR requirements. By numerical results, it is
shown that the proposed TWR/DT time-sharing and the proposed TWR/DT select
approach achieve higher sum rates than conventional schemes which are based on either
performing pure two-way relaying or pure direct link transmissions. Future work could
investigate the utilization of the direct links for cellular multi-user two-way relaying,
multi-pair two-way relaying, and multi-group multi-way relaying.
For the multi-group multi-way relaying scenario investigated in this thesis, it is assumed
that all nodes simultaneously transmit in the MAC phase. However, the consideration
of several MAC phases can improve the performance in case of a limited number of
antennas at RS. In future work, only some of the nodes could be selected to simultaneously transmit in the MAC phase, which would simplify the spatial processing
at RS and could improve the performance. Thus, Tx strategies could be developed
which optimize the number of MAC phases and which optimize the selection of the
nodes which simultaneously transmit in each MAC phase. For these Tx strategies,
the WMMSE-ANC relay transceive filter which is proposed in this thesis could be utilized. Furthermore, if only some of the nodes are transmitting in each MAC phase,
transmissions via the direct links between the nodes could be considered. If the temporal Rx processing capabilities of the nodes are exploited, the consideration of direct
link transmissions would reduce the required number of BC phases by one. Thus, Tx
strategies which efficiently utilize direct link transmissions for multi-group multi-way
relaying could be developed.
In this thesis, ADR requirements and multiple subcarriers have not been considered
for the multi-group multi-way relaying scenario. In future work, multiple subcarriers
and ADR requirements could be considered. Thus, a Tx strategy could be proposed
which performs a subcarrier allocation to tackle the ADR requirements. On each
subcarrier, only some of the nodes could be selected to simultaneously transmit in the
MAC phase. This selection could be based on the channel conditions of the nodes and
on the amount of data which each node has to transmit. In the subsequent BC phases,
different linearly processed versions of the received signals could be retransmitted to
all nodes. For such a Tx strategy, the same number of nodes should be selected for
transmission on each subcarrier such that the same number of BC phases is required.
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A.1

Derivation of the Lagrangian Multiplier ηc for
the Tx Filter Design at S1 for Cellular MultiUser Two-Way Relaying

In the following, the derivation of the Lagrangian multiplier ηc , which is considered for
the Tx Filter design at S1 presented in Section 3.3.2.3, is sketched. The derivation of
ηc is based on [Joh04, Ung09]. For the derivation of the Lagrangian multiplier ηc , the
KKT conditions (3.29) are considered, where
∂F (Q1,c , βc , c)
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Using the second KKT condition (3.29b), βc∗ can be written as
βc∗ =

tr (Θc Q1,c VBS )
,
Bc

(A.3)
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with
H
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Now, βc can be inserted in the first KKT condition (3.29a). Afterwards, the condition
can be multiplied by QT
1,c and the trace operator can be applied. Furthermore, the
transpose operation and some algebraic manipulations can be performed, yielding
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Using the third KKT condition (3.29c) the Lagrangian multiplier ηc results in
P
|βc |2 K
k=2 tr (Ak,c )
.
ηc = −
(K − 1)Pnode

A.2

(A.7)

Derivation of the Lagrangian Multiplier ηc for
the WMMSE-SIC Transceive Filter Design at
RS for Cellular Multi-User Two-Way Relaying

In the following, the derivation of the Lagrangian multiplier ηc , which is considered for
the WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter design presented in Section 3.3.3.3, is sketched.
The derivation of ηc is based on [Joh04, Ung09]. For the derivation of the Lagrangian

A.2 Derivation of the Lagrangian Multiplier ηc for the WMMSE-SIC Transceive Filter
Design at RS for Cellular Multi-User Two-Way Relaying
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multiplier ηc , the KKT conditions (3.49) are considered, where
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Using the second KKT condition (3.49b), αc∗ can be written as
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Now, αc can be inserted in the first KKT condition (3.49a). Afterwards, the condition
can be multiplied by GT
c and the trace operator can be applied. Furthermore, the
transpose operation and some algebraic manipulations can be performed, yielding
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Now, using the third KKT condition (3.49c) the Lagrangian multiplier ηc results in
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A.3

Derivation of the Lagrangian Multiplier η for
the WMMSE-SIC Transceive Filter Design at
RS for Multi-Pair Two-Way Relaying

In the following, the derivation of the Lagrangian multiplier η, which is considered for
the WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter design presented in Section 4.3.3.3, is sketched.
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The derivation of η is based on [Joh04, Ung09]. For the derivation of the Lagrangian
multiplier η, the KKT conditions (4.29) are considered, where
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= − tr Dl HT
l GHk Qk
wk
∂α
!
K
X
H ∗ H
+ α∗ tr
Dl H T
l GΥi G Hl Dl
i=1,i6=l

− α∗ tr
∗

+ α tr

mk X
n−1
X

H ∗ H
dl,n HT
l GΥk,m G Hl dl,n

n=2 m=1

σn2 Dl DH
l .

!
(A.15)

Using the second KKT condition (4.29b), α∗ can be written as

PK
T
k=1 wk tr Dl Hl GHk Qk
∗
α =
,
PK
k=1 wk Bk

(A.16)

with

Bk = tr

K
X

H ∗ H
Dl H T
l GΥi G Hl Dl

i=1,i6=l

+ tr

σn2 Dl DH
l



!

− tr

.

mk X
n−1
X

H ∗ H
dl,n HT
l GΥk,m G Hl dl,n

n=2 m=1

!

(A.17)

Now, α can be inserted in the first KKT condition (4.29a). Afterwards, the condition
can be multiplied by GT and the trace operator can be applied. Furthermore, the
transpose operation and some algebraic manipulations can be performed, yielding
η tr GΥGH



= −|α|2 σn2

K
X
k=1


wk tr Dk DH
k .

(A.18)

Now, using the third KKT condition (4.29c) the Lagrangian multiplier η results in

P
H
|α|2 σn2 K
k=1 wk tr Dk Dk
η=−
.
(A.19)
PRS
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A.4

Appendix

Derivation of the Lagrangian Multiplier ηt for
the WMMSE-ANC Transceive Filter Design at
RS for Multi-Group Multi-Way Relaying

In the following, the derivation of the Lagrangian multiplier ηt , which is considered for
the WMMSE-SIC relay transceive filter design presented in Section 5.3.4, is sketched.
The derivation of ηt is based on [Joh04, Ung09]. For the derivation of the Lagrangian
multiplier ηt , the KKT conditions (5.24) are considered, where
∂F (Gt , αt , k, t)
T
T
= − αt Hk,c DT
k,t Qlk,t ,c Hlk,t ,c
∂Gt
∗
H
∗ (k)T
+ |αt |2 Hk,c DT
k,t Dk,t Hk,c Gt Υ

T

∗
H
∗ (ot )
+ |αt |2 Hk,c DT
k,t Dk,t Hk,c Gt Υ

∗
H
∗ 2
+ |αt |2 Hk,c DT
k,t Dk,t Hk,c Gt σn,RS ,

(A.20)

and

∂F (Gt , αt , k, t)
= − tr Dk,t HT
k,c Gt Hlk,t ,c Qlk,t ,c
∂αt

(k) H ∗
H
+ αt∗ tr Dk,tHT
k,c Gt Υ Gt Hk,c Dk,t

(ot ) H ∗
+ αt∗ tr Dk,tHT
Gt Hk,cDH
k,c Gt Υ
k,t

 H
H ∗
2
2
+ αt∗ tr Dk,t HT
k,c Gt Gt Hk,c σn,RS + σn Dk,t .

Using the second KKT condition (5.24b), we can write αt∗ as

PK
T
v
tr
D
H
G
H
Q
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k,t
t
l
,c
l
,c
k,c
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αt∗ =
PK
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(A.22)

where



(k) H ∗
H
T
(ot ) H ∗
bk,t =tr Dk,t HT
Gt Hk,c DH
k,c Gt Υ Gt Hk,c Dk,t + tr Dk,t Hk,c Gt Υ
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 H
H ∗
2
2
+ tr Dk,t HT
(A.23)
k,c Gt Gt Hk,c σn,RS + σn Dk,t .

Now, αt can be inserted in the first KKT condition (5.24a). Afterwards, the condition
can be multiplied by GT and the trace operator can be applied. Furthermore, the
transpose operation and some algebraic manipulations can be performed, yielding
2 2
ηt (tr(Gt ΥGH
t ) = −|αt | σn

K
X
k=1


vk,ttr Dk,tDH
k,t .

(A.24)

Now using the third KKT condition (5.24c), the Lagrangian multiplier ηt results in

P
H
|αt |2 σn2 K
k=1 vk,t tr Dk,t Dk,t
.
(A.25)
ηt = −
PRS
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List of Acronyms
ADR

Asymmetric Data Rate

ANC

Analog Network Coding

AWGN

Additive White Gaussian Noise

BC

Broadcast

CSI

Channel State Information

KKT

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker

M2M

Machine to Machine

MAC

Multiple Access

MIMO

Multiple Input Multiple Output

MMSE

Minimum Mean Square Error

MSE

Mean Square Error

NCJP

Network Coding Joint Processing

NCMW

Network Coding Multi-Way

OFDM

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

OS

Optimized Streams

PA

Power Adapted

RMSs

Remaining Signals

Rx

Receive

SA

Subcarrier Allocation

SIC

Successive Interference Cancellation

SINR

Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ratio

SKISs

Self- and Known-Interference Signals

SNR

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

SVD

Singular Value Decomposition
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List of Acronyms

TDD

Time Division Duplex

TDMA

Time Division Multiple Access

Tx

Transmit

w.l.o.g.

Without Loss of Generality

WMMSE

Weighted Minimum Mean Square Error

WMMSE-ANC Analog Network Coding Aware Weighted Minimum Mean Square
Error
WMMSE-SIC

Self-Interference and Successive Interference Cancellation Aware
Weighted Minimum Mean Square Error

WZF

Weighted Zero-Forcing

ZF

Zero-Forcing

ZFBD

Zero-Forcing Block-Diagonalization
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List of Symbols
arg max y

Returns the value of x that maximizes y

x

arg min y

Returns the value of x that minimizes y

x

αMMSE,c

Factor to fulfill the power constraint at the relay station on subcarrier
c considering the WMMSE relay transceive filter design

αZF,c

Factor to fulfill the power constraint at the relay station on subcarrier
c considering the WZF filter design

αc

Additional receive coefficient at all nodes considered for the WMMSESIC relay transceive filter design on subcarrier c

αt

Additional receive coefficient at all nodes considered for the WMMSESIC relay transceive filter design in time slot t

Al,k

Matrix containing the overall channel coefficients for the transmission
from Sl to Sk during all broadcast phases

βc

Additional receive coefficient at all mobile stations considered for the
transmit filter design at S1

C

Number of subcarriers

C

Set of complex numbers

Cl,k,m,c

Maximum achievable data rate for the mth data stream from Sl to Sk
on subcarrier c

Cl,m

Maximum achievable multi-way rate for the transmission of the mth
data stream from Sl

Ck,l

Maximum achievable data rate for the transmission from Sk to Sl

Ck

Maximum achievable data rate for the transmission from Sk

Csum

Achievable sum rate

CADR,k,l

Maximum achievable data rate for the transmission from Sk to Sl
considering the asymmetric data rate requirements

CADR,sum

Achievable sum rate under the asymmetric data rate requirements

Dk,c

Receive filter of node Sk on subcarrier c

Dk,t

Receive filter of node Sk in time slot t

dk,m,c

mth row vector of Dk,c

D1,k,c

Rows of the receive filter of S1 used to filter the transmit signal of Sk
on subcarrier c

d1,k,m,c

mth row vector of D1,k,c

diag[·]

Returns a block diagonal matrix where the diagonal elements are given
by the square matrices within the brackets
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List of Symbols

diag[·]−1

Returns a vector which consists of the elements of the main diagonal
of the matrix within the brackets

E[·]

Expectation operator

G

Number of groups in the multi-group multi-way relaying scenario

Gc

Relay transceive filter on subcarrier c

Gt

Relay transceive filter in time slot t

Hk,c

Matrix containing the channel coefficients for transmissions from Sk
to the relay station on subcarrier c

HBC,c

Matrix containing the overall channel coefficients for the BC phase on
subcarrier c

HBS,k,m,c

Matrix containing the overall channel coefficients for the transmissions
from all mobile stations to S1 on subcarrier c considering successive
interference cancellation

HMAC,c

Matrix containing the overall channel coefficients for the MAC phase
on subcarrier c

HMS,k,m,c

Matrix containing the overall channel coefficients for the transmission
from S1 to Sk on subcarrier c considering successive interference cancellation

Hov,l,k,t

Matrix containing the overall channel coefficients for the transmission
from Sl to Sk in time slot t

hov,l,k,m,c

Overall channel coefficient for the transmission of the mth data stream
from Sl to Sk on subcarrier c

H̃Rx,j

Receive channel matrix of all nodes not belonging to the j th pair

HTx,k

Receive subchannel of Sk

H̃Tx,j

Transmit channel matrix of all nodes not belonging to the j th pair

HTx,k

Transmit subchannel of Sk

IX

Identity matrix of size X

I1:N,M

First N row vectors of IM

IM,1:N

First N column vectors of IM

K

Number of nodes

L

Number of antennas at the relay station

Mk

Number of antennas at Sk

M

Number of antennas at the nodes excluding the base station

mk,c

Number of simultaneously transmitted data streams of Sk on subcarrier c

mg,t

Index of the multicast signal of group g in time slot t

mg

Vector containing the indices of the multicast signals of group g

MSE1,k,c

Mean square error for the transmission from S2 to Sk on subcarrier c
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MSEk,c

Mean square error for the transmission from Sk to S1 on subcarrier c

N

Number of nodes per group in the multi-group multi-way relaying
scenario

nRS,c

Complex white Gaussian noise vector at the relay station on subcarrier
c

nk,c

Complex white Gaussian noise vector at Sk on subcarrier c

nk,t

Complex white Gaussian noise vector at Sk in time slot t

nov,k,t

Vector containing the received noise at Sk in time slot t

nov,k

Vector containing the received noise at Sk during all broadcast phases

Nk,c

Matrix containing the received noise at Sk on subcarrier c

Nk,t

Matrix containing the received noise at Sk in time slot t

ηc

Lagrangian multiplier

og,t

Index of the suppressed signal of group g in time slot t

og

Vector containing the indices of the suppressed signals of group g

PBS

Maximum transmit power of the base station on each subcarrier

Pnode

Maximum transmit power of each node on each subcarrier excluding
the base station

PRS

Maximum transmit power of the relay station on each subcarrier

PS,l,k,m,c

Expected signal power when estimating the mth data stream of Sl at
Sk on subcarrier c

PI,l,k,m,c

Expected interference power when estimating the mth data stream of
Sl at Sk on subcarrier c

PN,l,k,m,c

Expected noise power when estimating the mth data stream of Sl at
Sk on subcarrier c

pk

Weighting parameter to adjust the transmit power of Sk

Qk,c

Transmit filter of node Sk on subcarrier c

qk,m,c

mth column vector of Qk,c

Q1,k,c

Columns of the transmit filter of S1 used to filter the transmit signal
s1,k,c intended for Sk on subcarrier c

q1,k,m,c

mth column vector of Q1,k,c

r

Factor describing the asymmetric data rate requirement between the
downlink and uplink

rk

Factor describing the asymmetric data rate requirement between the
required data rates at S1 and at Sk

r

Vector describing the asymmetric data rate requirements

sk,c

Transmit signal vector of node Sk on subcarrier c

sk,m,c

mth element of sk,c
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List of Symbols

ŝk,c

Estimate of sk,c

ŝk,m,c

mth element of ŝk,c

s1,k,c

Transmit signal vector containing the symbols of S1 which are intended
for Sk on subcarrier c

s1,k,m,c

mth element of s1,k,c

ŝ1,k,c

Estimate of s1,k,c

ŝ1,k,m,c

mth element of ŝ1,k,c

ug

Index of the unicast signal of group g

vBS,k

Weighting parameter to adjust the fraction of the transmit power used
to perform transmissions from S1 to Sk

vBS

Vector containing the weighting parameters vBS,k

VBS

Matrix containing the weighting parameters vBS,k

Vc

Diagonal weighting matrix

vMS,k

Weighting parameter to adjust the fraction of the transmit power used
to perform transmissions from Sk to S1

vMS,c

Vector containing the weighting parameters vMS,k for subcarrier c

Vk

Matrix containing the right-singular vectors of Hk

Vk,1:m

Matrix containing the m strongest singular vectors of Vk

wk

Weighting parameter to adjust the fraction of the transmit power used
at the relay station to retransmit sk

vec(·)

Stacks the columns of a matrix into a vector

vec−1
M,N (·)

A vector of length MN is sequentially divided into N smaller vectors
of length M which are combined to a matrix with M rows and N
columns

W

Diagonal weighting matrix

Wk

Temporal receive processing matrix at Sk

yk,c

Received signal at Sk on subcarrier c

yk,t

Received signal at Sk in time slot t

yRS,c

Received signal at the relay station on subcarrier c

ℜ[·]

Real part of a scalar or a matrix

(·)

T

Transpose of a vector or matrix

(·)H

Conjugate transpose of a vector or matrix

(·)∗

Conjugate of a scalar, vector, or matrix

⌈·⌉

Rounds a scalar up to the next integer

(·)−1

Inverse of a square matrix

|·|

Absolute value of a scalar

|| · ||2

Euclidean norm or 2-norm of a vector
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|| · ||F

Frobenius norm of a matrix
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